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Microchip

PIC
INTRODUCTORY OFFER £99.00

Family?

Then take a closer

at the Arizona Technologies

Tutorial Board and modular training programme:
he Arizona Tedhnologies is a low cost
modular tutorial system for getting
started with the Mierpchip P!C It is based

ITEM NO
1

MAPLIN PART NO
NT62
NT63
NT61
NT65
NT66

DESCRIPTION
Main Board
Keypad Interface
LCD Module Interface
Dallas Touch Memory Interface

PRICE
£99.00
£29.95
£29.95

2
around a versatile demonstration and
3
prototyping PGB and a windows help file
1
£24.95
softy/are suite All Mierothip software tools
5
Swept Tone Generator
£24.95
are provided and dealt with ,in great depth
6
NT67
Real Time Clack Application
£19.95
T.his is very mueh a learn-as-you-gp
NT68
Input Capture/Output Compare
£19.95
7_
produGt with the basics covered with the L
mam board and turther tutorials available as.addons. once you are comfortable with the device operation
the introductory offer of £99;00 includes: Demonstration and prototyping boafrl diskette pf tutorial Software,
Microchip CD Rom (data, apps notes editor, assembler ano simulator), Product registration and support form iRGB
Clreujt diagram. Technical Hotline details.
PIC Tutorial Board is supported by the UK Technical Hotline on (44) 1509 611344 or emailitutoriaI@arizona.co.uk.
You can see before you buy by visiting the web,page on httpi/Avww.arizona.co.uk/arizona

Also available to help with the PIG
A tutorial in programrnirig the MiGf.ochip PIC (MAPLIN Code
NR74) is the latest in a series of learning aids 'to make your first steps
into the exciting world of the Microchip PIC that much easier Written by
Paul Benford and Gordon MacNee, long standing experts on the PIC and
microcontroller based applications this book is a must for any design
engineer getting onto the PIG trail
Publishers of Technical
and Educational Books
IGKNIELD WAY. BAlDOCK.
HERTS. SG7 5BB
TEU 0 T462 89680S > FAX. di46? 896700
Email:'Si(nonecharaslKu ne! com

A Tutorial m
PROGRAMMING
THE MICROCHIP PIC
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The AVR Project
Kevin Kirk continues the story of
AVR microcomrolter applications.
(BUS Expansion Modules
Neil Johnson provides the first in a
series of add-on modules for his
Interface Bus as featured in our
November '97 edition.

36

Video Distribution
Amplifier Case
The boys from the Maplin iab have
produced a lovely box for your VDA kit-

^8

Getting Audio onto CDs Part 2
Martin Pipe outlines the way to install
the hardware into your computer.
He also looks at the mechanics of
CD mastering and MPEG audio.

64

72
Matures
8

Getting on to
the internet Part 2
This second episode centres around
the history of the MODEM and how the
latest state of the art MODEMS can be
connected to your PC for the Internet.
Mark Brighton reports.

13

Electronics in Agriculture
George PicKworth investigates
precision farming using the' GPS
navigation system-

11

Gravitational Waves
Douglas Clarkson goes on the trail for
the evidence of gravitational waves.
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The El Nino Effect
Weather satellites have been closely
monitoring the current El Nino effect.
It could be the biggest yet as Dr
Chris Lavers reports.
Radio Communication
Products
Harry WatWns reviews some of
the hand-held personal,
communicators on offer for business
use and for pleasure.
Nuts & Bolts Review
Stephen Waddington reviews the
latest Toolkit software for your
computer and has three copies to
give away in oor competition.
Security Electronic Systems
Ray Marston looks at Infra-red light
beam and P!R movement detector
circuits in part 5 of this series.
CB Radio Abuse
Chris Peny of the British Citizens'
Band Confederation outlines some
of the misuses of the CB system.
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Built-in Obsolescence
Two factors affecting the electronics trade are negative inflation
oh a variety of products and manufacturing product lifetime. A
classic example of the former is the colour TV. In the late 60s a
TV would typically cost £3S0. Thirty years on, a comparable
version costs around £250. On the latter, many product lifetimes
particularly In the computer/computer peripherals area are now
down to around six months. For distributor companies like
Maplin these factors represent a real challenge.
From the company point of view, it means you either hold zero
stocks and you order/manufacture on demand, something that
was taken up by many companies in the UK after a recession
(it's called adopting the 'Just-in-time' approach) or the company
has to somehow ensure a high turn-over of stock, clearing those
lines within months. Both have their own set of risks.
From the customers* point of view it always presents a bit of
a challenge knowing when to take the plunge and to buy. The
customer has to make a decision about using a technology that
will be 'old-hat' in around six months. What is also particularly
galling,'is that in some cases, the customers' showpiece
gadget has dropped to around half of the original price,
Wouldn't it be interesting to see an 'obsolescence time
estimate' printed on relevant packaging to give greater
consumer choice, but i doubt that will happen somehow.
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Congratulations
Yes well done Mr P Stevenson of Peterborough. You have won
your request of a Teletest-2 for TVs, VCRs and Home Cinema in
our December competition. '
Pau[ Freeman-Sear, Publishing Manager
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Computing Market
Philips Semiconduotois' Handheld Computing Group has announced
three major agreements for the company's TwoChipPIC and
TwoChipPIC Plus srdiitectures, v/hich are specifically designed for
the handheld personal computer market and provide the essential
combination of high performance with low power consomptioh.
The TwoChipPIC chipset will be embedded in Quantum Micro
Systems' QMS-104 computer board while the TwoChipPIC Plus will
support the new Microsoft Windows CE 2.0 platform and fomis the
basis of an alliance between Philips Semiconductors Handheld
Computing Group and Epson to provide high-resolution 16-hit colour
support for handheld equipment.
For further details, check: www.seni1conductors.philips.coro.
Contact; Philips Semiconductors, Tel: +3140 272 20 91.

Samsung Demonstrates Massive TfT-lGD
As the world's first 30in. single, gjass thin-film-transistor liquid crystal
display (TFT-LCD), Samsung □ectronics' next-generation TFT-LCD
can function as a high-definition muitimedia display and large screen
wall-hanging W. Commercial versions of the screen are expected to
become available some time next year.
For further details, check: www.sarasung.com.
Contact: Samsung Tel; (0181) 3918213.

Intel-Digllal

Intel Chips in to CDT

Settlement
May Signal
End of Alpha
As part of a settlement aiding a
patent infringement lawsuit
brought by Digital Fquipmcm
Corporation against Intel. Intel
is paying Digital S700 million
and rotalties hue Digital is
commiuing itself to develop
computers based on the nextgeneration of Intel chips and
competing direcdy against
Digital's Alpha chips.
Thirty-five computer vendors
have already promised to use
Intel's new chip when it comes
out in 1998, and industry
analysts see Digital's
commitment to Intel chips as a
signal of the end of its own line
of .Alpha chips.
For further details, check:www.Intel .com; or
www.digital.com.
Contact; Intel,
Tel: (01734) 403000; or Digital,
Td: (01189) 86871L

I
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fntel has joined Cambridge Display Technology's (CDT) list of
high-profile backers to become an investor in the UK based start-up
display company.
Other investors include rock group Genesis, Esther Dyson,
president of EDventure Holdings, an emerging infonrtation
technology commentator, former Acom Computer founding director
Hermann Hauser, the Scuiley Brothers and Steve Kahng, president
of Power Computing Corporation.
Unlike other display technologies, LEP can be manufactured on a
single piece.of glass or plastic and consequently could have flexible
properties. CDT has Already demonstrated a singe-colour LEP dot
matrix display and expects to show more complex applications by
then end of 1997.
Since its founders discovered LEP in 1990, CDT has followed a
strategy of commercial exploitation through licensing and joint
development, with fundamental research focusing.on the core LEP
technology taking place in .the company's Cambridge laboratories.
CDT has licensed its patented technology to Innovative Display
Technologies, Hoescht, Philips and Uniax, with the latter two
expecting to make beta products available as low information
content'displsys for'mobile phones in early 1998.
"The Intel investment will support COTs ongoing research and
development work led by Cambridge University's Cavendish
Professor, Richard Friend. Friend's team is currently developing
schemes' to allow synthesfsed polymers, which efficiently emit light in
the red, green and blue regions of the visible spectmm, to be used
to construct colour graphic displays.
For further details, check:
wviVi.cdtltd.co.uk; or www. Intel, com.
Contact CDT, Tei: (01223) 276351; or Intel, Tel; (01734) 403000.

Intel Eonfirma Laiesi Pentium Fminr
Intel has confirmed that a flaw in the company's Pentiom-and
■PentiifhVMMX processors has been discovered. The "FO bug" as'the
gitch has been dubbed, involves a sequence of illegal opcodes instructions not normally intended for use with the Intel chips.
Meanwhile a small company called Freedom Fighter says it has
developed a fix for the Pentium chip flaw. The FO Fighter software
is designed to work with Windows 95 or NT operating systems a'hd
detects and deletes the problem-causing code before it causes
:
any damage.
For further details, check; www.Intel .com.
Contact: Intel, Tel: (01734) 403000.
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Encoding Chips
Enable High-Quality
leveraging its experience in
mixed-signal design, Texas
Instniments (It) has announced
two new video encoding and
decoding devices. These chips
offer high-quality video
processing Tor personal
computers (PCs) and other video
applications such as set-top
boxes,video conrerancing and
digital teievisiDh.
Video decoders and encoders
allow the digital world of PCs to
connect with analogue video
devices such as camcorders,
VCRs and televisions.
TTs new TVPS010 video decoder
and TVP6Q00 video encoder
bring high-quality video to the
PC by combining advanced
analogue decoding capabilities,
such as dual comb fitters, with
other spaciat features lite a
flicker fitter and overscan
compensation, which are used
to encode digital video signals.
For further details,
check: www. ti. com.
Contact: Texas Instniments,
Tel: (01784) 212000.
Microchip Debuts
World's -Smallest
EEPROM
Microcontrollers
Microchip Technology has expanded
its PICmicro famity pf S^pin STbit
mScrccontrolters with two new
devices; The PiC12C6518 and
P1C12CE519 contain 16 bytes of
on-board EEPROM data memory,
making them the v,odd's smaitest
EEPROM microcoiWollers.
Ti> : PtClSCESlS and PiC12C£519
feature 512 words of one-Smeprosrammabie (OTP) program
memory and 25 bytes of user RAM
and 1,024 v.wds of OTP prajyam
memory and 41 bytes of user RAM,
respectively. With OTP progam
memory and EEPROM data
memoiy. Microchip delivers a
highly flexible mlcrcconboilaf
solution in the space of a mere
0.04 square inches.
For further details, check:
www.mi crochi p.com.
Contact; Microchip,
Tei: (0118) 321 5800.
Aviation1 Radio
Re-tunes
CM! aviation enthusiasts will
have to change their existing
equipment in order to listen In
to conversations between pilots
and air traffic control. New
channel spacing, to be phased
In throughout Europe in 1999,
dictates that the receiver band
for civil aircraft changes from
the current 2SkH2 to 8.33kHz.
Contact: Radio Authority,
Teb (0171) 430 2724,
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Xerox Develops
Diode For Laser
Printers
Xsrax has dEvstapefi a
semiconduciflr diode thai
^nerates Drty blue laser teams
v.ith shorter ivavefengths to
produce more dots in an image and
thus schiere much higher picture
rssolLrtion than is'possible using
v/avelengihs at the infrared end of
the spectrum. The technology Is
expected to be incorporated in
commercial laser printer products
within the rsext the years.
For ftmher details, check;
www.xerox.com.
Contact: Xerox,
Tel; (01908) 692444.
Apple Mac OS For
liitel Machines
Apple is thought to be involved
In an effort to develop a version
of its Macintosh operating
system to run on computers
based on Intel processors.
Meanwhile interim CEO Steve
Jobs says he's not interested in a
permanent position at Apple
Computer, and is confident that
the company will find a successor
to former chief executive GH
Amello before year's end.
For further details, check:
wvivr. apple, com.
Contact: Apple,
Tel; (0181) 569 1199.
Yale'Grow Chips In
•Test Tubes
Researchers am working on an
altemative method of producing
computer chips by growing them in
lest tubes. Tne idea is to
encoura^ organic melecules. into
organising themseK^s into wires
and transistors by zapping them
v.ith an eiechical cunenL The result
could be superchips vdth many
billions of transistorsi
. for further details, check;
ee.yale.edu.
Contact: tbte Unrvsrsity, Tel; +1
203 432 4300.
IBM Calls For
Urgent Action On
Social Inclusion
iiOP Solutions Research undertaken
on behalf of IBM and released at
the end of November, re.-eals the
ur^rg need ftsr gjwemroent action
to pro.ent social exclusion in the
information scciety, Rgures Stow
that not only ere the less
ad/antsged social groups unlikely
to ha'.s used current technolog/
such as PCs, the Internet and
touch screen terminals, but 61%
are.also concerned about their
abilrty to use technotogi' in" a future
where the government deals vmh
the citaeo sieeironicaity.
For further detaDs, check:
vivrM.ibm.cora.
Contact IBM, Tel; (0930) 426426.

Analysts Warn of Bleak Future for
Research released by analysts
normal copper pair into a
broadband connection.
Ovum, anticipates a halt In ihe
growth of ISDN' lines by 2003There are over 700 million
fixed Lines in operation
Its report, 'Digital Subscriber
worldwide, the majority of
Line; die Route to Broadband',
predicts that users will migrate
which are copper. This is an
to higher bandwidth salutions
enormous potential market.
ISDN is only an interim solution.
such as onswitched digital
Once true broadband solutions
subscriber line technologies
(sDSL). In the short.term,
such as ADSL, VDSL and single
however, growth in demand for line HDSL become available,
both ISDN and xDSI. will be
ISDN's growth will falter,"
driven by increased user
But there are still some
demand for bandwidth and
market barriers to overcome.
telcos' determination to
"Until recently, the xDSL
maximise return on existing
market has suffered from the
lack of a 'killer application' for
copper networks.
According to Kate Hewett,
cost sensitive residential and
consultant at Ovum and author SOHO users," continues Hewett.
"But increased use. of the
of the repon, "Digital subscriber
internet, teleworking and data
line technologies can turn a
•»««
• • • • «'* a • • O B • • O
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NEC Launches Wtnaowr

ISDN
nerworking
are rapidly
changing
this.
However
uncertainty
Over
pricing and
marketing
strategies,
as well as
tire fact
thai telcos have invested
heavily in making their
networks ISDN^capable, are
causing xDSL deployment to
stall," concluded Hewen.
For further details, check:
www.ovum.com.
Contact: Ovum,
Tel: (0171) 255 2670.
ssaaaaaaaaaaaaa
GPT Seeks
Graduates

CE 2.0 Handheld PC
Weighing in at under 1.5 lbs a
lightweight mobile companion,
optimised "for e-maii and
document Hewing and editing
was launched last month bv
NEC. The MobilePro 700
Handheld PC (H,'PC> features
an innovative new design that
boasts a comfortable, cypable
keyboard, and a large, backlit
screen.
Designed for Microsoft's
Windows CE2.0 operating
system, the NEC MobilePro 700
features die familiar Windows
interface, included in Windows

CE 2.0 are: Windows CE
Services 2.0 for synchronisation
of files with a desktop or
notebook; Microsoft Pocket
Word.and Microsoft Pocket
Excel, for maximum
productivity on the road;
Microsoft Pocket Outlook, for
entail retrieval and distribution;
and Microsoft Pocket Internet
Explorer, for.intemec Access
and web browsing.
For further details, check:
wviw.nec.com.
Contact: NEC,
Tbl; (0181)993 8111.
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Partnership Unveils Storage First
SanDisk has teamed v.ith
mobile phones, pagers and
Siemens to launch the
other handheld products. The
MuiiiMedfaCard(MMC), die
MMC, which weighs less than
two grams and is the size of a
world's smallest solid state
storage device. The AIMC
penny, was designed to meet
provides portable data and
the unique requirements of the
:audiQ storage to the smallest
portable communications and
advanced mobile phones and
computing markets.
pagers currently being
For further details, check:
WrtW.sandisk.com; or
developed. With support already
www. si emens. eo .uk.
from leading telecommunications
Contact: Sandisk, Tel: +49
companies, SanDisk expects
that the MMC will emerge as the 511875 9185; or Siemens,
Tel: (01344) 396693.
portable storage standard for
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iihu Will

Make it Difference
Some of the finest.young brains
in Britain are being recruited to
fill 200 vacancies at GPT. Britain's
largest telecommunications
manufacturer has targeted over
80 of the UK's leading
universities in a recruicment
drive, timed to attract the yenbest graduates leaving higher
education next year.
Resourcing manager Tony
Lewis told Electronics and
Beyond, "GPTs objective is to
find up to 200 graduates who
will make a difference in the
challenging and competitive
world of telecoms. They will be
recruited in the next few
months to ensure they start
work with us nest year and will
benefit from industry leading
development."
He said the graduate
vacancies were in addition to
about 100 vacancies at the
company, for skilled engineers
and technicians.
For further detafis, check;
Kww.gpt.co.uk.
Contact GFl'-Td; (OSOO) 1744%.

'

nr&aKthrougk. Technology rnabSes Kecord-itaeakine hard Urh/er
IBM has announced the world's
highest capacity desktop PC disk
'drive with new breakthrough
technology called Giant
Magnetoreslstive (GMR) heads.
No bigger than the head of a
pin, the GMR head is a major
advancement over the previous
technology called a
magnetoresistive head.
Pioneered by IBM Research
scientists, GMR heads will be
used in IBM's new Deskstar 16GR
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a 16.8rgigabyte. drive that
holds eight times more
information than today's
average desktop hard drive,
The new drive can hold 8 hours
of full-motion video (MPEG-2
qualiti/ wdeo) or information that
when printed fills more than 16
pick up trucks
For further details, contact
wwrf.ibm.com/storage.
Contact; IBM,
Tel: (0990) 426426,

jihaiiced Video
Camera from Panasonic
Panasonic has launched a compact lightweight 3CCD camera which
maximises the performance of digital video formal to offer superior
picture and sound quality The NVDX100B employs the 3CCD
camera sx'steni, similar ro that used in profession video cameras.
Each of the three CCDs utilises 320.000 pixels to make-up the red,
green and blue components of the picture. Adding ro this is a
double density pixel distribution —a resolution enhancing
technology which increases die effective number of pixel elements
by approximately 1-5.
For further details, check; www.panason1c.co.uk.
Contact: Panasonic, Tei: (0990) 35~557.
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National Semiconductor
and Cyrix Merger Approved
The merger between National and Cyrix Corporation has
been approved^ taking the semiconductor one step closer to
developing the single chip Personal Computer (PC).
"We will offer new integrated
processors capable of powering
a broad range of PCs and
information appliances, bringing
informatioo to people shytime,
anywhere,"■ said Brian Halla,
CEO, National Semiconductor.
For fiirther details, check;
www. national.comj
e--i
or www,cyrix.com.
Contact: National
Semiconductor,
Tel: (01475) 633733;
or Cyrix,Tel; +1800 777.9988.
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MDunibai^n ivieiisi ftiarcen
Jointly to Computing Pioneers
Department at the University
Professor Tom
Kilbum and
and later became its first
Professor
Professor of Computing. The
Maurice
pioneering Manchester machine
Wilkes have
included the key elements of
been jointly
storage, computation and
awarded the
random access memory.
1997
Professor Maurice Wilkes,
IEE Mountbatten
working at Cambridge University,
Medal by the
was personally responsible for
National Electronics Council
many of the key concepts used
(NEC). "Biey received their award
in today's computers; microfrom His Royal Highness The
prdgrarrimrng. random access
Duke of Kent KG at a ceremony
memory, paraliel computing and
held at the IEE in London.
floating point arithmetic. His
Professor Tom Kilbum led the
work led to the development of
team at Manchester University
the EOSAC machine which
which set out to design'a
started operating in 1949 arid
universal digital machine and
was used for the University's
they were the first people to
first computing service.
actually run a machine under
For further details, check;
stored programme control. He
www.iee,org.uk.
set up the Computer Science
Contact IEE, Tei; (0171) 240 1871.

Lucent Reveals Faster Transistor
Researchers at Bell Laboratories, the researdt and development arm of
Lucent Technologies, have fabricated the world's smallest practical
ttanslstor that is four times smaller, five times foster and draws 60 to
160. limes less power than today's transistors.
■While Beil Labs and others have built cstremelysmaB transistors
before, no one has built a transistor this small with all the components
scaled to deliver the.kind of performance, needed for a practical
microdtip, the company said. The achievement paves the way foe
powerful new integrated circuits that pack many-billions of transistors
on a single silicon chip, as opposed to the millions on today's chips.
"As we celebrate the 50th anniversary of inveming the transistor at
BeJJ Labs, we ate ushering in. the age of 'nanodectronics' by developing
the technology to produce future generations of microchips," said Mark
Pinto, chief technical officer of Lucent Tedinologies' jMiexoelectronics
Group, tn mrcroelecrrdnics, chip features.are measured in microns, or
miDionths of a metre: in nanoeiectronics, dtip features will be
measured in nanometers, or billionihs of a metre.
The experimental 'nanotransistor' exceeds today's inmsistore In such
key measures as how mudr current flows through a transistor and howmuch a transistor boosts a signal Future chips based on this
technology would consume for less energy, a boon for users of portable
commumcations and computing devices.
"This new technology could go a long way toward sausfying
consumers' demands for longer battery life, less weight, and additional
capabilities in wireless telephones and portable computers," said Pinto.
"Cutting power demand could lead to portable niuiumedia terminals
thai run for weeks on a single battery and tndode feacures such as
automated adaptability to wireless standards around the world,"
"The hanQtrarisisior puts us way in from of the industry curve," said
Pinto. Tcis what the semiconductor industry predicts will become
state-of-the-art 12 years from now."
For further details, check; www. 1 ucent. com.
Contaci; Lucent, Tel.- +1 888 584 6366.
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by Mark Brighton
Hardware and
Software requirements
In [ass months artide, we had a general look
at the mala types of service providers who
can connect you to the Web. This month,
we assume dial you have not opted to
choose the ubiquitous Compuserve / AOL
service (these companies have merged to
form what may end up as a truly massive
.single service provider, serving about one
third of al! Internet subscribers world-vide),
but have decided to subscribe to a service
provider offering a simple standard Internet
connection, using Demon Internet as our
example.
We will look at the hardware you will
need to connect your PC to the Internet,
and the Software package tint allows you to
browse or "surf!" the.Net.
Starting points:
The Modem
If you already have a Pentium or 486 based
PC (older CPU's will also work, but with
limitations on what you can do whilst on
line in terms of running other programs
concurrendy at a reasonable .speed), you
only need to add a device called a modem
to it and plug die modem into a convenient
phone socket.
A modem is an elecironic circuit that sits
between the PC and the telephone line and
converts the digital data from your
computer from a series of logic ones and
•/eros (normally represented by two voltage
levels) that cannot be sent down a phone
line, to short bursts of different frequency
tones that can. Modems are fully bidirectional and also convert incoming cone
data (also called Frequency Shift Keying or
FSK) back into serial logic data represented
by voltage levels that your PC Gin deal with.
Internal modems also deal with the
conversion of parallel data from your PC's
data bus to serial data, and vice versa,
whereas external modems plug into a com
portjfvhere this conversion has already been
done, 'four PC deals with data in parallel
format, 32'or even 64 bits at a time for
newer CPU's, and it isn't possible to force
data down a standard telephone line at this
"width", so it is converted to a serial format
and sent, one bit after another, down the
phone line. Special marker bits show the
start and end of each byte of data. Incoming
data has to be rebuilt into parallel words .
which are then placed onto the data bus to
be read bv the CPU.

Development
of the modem
There is nothing new about the modem.
We can trace it's ancestry back to the Radio
Teletype (RTTY) madiines of the 1930's,
where keystrokes were encoded in 5 bit
Baudot code, and the resultant serial data
modulated an RF carrier which was
transmitted, then received, demodulated
and converted back to type at.the far end.
Even today the data transrasssion rate in hits
per second is sometimes (not strictly
cortecdy) referred to as "9600 Baud" or
whatever, whereas the older Baud rate
actually referred to the number of state
changes on the line per second which is. not
often the same as the number of bits
transmitted- The name "modem" is derived
frrim die MODulation and DEModularion
functions of die unit
Punched paper tape allowed messages to
be stored for later transmission, or archived.
When the need for transmission of
computer data between sites developed in
the 1950's and 1960,s, it was only natural to
extend the old Radio Teletype technology to
this new modem application, although the
original Baudot code was too limiting for
computer data transmission. 5 bits of data
only allows for 32 individual character codes
to be transmitted, with one of those being a
figure-shift character that allowed an
alternative character set to be used until a
letter-shift character switched back to the
original set. Use of an 8 bit serial (byte)
code allows all numbers between zero and
255 to be transmitted, or a pair of bytes to
form a 16 bit word. The ASCII character set
was created to represent ail keyboard
characters without the use of a shift code
(actually based on a seven bit code), and
later extended by the computer
manufacturers to cater for semi-graphic
characters and regional variations.
The original RTTY standard was based on
mechanical equipment with rotating
clutches and camsliafts used to serially
encode data. Transmission rates, were
correSjJoridingly slow (the "electric
typewriter'" teleprinter at the far end had to
be able to keep up anyway), at about 45 bits
per second (bps), but once computers
progressed from teleprinter displays to
Video Terminals, or had memory storage for
leisurely retrieval of received data, fester
transmission was requiredDevelopment of. the modem, limited by
the restricted bandwidth of the old
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analogue telephone lines, was falriy slow:
Indeed, the Maplin Modem kit ariginally
published in this magazine in 1983 (issue 5)
only managed 300 bps (about 30 characters
or bytes per second ) and this was state of
the an! Download of a (by today's
standards) relath-eK- small dara file of, say,
50K could cake almost lialf an hour at this
speed, so this would be of little use today.
Tire budding Bulletin Board Services
(BBS's) were tcxr based with no fancy
graphics (nianysiill are!) and even, the
revolutionary Preste! Viewtlata subscriber
service,running at 1200 bps (to you) and 75
bps (from you), was a text based, senice.
To most people today, the Internet means
the World Wide Web, with intensely
graphical presentation throughout giving
glossy magazine like quality to pages
displayed on your machine. This and the
requirement for down I oading huge data and
picnire files means the need for fost
modems is ever greaiei; vvidi effective
deliven* of pages being dependent on the
fastest modems available;, if you are-lucky
enough to make a good uncongested
comiection,
!n today's market, there are a number of
different tyjies of modems c.tpalile of
running at various maximum speeds, at a
wide range of prices. We will take a claser
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Photo 2, Tho MnpUn MODEM (now obsoleto) as featured In Issue 5 of 'Electronics'.
look :u sonic of the rypes ai'iilatile l>efore
choosing a specific modem for our
insrallation example, whsdi we will then
cover in depth. The market breaks down in
several different ways and we need to
consider each of these in turn to make a
final choice.
Modem types
Internal or External Modem?
Modems are available as an external type,
complete and boxed, or as a plug in intema]
card to fit inside your PC. The type you
choose is largely a matter of s>etsonaI
preference and confidence level in terms of
lifting the lid of your PC.
An external modem is easy to fit. Just plug
a serial lead into your Com (>orr; plug the
power supply into the modem and you are
ready to go. it is also very portable. If you
move from place to place and need to
connect die modem to several different
computers, this may be die right choice for
you. Windows 95 will usually detect a new
external modem (make sure that the
modem Is powered before boating
Windows 95) and prompt you to install any
necessary software or configunititm
information.
There are a few possible minor
disadvantages to an external modem. Ibu
will have to find a place to put it and an
extra mains socket or mains adaptor to plug
it im<a. It ritay cost a little more than an
intema! type. Users of older PC's should
ensure that their serial RSZ32
coriinmnications ports are based on the
high speed 16550 LiARTIC and not the
older 8250 type, otherwise tlicy won't be
able to use the.faster speeds. If you do have
the older device, a new I/O card is not
expensive, but rather defeats the advantage
of not having to lift the lid of your PC!
Intema] modems disappear insitle your
PC, with no extra leads or power supply

arrangements required They plug directly
into your PC's ISA bits, doing their own
parallel to serial conversion at whatever
speed they need/so you don't have to
worry about existing serial capability. They
are the cheapest option to go for and
probably the most practical solution ftir
anyone using a single PC to access die
Internet, espeoally if you are not
apprehensive aliout the prospect of fitting
die cud into a spare expansion slot inside
your machine. If you are unsure alxiut your
ability to do that, then jusi read on! We will
take you through that process, step by step.
Approved
or Non Approved?
This is ah easy subject for us to advise on.
All modems in this country legally
recognised as Bt to connect to the public
telephone network -are sold with packaging
clearly marked with a green approval disk.
Those that are not approved should be
marked with a red triangle. If it doesn't
come with the green disk, you are not
legally permitted td connect it to BT.
Mercury, etc.
For those of you who need to connect to
a_privaie telephone network (and note that
a'companies phone system may well not
qualify-as the prohibiddn covers direct or
indirect connection to the public network,
with many if not all company systems
probably counting as an indirect
connection), it is possible to choose a nonapproved modem at a .greatly reduced cos,
but there are non-approved modems and
non-approvable modems!
Should you be in a situation where you
feel you can .choose a non "green disc"
modem, look for one with the American
FCC approval sticker. Compliance with the
American safety standartls Is a lot better
titan no compliance at all, especially when
ypu.bear in mind the possible consequences
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of; a) the live mains being connected to
your telephone line via your (faulty) PC, or,
b) a lightning strike on die telephone lines
crackling through your PC (and whoever'
may be using it?). Nothing can guarantee
toiai protection against nearby lightning
strikes, but a type approved, tested modem
will be far more likely to provide a higher
level of protection than a non-approved one.
Maximum
transmission speed
Modems are sold hy their maximum
.connection speed in bits per second (bps)
or Kilobps. This is often abbreviated to a
simple number like "a 14:4K modem". In
addidon to the actual speed, there are many
stantiatd names ( version number Vxs) or
labels that apply to die data.transferspeed
and protocol. Hie older standanls below
14,400bps are just too slow for any regular
Internet use This includes lower "V"
numbers V22. V22b!S, and V32. Modems
with these specifications are "junk Ixk"
boards and should cost very neany nothing.
The V32bis standard connects at up to
14,400bps (14.4K). This is fnistnitingly slow
for any Net site with significant graphical
content and should lie avoided unless you
are ruiminga pocket money budget or are
donated the modem from sofneone who
has upgraded to a newer standard. These
were state of the art about three years ago!
'Hie V34 standard connects at up to
28,800bps, twice as last as the previous
standattl and is available very cheaply now
because it has already been superseded,
despite being quite new. This is currently
not a bad connection speed for the Net,
where maximum connection speed is often
limited by overloaded sen-era in any case.
Not exactly future proof though, because
Net sites are guaranteed to get more
graphical still as maximum modem speeds
increase and the Internet infrastructure
develops more bandwidth.
V34bis and V42 both provide connection
at up to 33,600bps. which is the maximum
rate many Internet. Service Providers tun
serve (and. some have only fairly recently
upgraded to that at time of wdring). Prices
here were quite high until recently, when'
the availability of die latest 56.6K modems
knocked them off of the top Of the
technology tree.
There are two new 56Khps "standards"
(the actual "V" standard is not yet finalised).
Some of the more recent 33.6K modems
may lie upgradable to one of the newer
standards- at a price..The two competing
standards, frodi Rockwell (K56Fiex) and US
Robotics (x2) are similar, but not
compatible. Only a Jew ISP's lure
committed to upgrade to one of these
standards at die time of writing, but Demon
have stated that they will be upgrading
some of their equipment to the K56
standard. They nuke thepoini however that
only connections using digital telephone
equipment will Iienefit from the ftill data
inmsmLraion rate, which will otherwise
.default to. a lower setting on connection

liantlshrtking (an initial data oxhange
bet^.xen thc.ISP server and your PG upon
cstablishmcn! of conneciion)Tlie reason titai the new 56K modems are
able to receive data so much faster than the
33.6K modems (note that they only iratismk
data ai 33-6K, but tnast of the data transfer
is usually from the ISP to your PC, so this is
not a probfem) is chat the data Is modulated
iiia different way. The methods used to
encode binary data onto the telephone line
have increased in complexity over the years
and make for some .pretty heavy reading,
but suffice to say that 56K modems use a
Pulse Amplitude Modulation technique
similar to die way an ISDN line works, as
opposed to the conventional Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation used until now
QAM is subject to a data rate limit of
35Kbps, ixxause the noise present on a
QAM signal, largely introduced by die
analogue to digital and digital to analogue
conversion processes in the digital
telephone network, makes reDnble
resolution of faster data rates impossible.
PAM is based on the direct use of the digital
levels generated by the circuitry tn a
modern digital telephone exchange to
represent the data bit patterns as opposed
to a modulated analogue signal.heing
convened (with the tjimntlzation errors
introduced by the use of a finite tiumbei of
digital steps to represent an infinite number
of analogue levels) to digital and back to
analogue.
in practice. 128 different analogue levels
of amplitude are required in order to
transmit a signal at 56Kbps, with the
decoder (codec) circuit in the modem
resolving those levels with a high degree of
precision. Noise on the telephone,
connection may make it impassible fur this
number of levels to be resolved, in which
case the system uses just 64 different levels,
still capable of carrying a dfiKbps data signal.1
Failing all ebe, the modem will revert to
using one of the older 33-6Kbps or
2S.SKbps standards.
Internet Browser
Software
Once you have chosen and fitted a modem,
all you need to do Is to choose and install
suitable browser software. A browser will
allow you to view World Wide Web pages,
download files, connect to any of the
newsgroups and read thousands of
messages posted by devotees of any
imaginable subject, send arid receive E-mail
and in short is the universal Internet access
progranf used by most peojale who 'surf the
Net' regularly.
Those of you with more recent versions
of Windows 95 will already have a version
of Microsoft's own browser program,,
internet Explorer. Microsoft has recently
updated this browser from version 3 to
veision 4 (tills software is being freely
distributed on magazine disks) which
integrates the functions of the Internet
browser more closely with ihc desktop and
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: PhotriS. A typlcal S6K bps MODEM from LASAT (avnilafate from Maplin Beclronlcs stfon);
folder concept Windows revolves around.
We will look at die different versions more
closely nexi month and see vvliai tiiey do
and how they work,
Tl.e oilier, main player on die browser
from is Netscape Navigator, also recently
updated and extended by the release of the
broader package called Netscape
Communicator. Netscape Navigator and
Communicator are both availahle free of
charge for evaluation piiqxwes, after which
Netscape ask you to pay for the product if
you wish to continue using it. The trial
.period is limited to 90 days for business and
governmcnr onjanisations, but the software
is riot disabled after thatperiod, Netscape
relying on: what they rail "die honour
system" for paymetu.
These browser-packages are also
dovvnlbadali!e from the manufacturera web
sites, but this is :t bit of a chicken and egg
situation if you haven't already got a
browser to download the software with! It
does mean that you can try out all of die
available browsers once you have one up
and running, if you are prepared for some
fairly long download times. For example,
Netscape Communicator is about 10
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Megabytes long and takes over lialf an hour
to download even at 33-6K. If you buy the
PC or Tmernet magazines for a month or
two. you should be able to pick "up enough
evaluation copies of the different browsers
to show you how they work. In practicc,
you will find very litde real difference.
between, the different programs. After all,
they' are all displaying the same pages albeit
with slight font differences,
Just a last word about browser versions
this month. Many of the sites you will
encounter 011 the Wo rid Wide Web split the
content of their site into several small sub
screens or windows roiled "frames",
sometimes with separate scroll bars. This
makes it easier to navigate a complicated
sdecrion of displays, yet may leave a
common selection tor and titling visible as
only one frame changes at a time. Netscape
Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer
versions 3 onwards do provide foil support
for the display of frames, but earlier
browsers may not.
Next month we will look at each of the
main browser packages a little more closely,
and install an internal 56K modem and
browser software.
jjii;!;,. q
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Electronics

Principles

5.0

'A COMPmB PC BASED ELECTRONICS COURSE'
If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or
improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you.
Now includes the PiCl 6C84 & PIC16071 hardware and instruction set,
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Graphics presentation has been enhanced ana speededaip with
new menus and indexing which enables a quicker access and
more infprmdlive descriptian of ttie extend^ idnge Of five hundred
and sixty etectronlcs dndinTdthenaiaflcs topics:
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ftequency response-curves calcUlalfonS,
logic States, voltages dndfeurrents etc.
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The P'CT6G84 mlGiocontralle'" hardware and instiudtion set has
been 'ntiodueed and brought to life through h olourfu! interactive
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Photo !;-Showing a
comblna harvester a!
work. The GPS antenna is
. the stubby antenna on
the right front of the cab.
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George Pickworth investigates precision farming using GPS.
Precision famiing
em pirn's a global
positioning system
(GPS) totell mobile agricniturai
machinery precisely where it is
within a field. A convenient
starting point for this study is a
GPS/com puter equipped
machine fitted with sensors
which cominually record data
relative.to its position as it
works its way over a Beld.
The recorded data is then
used as the basis on which to
program the computer on other
GPS equipped machines so rftac
theytUHomaticafly perform
spedfied opera tioas nt precise
cr>or<finates within a field.
The whole process was
termed Ijy Masscy Pcrguson as
'The Precision Farming Circle'.
Although intended for Eirmets,
all wiU become deir as we
woric qur way around the drcle
shown in Figure 1.
Let us start with a combine
iian ester at die top of the
drcle: this is fitted with a flow
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, Inside the cab pf \
a Massey. Ferguson
. Combine'Harvester,'.
, Data'can becallod-up1 1
by'to'ucMng the'screen.
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meter which measttrcs the
mass of grain as it is harvested
and cominually plots this .
against the position, of die.
h.m'esrcr (See photo 1).
The Data vision 11TM
remiinal I installed inside die
cab of Massey Ferguson 30/40
Series combine harvesters
allows die operator to call-up
information regarding the
operation of the machine and
grain flow through the meter
by simply touching the screen.
Farm Office PC
By means of a smart
card.fFieldstar Data Card"1)
data is transferred from die
Iianester computer to the farm
office computer whidi then
prints out a yield map for the
field (see Figure 2)
Smart cards are much better
suited to the harsh and dusty
agricultuntl environment than
floppy discs.
A typical yield map has 1.0
ton/ha contours but can lie
varied so as to give the best
definition of the range of
variations within a field.
However, a l.Otorvha variation
is too small to estimated
subjectively by the fanner yet is
of great economic significance.
Indeed, yield mapping has
shown variations to be much
greater than had been expected.
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Management
The yield map is the basis upon
which the various soil types
within a paiticular field are
managed. However, it was a not
simple a matter of using data
from the yield maps to program
the computer on the fertilizer
distributor to apply heavy races
of fertilizer where yields are low
and decreasing application mtes
where yields were high.
Other factors such as soil
compaction, poor drainage, or
alternatively, shortage of'
available moisture can effect
yield. Indeed, in East Anglia,
available moisture is the
principal factor limiting crop
yields. Nonetheless, variations
in yield axe usually related to
the soil-type and once these
have been located and plotted
on the yield map the next
phase is usually to take soil
samples for analyses.
Analysis
Moving on around Figure 1 we
come to soil analysis. The
relationship between soil types,
rate of fertilizer application and
crop yields has long been

studied and is well known. So,
with reference to the yield map
and using an ATV fitted with
GPS on which to travel across
the field, or even using a hekiheid GPS receiver; the farmer
takes soil samples for analysis.'
Hie position from which the
sample is taken Is accurately
plotted by the GPS.
During soil analyses, the
physical condition of the soil b
also noted. Obvious problems
such as poor drainage can then
be corrected. Less obvious
problems involve digging pits to
observe theisoil. profile. For
example, the soil in some parts
of the field may be compacted
arid requires extra deep
cultivation. The cultivator is
then'programmed to treat these
specific areas rather than the
whole field thereby saving on
tract or fuel costs etc

Photo 3. Showing soil
samples being taken with
the aid of an ATV fitted
with GPS (SoyI Ltd).
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Crop and plant
density
From data obtained during
analysis of the soil samples, the
optimum fertilizer mixture arid
application rate for each soil
type- Is presallied and an
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Figure 1- The precision fanning circle. (Fieldstar TM).
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application program prepared.
In my part of East Anglia the
target yield for a wheat crop is
alrout 10 tons/liectare.
Paradoxically die. most
economic return is often
obtained when high rates of
fertilizer are applied to the
better soils. On the other hand,
it may lie uneconomic to apply
heavy rates to poorer soils
where lower yields may well be
more profitable. By the same
token, it may be desinshle .to
reduce plant population density
on poor soil and increase it on
good soil.
Once the decision has been
made with regard to crop and
plant dei isity, the seeder
corhputor is programmed to
vary the seeding rate accordingly
(see Figure t Seeding).
Fertilizer
Progressing around die
Precision Farming Cirde, we
come to the application of
fertilfeer. A decision on fertilizer
type and application rates would
normally have been made
before die crop was planted. As
we have seen, this would be
based on the yield map and
analysis of soil samples.
When the time arrives for
fertilizer application, data, as
with the cukivator and seeder,
is transferred to the fertilizer
computor by smart card
(Figure 1 Feriiiisatldn)
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Flow Meters
■fhc ke\' to GPS techniques wis
the development of higlify
accurace flow meters which
consmntly monitor theamount
of grain taken from die crop as
die combine harvester works its
way through the field This of
course required that the swath
width remains constant at a
given figure.
The most accurate, and
intleet). the most simple -ind
reliable Dow meters emploi"
Amcricanium 24! as a radio
active source. They work on the
principle that the greater the
mass of gfairi passing between
the nidianun source and the
deieaor, the greater the
absorjitioii and the lower the
reading presented by the
detector.
Norwitstanding diat radiation
is minimal, perhaps no more
than from a luminous watch,
the use of radio activE material
involves considerahTe
formalities and ftirm filling by
the farmer; fees have to be paid
to the responible govenmiem
agency. Moreover, the container
lias to be regularly inspected to
ensure It has not been removed

Rgure 2. Yield and
positional data map. This
was recorded every 1,2
sees by a Massey Harris
combine. It showed yleid
varied from 4.5tOfi/ha to
S.Otonfha,
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Meter
Fertilizer dLStribucors are one
of the mast sophisticated farm
machines. Contract type
fertilizer distributor are very
large and self prOjielletl. They
have multiple hoppers, each
containing a single plant food,
i.e. nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium fertilizers, plus
several trace elements.
The computer, in
conjunction with linear motors,
opens or closes the shut ten;
thereby precisely regulating the
0ow of fertilizer from individual
hoppers to a disc spinning at
high speed which spreads it
over a swath as the machine
advances.
leso sophisticated distributors
have two hoppers containing
basic plant foods and die
maclilne may either be towed
by the tractors of mouriied on
the tractor.
Tn some cases a single
specific mbaure of fertilizer is
all that is required and this can
be carried In a single hopper;
the GPS'computor controls rate
of application at different pans
of die field.
Plant Protection
We now come to the Last
operation on our journey
around the circle and this
concerns pests and diseases. It
is difficuli to predict problems

Rgure 3. Diagram
showing the
Implement control
on fertilizer
distributor shown
In photo 3. The
antenna at the
rear of the cab
picks up the
correction signal
transmitted with
Classic FM.
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by pests and diseases, but
satellite images, which are
available to fhrmers, can give a
good Indication of the location
and intensity oCsuch problems.
The images can be transjXJsed
on the yield map and the crop
sprayers computer can then be,
programmed to apply
agrochemicals only where
necessary. This is not only cost
saving but eim'ronmemaly
friendly.
Now thai we have completed
our journey around the
Precis ion Farming Circle we will
look at some of tlte equipment
in more detail.

fqnal
Figure 4.
Diagram
showing
radiation type
flow meter
used with
Massey
Ferguson
combine
harvester.
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Pholo 4n. Showing a single fertilizer.hoppor mounted on a tractor
Note GPS nntonna mauntod on top of the cab.
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I>e typically 25-tOO metres. The
more expensive the receiver,
the more accurate the position
given. However, tall trees and
buildings can degrade accuracy,
Uncorrected positianal
information is far too inaccurate
for precision farming. However,
enterprising companies soon
developed technicjues to
counter-act both introduced
and Inherent errors fay using a
technique known as Ditferential
GPS (DGPS).
.Differencial GPS requires two
receivers; one static, usually on
the farm office, whilst the other
is installed on the mobile
machine. The position of the
static receiver is known
precisely, so differences in its
position as given by die GPS
relative to its actual position are
caused by introduced and
inherent errors.
The static receiver extracts
the error signal and this is
transmitted to die mobile GPS
receiver where it cotreas the
position given by incoming

Photo 4b, Showing a pair of fertilizer hoppers mounted on a high tractor fitted
with low ground pressure tyres. Note the spinners under each hopper.
hi.

m
m
from the machine.
If the combine is used on
contract, work, die fire brigade
has to be advised of die exact
place at which it is working.
Presumably this Is a preemtion
should the combine catch fire
and set fire to die standing crop.
It is not surprising iheretbre
that many attempts have been
made to develop an alternative
type of flow meter. Devices
measuring weight or volume
have been tried but were not
well suited for installadon in a
combine harvester. However,,
radiauon type flow meters are
rugged and its inherent design
enables it to tit snugly into the
combine without the need for
any modification to the
machinery.
The great advantage of
radiation type Bow meters is
thar the;' measure mass and this
avoids correcting readings to
compensate for moisture
content and specific deasity of
the grain. No other ndiustment
or calihraiion is required once
die Ixtse setting is established.
Accuracy is within ±0.3%.
About GPS
Global Positioning was
developed for die American
military far accurate positioning
of [tcrsonncl. Many readers will
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already lave a basic
understanding of the system,
but for completentss, I have
included the following notes.
Twenty-four GPS satellites are
in polar, equatorial and
intermediate orbits around the
earth. As die}- traverse the sky
extremely accurate time signals
are transmitted and these are
received by the GPS receiver.
The received data is instandy
processed and the receiver
indicates its geographical
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position.
However, the satellite signals
are intentionally encrypted with
randomized positional errors to
reduce accuracy with civilian
receivers. Remarkably,
encryption was switched off
during the Gulf War but was
re-imroduced immediately
afterwards.
Studies made fay agricultural
organizations in Sliropshice
showed the accuracy of the
svstem with Chilian reccivecs to

satellite signals. Differential GPS
are claimed to give an accuracy
of one raetre.
The use of a static GPS
receiver on die farm office is
perfetdy saiisfactory when a
machine.is working dose by but
was useless for agricultural
contractors operating over a
wide area. However,
enterprising companies were
quick to realize that error signals
could be detected by a central

Position
+ Error
n
Pcsition
-r Error

PCSiiiOfl
EffGf
Error
PCSibOfl
4- Error
OrfatUng
GPS
SatanitE
Figure S. Diagram showing
differerrtlal GPS, The
recelvar on tho office roof
detects positional errors and
transmits this Information to
the mobile receiver where
the error Is corrected.
station and then be transmitted
by broadcasting stations along
with normal enrenainment
programs. Accuracy quoted by
some companies is typically
within 5.0m but for an extra
fee accuracy down to within
2.0m is offe'redL
Focus Ltd transmits error
signals with Classic FM; this
service is available to farmers
and presumably other users for
a fee. This of course requires a
special receiver and antenna in
addition to the GPS antenna,'
There is an equivalent system
called G I.ON ASS that was
developed by the former Soviet
Union but is now under the
control of the CIS Space
command. It is understood that
this service will shortly be
available to civilian uses.
GI.ONASS will not only give
better coverage for European
farmers, but positional errors,
inserted with the American
system, cannot be applied.
This means that farmers will be
able to attain the required
degree of accuracy with a single
receiver Instead of the two
required with DGPS.
World Wide
Whilst variations in soil types
and fertility were most
pronounced and occurred
more frequently in farming
areas, w-h'ere small fields and
hedges had been a traditional
feature, chev' also occurred in
other areas of the country
where larger fields had long
been a typical feature.
Moreover, fertility variations
occur in the great grain
producing areas of the world;
theseof course, include North
America and Australia and the
Ukraine. Obviously, the iaige
the fields, the more valuable
GPS technology becomes.

m
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Other Crops
So far we liave looked on at
GPS when applied to grain
production, but it is of course
applicable to ail crops thai can
be mechanically harvested; this
of course means that -specific
types of flow merers had to be
developed for different crops.
In the UK, candidate crops
include oil seed rape, sugar
beet, potatoes and peas.
Indeed, provided that flow
meters can be developed the
system could probably be
applied to horticuttucai crops.
Overseas, sugar cane is an
obvious candidate.
Evolution of
Precision Farming
One reason why GPS technology
became almost indispensable
with modem UK farming was
the removal of thehedgerqws
and the creation of !aige_ fields; a
practice sometimes referred to
as prairie forming.
The hedges of traditional
Figure 6a,
Sketch plan
showing the
fertiffty level of
Indrviclual field
separated by
hedges.

Pcsibort
*■ Error
- Error

small fields often demarcated
areas of differing soil types, so
formers developed
management systems best
suited to individual fields. For
example, some Gelds were
found to be well suited to
wheat, whilst some were well
suited to hordailiural crops.
On the other hand some were
best suited to pastures;
Helds were given in'dividua!
names which occasionally gave a
clue to their characteristics. On
my fotliers form the names of
fields included 'Sandyfoof, 'The
Flats', 'StonhilT and 'Wigford*.
Moreover, over generations, a
particular Kind of management
applied to a field often modified
its soil type and gave it different
characxeristlc to adjacent fields.
In addition, the fertility levels
across individual fields had
become almost constant So it
was perfectly saiisfoctory to apply
fertilizers at a 'blanket level'.
The hedgerows disappeared
as small fields were integrated
into larger fields and before the
evolution of GPS technology

the former had no practical
means of locating the original
fields and applying optimum
management techniques.
large fields are therefore
usually a complex pattern of
different sail-types each having
its own irihereoi fertility level.
Indeed, many of the variations
shown on yield maps
corresponds almost exactly to
the original fields shown on
original form plans.
So. prior to adopdon of GPS
technology, it was virtually
impossible for fenfiers to locate,
and re locate the various soittypes; it was analogous to
ptordng positions at sea. The
farmer therefore often had no
option other than to treat large
fields as if they were composed
ofa single soiluype and apply
fertilizer at a 'blanket' rate. This
was not only wasteful, but
environmentally undesirable.
The adoption of GPS
technology to match fertilizer
applications to crap intake is
not only sound economic practice,
but the amount of fertilizer
remamiog In the soil after
harvest in minimized. There is
less residue to leach out of the
soil during winter months. So
contamination of streams and
rivers is greatly reduced.
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Figure fib. Sketch plan
showing areas of
different fertility within
a single (arge field after
removal of hedges. The
light areas indicate
original position of
hedges and headlands
where son compaction
was caused by
machinery turning
on the headlands.
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by Douglas Clarkson
The twentieth century has seen a vast expansion in
the means to observe the physical universe. Subtle
secrets of the universe's cosmic scale have been
extracted using the electromagnetic spectrum. From
these details, a theory of the Universe has been
pieced together. This theoty noiv encompasses
features and events which push known physical
laws to their limit.
J
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Understanding of the universe also
relates to understanding the nature
of gravicv—as both a static constant
parameter that causes dust to coalesce to
form young stars and that which causes
galrsxies to attract each other to a dynamic
effect where, for example, during a non
uniform supernova explosion, the gravfty
field of a star distorts as it converts mass
into vast quantities of energy.
In accordance with Einstein's General
Theory of Relativity, gravity fields perturb a
broad range of physical parameters. The
frequency of a photon, for example, is
affected by the strength of a gravitatiooal.
field. The relative observation of time is
affected and also physical dimensional space
is distonedThe General Theory of Relativity
expounded by Einstein promotes the
basic idea that 'gravity is no force but an
aspect of the geometry of space-ume'.
Within this contest, space is not seen as an
absolute nonvariant entity Instead it is
considered to be influenced by the
distribution of mass and energy in the
Universe. In this sense 'matter'tells space
how to curve but space tells matter how
to move'.
Thus the railing apple that Newton is
considered to have observed is more like
the path of an object through space-time as
distorted by mass.
Within this fiajriEwork, laqge masses
introduce a strong curvature in space-rime.
Such effects have been verified in the path
of the light of stars In the vicinity of the sun
and gravitational, lensing effects of light from
distant objects deflected fay intervening
large massive structures.
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In various centres to try to repeat his'
findings which appeared to indicate that
gravitational events were being detected
with a much higher frequency than would
have been expected.
In an early 'bar' type detector developed
at Glasgow University during the 1970,s, the
system was so sensitive that the piezoelectric sensors could detect changes of
energy of kT/2 - corresponding to a mode
of vibration of the gas molecule. It is now
concluded, however, that such systems were
not sufficiently sensitive to detect
gravitational waves. Only with laser
interferometer systems, however, can the
required level of sensitivity be achieved.
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Figure 1. Basic design of tar' type gravitational wave detector.
It is often difficult to convey the almost
utter impossibility of detecting the distortion
of space-time by gravitational waves caused
by acceleration of non-uniform masses. The
size of the'effect is similar to a change
equivalent to that of the thickness of a
human hair in a distance of 4.5 light years die distance to the nearest star.
As yet no gtavitational waves have ever
been detected. As sensidvicies move towards
delecting a change in length of 10-18m, the
race is on to be the (kst team to catch the
first blip of a dying star or the repetitive
wobble of ultra dense neutron stars about a
centre of mass.
Possible Origins of
Gravitational Waves
There has been considerable speculation '
about the nature of events which may be
able to be detected using gravitational wave
detectors. Surprisingly the most clearly
understood event would appear to be that
of coalescence of compact object binary
systems, such as that of neutron stars or
neutron stars/blade holes spiralling together.
The nature of the gravitational radiation
would be that of a. 'chirp' of frequencies
around 2bdHz as the masses finally rapidly
spiral towards each other.
There.is speculation that the mutual
atiracuon and coalescence of black holes
would radiate a very intense gravitational
wave disturbance. Also, gravitational
radiation would be released by objects
cascading into black holes.
It is like!;,; however, that just as
electromagnetic waves cover a very wide
frequency range, so gravitational waves also
exist over a broad frequency range. The
nature, however of residual low frequency
components of gravity fluctuation arising
from events on the surface of die earth
(tides etc) means chat detectors on earth
cannot be made sensitive to the frequencies
of below around IMz. This has stimulated
interest in space based detection systems
such as the proposed USA project.

Early Detectors
The passage of a gravitational wave through
space distorts space itself For a distinct
physical mass, it Is considered chat this can
impart quanta of vibrational energy to a
physical structure. Such gravitational wave
effects, however, are extreraeiy weak in their
interaction with matter.
In this context, the earliest types of
gravitational wave detector were of this
design where the modes of vibration of the
physical resonator were monitored for
"leaps' that could be attributed to
absorption of energy from a gravity wave.
Figure 1 shows the typical configuration
of the early bar designs. The system consists
essentially of a dumb-bell shape suspended
in a vacuum to minimise transfer of energy
to the resonator from gas moleculesGround vibrations are reduced by mounting
the structure on a set of mechanical
vibration filters such as alternate layers of
rubber and lead.
The energy of vibration of the bar is
detected by high sensitivity- transducers at
the centre of the bar—a node of physical
vibration but an antinode of scrain.
First Findings
An initial series of experiments by Joseph
Weber at the University of Maryland using
bar detectors in the 1960's stimulated work

Pulsar

\

The Hulse
and Taylor Effect
It is quite the pattern of the Nobei
Committee for science to award prizes after
what seems a long delay-. The 1993 Nobel
Prize for Physics was awarded to Russel A
Hulse and Joseph H Taylor for the discovery
of the binary pulsar system PSR B1913+16
in 1974. Pulsars are thought to be fomied
from the collapsed structures of massive
stars at the end phase of the fission cyde.
Being composed essentially of nuclear
material, they typically would have a. mass
comparable to our sun but with a diameter
of only 10km.
The process of collapse tends to
accentuate the rotational .speed'of such
objects — much like an ice skater
undertaking a fast spin. Some pulsars can
rotate as rapidly as 625 revolutions per
second. The binary pulsar system, indicated
in Figure 2 as two objects of similar mass
orbiting about a centre of mass, discovered
by Hulse and Taylor was in feet a pulsar and
a companion collapsed star. By measuring
with high accuraq' the frequenq' Changes in
the pulsar's signal, the nature of the oibit of
the binary pulsar could be determined. Also,
the predicted changes in orbital conditions
expected due to loss of energy by emission
of gravitational wave energy of the
accelerating masses was observed to within
0.3% of expected values.
This was the: first observation of systems
acting as known points radiating
gravitauonaJ wave energy. The recognition
by the Nobel Cbnimittee of this work was a
considerable stimulus to physicists in die
world community seeking to develop
systems to detect such gravitational waves.
All of a sudden it was very much in fashion

fv
/
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/
Star
Figure 2. Binary pulsar system.
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Figure 3. With dfrection of propagation
of gravitational wave along OA, If an
expansion takes place In direction OB
then a corresponding compression will
take place along OC.
B

Figure 4. Basic
principle of laser
Interferometer: For
laser radiation
Introduced Into
Interferometer
system, any
change In beam
path will Introduce
changes In
recomblned light
signal at B.

Direction of
Fropcgation
Mirror
to begin looking for gravitarionat waves with
a new generation of detectors. Various
national and intematianal projects, long on
the drawing board, received a boost at this
period for their funding. It is hoped that
when operational they will help the
fundamental understanding of the how
sreliar evolution is proceeding in our sector
of die galaxy and also throw new insights
into the nature of gravity itself.
Interferometer
Detectors
An alternative approach to detecting
gravitational waves is to measure die. change
in separation between two masses. Optical
detection systems using laser
interferometers, however, detecting the
relative change in path length of light along
a specified axis allows systems with higher
detection sensitivities to be developed.
As a gravitational wave propagates as
indicated in Figure 3 along direction OA, if
an expansion takes place along axis OB then
a corresponding compression takes place.
along axis OC. For an interferometer design
the two effects in combination should

Mirror

distort the optical equilibrium of the
interferometer.
The theory of laser inteffcromecry
detectors is outlined in Figure4 which
essentially describes a Midielson
imerfetometer. light from the laser is split
by the beam splitter, so that a portion passes
to mirror A and is refiected and a portion is
rransmicted to mirror C and is reflected The
radiation is combined at a photodiode
system (B) in the central mirror optics. If for
example the path lengths change relative to
each other, eg as a result of the passage of a
gravitational wave, then the relative phase of
the wave trains combined at the photodiode
also changes and there is a change in the
detected output level..
•Such systems are utilising state of the art
optical components in terms of stability of
laser parameters, alignment of optics and
higii-reflectivity of mirror systems
employed-ilhe availability of ultra high
quality mirrots, widi loss (actors of less than
100 parts per million also allows the
Intensity of the laser beam required to be
reduced to commonly available power levels
between TOW and IKM
The sensitivity of die intetferometer

Laser System

Mods Cleaner

system can be increased significantly if light
Is made to undergo many numerous
traverses within die optical arms of each
axis. In the French-Italian VIRGO detector
system, a set of 3kni arms is equivalent to a
single pass 120km arm detector.
The GE0600 Project
The GEO600 project Is a collaborative
project for a 600 metre length Midielson
imerferorneter detector which is being built
near Hanover in Germany. The key
partidpants.indude groups from Glasgow,
Catdiff and Hanover.
The Physics Department at Glasgow
University has played a leading role in the
UK in developing experimental gravitational
wave detectors. As described, early
developments were undertaken using bar
detectors. Initial laser interferometer work
had been undertaken using Fabry Perot
cavities with 10 metre arm lengths with a
detector sensuiviry of 1.5x 10"14 m. Photo I
shows the current 10 metre interferometer
system at Glasgow configured with more
advanced optical systems.
Figure 5 indicates the planned optics for the
GEO600 detector. The laser system and
mode cleaner results in an ultra stable laser
with 'pure" frequency components. Tne
interferometer splits light into two main
paths and detects any relative change of
dimension in the iaferferometerarrns.
While sheer physical size of die detector
arms is one of the challenges of such
experiments, most eflbrt is being directed
towards the optical resonatoi: technologywith advantage being taken of the state of
the arc developments in high efficiency
mirrors and.ultra stable laser technology. In
the UK, industrial links have been formed
widi GEG-Marconi and Omnitec in the
development and manufacture of high
quality mirror systems. One of the spin offs
of high efficiency mirror technology relates
to the development of laser gyroscopes.
One of the key aspects of such detector

Interferometer
n

Slove Laser

Pov-'p r
Recycling
Master Loser

Ccmoensaicr

1 Mode Cleaner 1 Mode Cleaner 2

Figure 5. Proposed design of optics layout for the GEO 600 detector
{Courtesy GE0600 Project]
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Figure 6. Planned GEOSOO suspension system for minimisation of vfbratlonal noise.
(Courtesy GE0600 Project)
systems Is the requirement for very high
tjualityclean room conditions-within the
detector sysremsA key design element of the GEO600
system is the suspension system for the
optical components- It is essential that
mirror elements etc are a free from any
ground borne vibration as possible in order
to optimise the sensitivity of the overall
system. Figure 6 indicates the elaborate
planned suspension system for minimisation
of such vibrational noise.
The timetable for GEO600 is outlined in
table L
Process
TJmescale
Bret tube
end of 1993 (done)
Second tubs
■mid 1997 (done)
Centre! cluster and vacuum end of 1997
Mode cleaner and optics
end of J997
stacks and suspension
end of 1997
10 W laser
spring 1993
eoomcsvfty
mid 199-3
Mktheteon intaferorneter
mid 1999
dual recycBng"
spring 2000
Rist signal ?
2000 onwards.
Table 1, TImescale of Oeo 600 project.

LIGO
Lft the USA, LIGO (laser Interferometer
G ravicadonal-^Xitve Observatory) Is an
ambitious project for detecting gravitational
waves. Two separate detectors tvuh 4ian
interferometer arms are being constructed
at Livingston, Lousiam and Hartford,
"Washington - nearly 2000 miles apart.
The final LIGO sires were selected from a
proposal of 19 sites in 17 states. Key factors
included the locatioalnseismicallyand
acoustically quiet areas bur still within
convenient distance for resident and
visiting staff.
It is anticipated that the main facilities
will be constructed by 1998 and with initial
operation of die detectors from 2000
onwards.
LISA
The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
(USA) mission is currently being evaluated
by the European Space Agency to seek to
measure low ffequenq- gravitational waves
in the spectrum 0.1 Hz to 0.0001 Hz. The
observation of such signals is not possible

on the surface of the earth due to the
background of local gravitational noise.
The USA mission is part of a Horizon
20QO ESA proposal and as such is still a long
way of for actual implementation. The
earliest the mission could possibly be
implemented is probably 2008,. Although
there appears no official NASA - ESA
partnership for a joint mission, there is a
dose degree of co-operation between teams
at NASA and ESA over the basic concepts of
the mission. A possible recent option has
been to utilise only three spacecraft instead
of the initially antidpated six craft.
The actual orbit of the series of satellites is
itself quite complex to describe but is
outlined in figure 7. The satellites are
essentially in a sun centred orbit tagging
along some twenty degrees behind the earth
- approximaiety at a distance of some 32
million miles. Thus ensures that the satellites
are a sufficient distance away from base line
gravity disturbances from die earth. The
plane that the satellites occupy is at some 60
degrees to the plane occupied by the earth.
The satellites themselves rotate in a drcular
orbit around a notional central point. The
length of eadi interferometer arm is a
daggering 5 million km.
In current ESA proposals it is planned to
launch all spacecraft using a single Ariane 5
rocket More detailed analysis of payload
structures, however, is being undertaken in
order to achieve this launch requirement.
The basic payload of Ariane 5 into
Geostationary Transit Orbit is 6S00 kg.
Allowing for900 kg of a SPEHRA structurai
unit, this allows 5900 kg for three composite
structures eadi of which will contain two
satellites. Allowing a 900 kg laundi mass
margin, this further reduces the total mass
of the spacecraft to 5000 kg.
The technical development of LISA will
depend closely on advances with the
tedtnology of the earth based detectors
such as GEO600, VIRGO and LIGO. Already,
for example, groups involved in the GEO600
mission are also actively engaged in
considering specifications for LISA
detectors. Initial analysis.of the mission
requirements and costs indicate that it
would be too expensive to proceed with at
present but it could have a chance of being
pursued as a 7 the Cornerstone mission.
Tire anticipated threshold sensitivity of
the USA detector system is indicated in
Figure 8, It is antidpated that such a system
should be able to detect a wide range of low
frequency gravuaiiona! waves.
The present emphasis is on incorporating
state of the art technology in the design
specification of USA in order to introduce
greater performance of the satellites and
ensure that costs fall to within the budget of
a Cornerstone Mission. One key question of
the practicality of the mission relates to
stabilisation of the proof masses in thesatelllies to a positional resoluuon of lOnm.
While computaiionaf models of such mirror
systems can be developed, it may be
necessary to fly prototype modules in space
to verify' the arithmetic.
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Figure ?. Planned orbit of USA spacecraft {Couresy ESA)
VIRGO
The VIRGO project is Europe's most
ambitious gravitational wave detection
project. As a joint.French Italian project,
which is being built near Pisa in Italy; the

structure utilises 3kin length
interferometer arms.
The main laser system is a Nd:YAG at
1.0611 nm which is injection locked from a
1VV laser. The main laser beam will have a
power of 25^
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The VIRGO interferometer system is
designed for high sensitivity. In seeking to
detect gravitational waves there is the basic
limitation of the frequenq'of events which
may be able to be 'detected. Supernova
explosions are expected to radiate
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FIguro 8. Anticipated threshold senattfvtty of the USA detector system. (Courtesy ESA)
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gravicau'onal waves bui if the rate of
occurrence is low, then only a few events
per century may be detected. The VIHGO
system is designed to have sufficient
sensitivity to detect events originating as far
away as the Virgo duster which contains
about 300 large galaxies. The base line
sensitivity of the VIRGO system is indicated
in "Figure 9.
TAMA300
The Japanese experiment in gravitational
wave detection is called TAJSLA300 and is a
300 metre interferometer system located
on the Mitaka campus of the. National,
Astronomical Observatory - located in the '
Tama area of .Tokyo. It is antidpaied that
this system will become operational
around 2000. The next development could
be the construction of a 3km
interferometer.
Co-lncldence Systems
It is quite possible for spurious results in
one detector to be generated due id
random vibrational events. It takes' two
detectors to determine co-incidence effects

and three detectors to determine
directionality of incoming signal. Thus in
the USAthe IIGO system has two separate
interferometer units some 2000 miles apart
to determine basic co-incident events.
The propagadon delay of gravity waves
.over the distance of2000 miles is around
Urns. With modem atomic docks able
to be synchronised over time resolutions
of I part in 10-15, there is adequate
technology available to achieve a high
degree of time resolution.
While a series of national and international
projects are neadng completion, there is the
basic understanding that the quality of
observations will be significandy improved
by co-ordinating observations.
Systems like VIRGO can have the system
sensitivity optimised fpr a given anticipated
frequency of signal. This is essenually
undertaken by altering the mode of optical
resonance of the detector system. In this
way the detector can be made to hunt for a
specific dass of gravity wave event.
Where several detectors are operational
and functiomng to verify' events by
synchronised observing, the diverse
systems will require to optimise their
sensitivity to a common area.

Summary
Some 80 years after Einstein first
announced his General Relathiry Theory,
scientists are on the verge of detecting
gravitational waves as caused by massive
disturbances of mass in some distant
comer of the Universe. This will in turn
provide invaluableiosight into many
aspects of cosmology which have been
previously the subject of speculation. lt
may also provide that certain insight that
could lead towards completing a unified
theory of everything.

ffiurther Reading
K S Iliome. ill 300 Ypats rif Gravilation
edlled tiy S W- HavvWng and W Israel,
Caniiiiklge University Press. J987
Further Reading
PE0600 Home page
hUpy/www.geoSOO.uni-hannnvqr.de/
(with links (o other experimenlsl
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In the December issue of Electronics & Beyond, the general
circuit aspects for the PLC tvere discussed. This month
Kevin Kirk studies the system in a little more detail.
To start off we'U just have a
quick tour of the hmiware
to cover any littJe queries
that may still be hanging
around The inputs, via the
Optos, arc fairly straightforward.
All you need to do is to select a
resistor value so that you limit
the current to around lO-SOmA.
To do this you assume that the
LED drops around 2 Volts. So if
you are driving it with, say, 12
volts then you calculate the"resistor value as 12-2/.02= 500
ohms (let's call it 560 ohms for
cash — or the nearest E value).
Just ensure that you connect it
with the anode to the s-ve
supply. The outputs, also via the
optos, arc also fiiirly easy. Note
that we are driving them
directly from the output of the
AVR. nils is one of the neat
features of the device, it can
drive LEDs directly Tills really
does simplify this type of circuit
as we don't need any driver
transistors. One other minor
point to note if you are using a
monolithic 5 volt regulator and
ihar is be sure to put a capacitor
(470nl: polyester, 3 uF Tantalum
or lOuF Aluminium Electrolytic)
dose to the regulator between
the +5 volt output and ground
as, widiout it, the regulator
tends to burst into oscillation.
Which ran swing the output rail
up and down by ns much as 2
volts p-p which can make life
really exciting for both die AVR

.aft

:
and the serial programmer.
Analogue to Digital
conversion was mentioned in
the December artide, with a
cryptic circuit diagram, we'll
now expand upon it as it can be
a very useful addition to die
project. It ran be achieved in a
numlier of ways. The first is to
use a simple Resistor and
Capacitor combination (see

Figure J). This is the simplist in
hardware terms but is quite
complex software-wise as you
have to create a lookup table to
deal with the fact that the
capacitor has an exponential
charge curve. However, by
adding a simple hit of hardware
we can make this charge slope,
into a more managable straight
line slojie. The bit of hardware
in quesdon Is a constant current
generator. We coiiid create one
with a circuit such as that
shown in Figure 2. This drcuit
works by forward biasing the

transistor on by a set amount
using the rwo diodes. The other
method is to create ourselves a
nice linear integrator by using
the capacitor as part of the
feedback drcuit on an opamp
(Figure 3)- In feet that's what
we'll use because it makes the
calculations easier.
The actual method we are
going to use is the single slope
A'D. the operation is Sidy easy,
all you do. IS start a capadtor
charging and compare the
voltage oh the capacitor with
the unknown input voltage
using a comparator. Which,
conveniently, we happen to
have in die AVR. Meanwhile we
run a counter which is stopper.!,
and read, as soon as the charge
value exceeds die unknown
voltage input value. The value
in the counter is now analogous
to the input voltage value. So if
the input voltage. Is low then it
won't take many counfs.uncil
die capacitor charge exceeds it,
on the other hand if it is high
then it will take longer, hence
more count values. We'll allow
for worst case (high input
voltage of up to 2.55 volts) in
ourcalculattoas.
So mudi for theory. So how
do we dp this practicaLLy? The
hardware Is fairly simple. It just
needs thejniegrator tying onto
the comparator port and a
spare bit, which is used for
chatging/discharging. Note that
this method is not die quickest
in the world as it will take the
same amount of time to charge
as it does to disdiafge die.
capadtor so it is. effectively half
die speed it could be. We could
get round thai by adding a bit
of crude brute force (hopefully
leaving out die ignorance) anil
provide a simple switch across
the capacitor to short it out
(see Figure. 4), This effectively
turns dielntegrator into a
buffer and will hold the
capadtor at 0 volts when it is
not performing a converaion.
Its not going to win any prizes
for elegance but it works! A
word of caution, choose a value
of resistor that limits the
maximum discharge current to

EC2i2!.
4K7

I
1
T
Figure 1. Integrator.

OulEUt
input

Figure 2.
Constant current supply.
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Figure 3. Linear Integrator.
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Figure 4.
stay within Pr< of the transistor
(which should be a low leaknge
type—a BC212 was used in the
prototype). Hie rule of thumb
is the bigger the capacitor the
bigger the resistor - big here
means a few ohms, incidentally
a 1 ohm was used in the
prototype which provided a l/cs
discharge time, this is excelienx.
We.can set up a conipanitor
interupt to provide background
checking then the
microcontroller can be
beavering away looking after
the general I/O vvliile tltis is ■
going on. The cycle starts with
the capacitor disthatged which
means chat PD6 is set to a 0.
PD6 is then set to a 1 and the
capacitor starts charging at a
linear race. As soon as the trip
threshold has been reached (ie
when die voltage on the
integrator output > the
unknown input voltage) a
comparator interupt is
generated which can be used to
read the counter. I'Dfi is then
set to a 0 again and, after a
suitable time to allow the
capacitor to discharge, the cycle
is ready to start again. The
charge rate is determined by
the values of C and R and
should be selected depending
on the resolution of the A®. If
you want an 8 bit A'D then, in
dieory, you only need to use.
the counter in 8 bit (no
prescaler) mode so the timing
would be equivalent to die time
it takes the counter to count to
ftill-scaic (which is 5 Volts in dils
case). So using an 8MHz dock
we are kxiking at a iheorctiai!
conversion time of 32gs (1 told
you the maths would be easy
with an S.MHz dock!). The
problem is the comparator
propagation delay Is given as
750ns (worst case) whidi
means that it can take up to
750ns to respond to each
incremental input voltage
change. So we liavc to allow for

dm in our calculations. The
best way of doing this Is to use
a divide by 8 prescaler on the
counter and to diange the CR
time constant to at least 250/is.
Now we eBectiveiy allow Iris
per bit of resolution, which
inddemally tends to put a
praaical upjier limit of around
10 bits on this type of
convenor, in this application,
given the leakage on (Xilyester
capadtors. "lb ensure that we
don't cuh out of headroom on
the op-amp (which only has a 5
volt supply and which can't pull
right up to the nil) and to keep
die maths easier we will limit
die input to a Full Scale of 2.55
volts which yields a resolution
of lOmV per bit (now isn't that
a nice round ilgure!). We can
achieve this by doubling die CR
time constant. Which provides a
final figure of SOOgs. This.limits
us to^t conversion rate of getting
on for'2,000 conversions per
second for an S bit value, which
sounds poor but Is not the end
of die world as most process
variables (such as temperature,
pressure etc.) don't rend to

change very fast anyway.
Note diat we can also put a
fiiiriy heavy filter on die voltage
input which will provide good
series mode rejection so noise
spikes etc. will not ben
problem. A IgF capacitor across
the 5V1 zener should do the
trick. Finally try to choose an
op-amp with a low input bias
current and die ability to be
able,to work down to 0 volts on
the output on a single rail
supply. An TA5358 was used in
the prototype and worked quite
happily, you could use the other
op-amp far amplifying the input
voltage. If you find that the opamp you have chosen doesn't
pull low enough, dien use a split
rail supply and put a 100K
resistor between the output of
the op-amp and the comparator
input which will provide
protection against injecting
negative voltages into theAVR.
"ibu should also put a small diode
(a 1N4I48 will do) with the
cathode connected to the output
of the op-amp and the anode
connected to ground, this will
also serve as a voltage damp
and will assist in recovery time
if die output were to go negative.
So that's the hardw-are
done, so let's have a play with
the software.
The Software
What we could really do with
designing Is some sort of
template so the system can be
customised to lit its particular
application very easily. Nowwe
have, by putting the A/D in,
added another level of
complexity to the system as we
now isave to add die comparator
interrupt and a counter interupt
(which will be used to dctcrriiine
whedier the input voltage is too
high). What this means in
practise is that we'll just have to

jump over die interupt vector at
the start. A practical template
would be as in listing 1.
You may liave noticed one of
the nice features of die AYR is
the orthogonal.instrucdon sec
Which means dm all instructions
occupy the same code space
irrespective of their ftinctkm.
This allows us to substitute a
jump with a nop, which is neat
for calculating interrupt vector
addresses, which is what it has
been used for here.
Ok so that gives us a
framvvork so let's fill it in. We'll
stan with the interrupt handlers
as they will remain die same
irrespective of what goes into
the main loop. Count is
designed to provide overvoltage indication. The idea is
chat if the integrator readies
just over 2.55 Volts widiout die
comparator tripping then, we
biust bein an overvoltage
situation. All we need to do is
to set a flag and the main
program can pick that up
during its regular trawl loop and
you can decide on a course of
action to take. The AW
provides us with a really nifty
uncommitted flag that can be
easily vvritien to, called theT
flag, which is bit 6 of the status
register. So all we need to do is
to set this flag and.recum, Vou
use the bset Instrucdon to do
dies. Tiie only other instruction
you need is to reset the
integrator back to a 0 to
discharge the capacitor ready
for the nest A®. So the hill
routine is shown in listing 2,
Right! That was easy. Note the
fact that we are clearing the
interrupts using die global
interrupt disable on bit? of the
status register. We'll cover this
in more detail later on. We are
doing this to ensure chat we
don't trigger an iiuerrupt
accidentally' when we set up die
A'D subsequently.

; Pro.grajamable Logic Contra 1-ier
; Version xxx. z
; Authored by :' Vournair.e': ■'
rprap
nop
rjmp
..cjmp.

go
count
craspar

tJuasp over Interrupts to Start.
;Place marker for unused External'Interrupt
iJusap to counter interrupt rbutixie
: Jump to Comparator intemipt routine

jmain' code goes here.
go
;loop to ,begiaingalways put at the end
*•*
t s > « fe * a
AD_startt ;A/B start up routine goes here
see text
ret .-return from .stibroutine
i • * ** * t ie -t-i
•count .;counter interrupt handler1 goes here
. reti [.always temiriaCe with a. return. £r6m.interrupt instruction
r *•
.«
cbrapar:
[comparator interruot: handler croes here
reti

Listing 1.
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So on to the compyrntor
intermpi handler. Ffct of all we
should stop the counter and
read its value which, as you
recall, is the A'D output value In
mV s 10. So to stop the dock
we need to clear the timer
coriteol register which is
regarded as I/O by the AVR. So
we'll seetl a scratchpad register,
let's say RI5, widi OOh and. then
move this out to the register.
We can now read the value from
the counter into RI5 (waste not
- want not!). Also in this
routine we wattt to let the rest
of the system know that we've
had a valid convecsion so we
start by resecting the T flag
using bdr 6. So die final code is
shown in listing 3.
You will see that we've
sneaked a sub-routine in just
after the. main loop: This is
purely to set up the Analogue
to Digital convenor. Once u is
called it sets up the interrupts,
the comparator, the counter,
die prescaler and the jntegnitor.
If you don't want to use the A'D
then don't call it! We'll go
through it step by step.
First of all die intemipts. For
such a baby processor the AVR
Is rich in interrupts. There are
two mechanisms for enabling
intemipts. The fitsf is a-global
interrupt enable bit (bit 7 in die
Status Regisier) which can be
used to switch off all intemipts
(say in a software loop) so we
need to set drat before the
interrupts will do anything. To
do this we'll use bset 7. we'll
put this at die end so we don't
get any spurious interrupts
while we're setting things up.
Next we have to set up die two
intemipts and the associated
hardware control bits. The first
is the comparator where there
arc three things we need to set
up. The first is to set up the
pins that'are associated with die
comparator as comparator
rather than logic inputs. Nest
we .need to enable the interrupt
and finally we need to set the
comparator up to intenupr on a
rising edge (ie as die integrator
input on the t terminal passes
die unknown input on the terminal). Fortunately this is all
in one control register on bits 7
(enable = 0), bit 3 (interrupt
enable = 1) and bits 1 and 0
(rising edge selection = 11).
This yields 00001011 in binary
which translates into SOB in hex
so we'll use rl4 as our transfer
register as the control register
(ACSR) lives in I/O space. So
we'll need to use an out
instruction.
The counter setup uses two
registers. The firstis die
prescaler which wc agreed
should lie set to so we'll

need to putO 1 0 into bits 2,1
and 0 respectively of the
counter control register
(TCGR0). This translates into
$02 and we'll use rl4 as our
transfer register. Finally the
interrupt needs to be set which
means setting bit 1 in the
counter interrupt mask regisier
(T1MSK)-'Again use rl4. So the
final code is shown in listing 4.
That was fun! The A'D will,
when this routine is called,
perform a single conversion in
the background and will store
the result in ri5, with the c Qag
reset to a 0 if the conversion
"didn't overflow (in other words
the conversion was valid),
if the counter overflowed then
the t flag is set and die last,
valid conversion value will be

left in cl5.
Now for die rruiin routine.
This is where you put in your
input, as it is you who will
decide what the function is.
First we have to do a iitde bit of
housekeeping by setting up the
ports. Die ports are true tristate
which means that you must
instruct the processor as to
whether you want them to be
inputs or outputs. The design
calls for all of port b to lie
inputs and all of port d to be
outputs so this is quite painless.
There are two tnstatc control
regLsters called, logically
enough, data direction
registers- If a bit is set (ie a I)
then that conresponding port
bit is set to an output.
conversely resetung (clearing) a

counC-:
oset .6 .
_ ;set'T; Flag.
listing2.
cbi Portd.S ; reset consparator
c'oi 7
clear'global: Interrupt
reti
CQjEbar;

clr rl5
;reset rl5 to 00.
out. tccrd,rl5 ;reset tinier control'
register
•
in: rl5,tcr.tO .-read value £zoiri counter
cbi- "Pored., 6.
reset coraparator
cbi 7
(disable ail interrupts
reti
Listing 3.

Apjstart;"13i rl4,$0b
out ACSR,e14Idi 114.$02
out" TCCR0.rX4
idi riA, $02
put IPXIiSK.,jrl4
sbi portd, 6
bset 7
ret
.—'"don't use reel
oo: Idi
transfer
but
register
clr
out
register

;set-up cmnparatpr
;set up" prescaler for /8
;set bit I only
;set .up cpunt'eiri iritarxUpc
,-enable intearatdr
,- enable gTobal iatermpts
;return from sub-routine
listing 4.

rT4,-$Ef;use .rl4 as' a tempprary.
register
r
DDHD, rl4- ;set up port' D..aat'a direction
,
rl4
DDSB,rid ;set up ...port B data direction
Listings.

SEI ;Set's a"'bit in an-i/O register (ie-makes it
a 1)
CBI ;Clears a'-bit in an I/O register (ie makes
it -a 0)
S3TS (Skip ix -bit in I/O register is set (le it
-Is a 1)
S3XC ;Skip if bit in I/O register Is cleared (ie
it is 01
listings.
loop; _
sbic pinb, I
test "port b, .'die- i
•innut 'ana skip if valid
'rjrap -lodp
.-else loop until it: has been
Listing 7.
sbi pored,i
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;set bit i on port d

Usting 8.

bit will set die jxia bit to read.
So the first four instructions in
the main loop are shown in
listing 5.
Wrftitig your own
code
This project was chosen
because it provides a very
flexible tool on which you can
pracuse your code writing skills
and which provides an
extremely useful tool at the end
of ic As previously stated the
AVR is a wonderful device to
learn on as you get:« least
1,000 re-programming lives to
perfect \ our code on. The
devices are also low .cost.
Where else can you get that
much fun, and ieam a new skill,
for just over a fiver?
As you can imagine the AVR is
extremely good at digital
manipularion so you have a
plethora of instructions
available for you to provide
exactly the conUTtl functions
you require, if, however, you
are a beginner I would suggest
you stick primarily to bit
manipulation as this only
involves having to learn 4
instructions. These are shown
in listing 6.
A skip insiruaions tests a bit
and skips over the next
insmiccion if the condition is
met. So, for example, if you
wanted to test to see if a Siutton
has been pressed on an input
(say on bit I an port b - 0 =
pressed) and loop unti! it has
been then use Listing 7.
Note that the sbic instruction
reads the pin rather than the
port. Die architecture of die
device allows the user to read
die pin itself or the associated
port latch, Tnis means that you
can read die pin for true inputs
and the contents of the port
latch" if you want to read arid
modify- what you've written
before. Believe, me this saves a
whole lot of grief on some
designs. So when you read-in,
use the pin designation as
shown above and to write-out
ouLpon in listing 8.
'iry writing some code to
toggle a few bits around. Just to
get you started here's a little hit
of code thai creates a moving
light display on bits 0 to 3 on
[Kin d. If you use the triac
drivers you can make disco
lights etc. If you use the
transistor opto you can drive a
series of LFDs for Christmas
lights etc. Shown in listing 9.
If you want to sent! the lights
the Other way then first set the
cam- using sec put iliis
immeadiately after the Ipl: !dt
rl3,$Ie instruction and before
the next. Then substitute the

rot ri.3:
Listing 10.
sbrc sreg.
brcs Ipi
rimn lo2
instead of:
isl ri3
;shirt lights to the. left
sbrc rl3,4
;tesc to see. if bit, 4 is
reset (end .of seque nee detectionl
rjmp Ip2
;if not end of sequence then.
carry on
xrrmo ipi
jslse reset beck to the, beginnrag

go: idi
;userl4 as a 'tempbrary
transfer register
out DORD,ri4 ;Eet up port 0 data: direction
regiscer
clr t.i4
out DDRB.ria ;sefc up parti3 data di-rection
register
Ipi: Idi ri3.51e ;set up port -with 1 light (bit
0) on, others off
ip2: out. portd,ri3 :sendi it out to the port
idi rl9,$?£ .•make this smaller "to make
lights .go fas tar
ti: Idi Ell,SEE
;timing loop starts
t2: idi rio.Sff
C3: dec tic
feme. fc3
dec rll
brr.e t2
dec rl2
brrse tl '
: timing loop ends'
Isl rl3
rshift lights to the left
sbrc rl 3 , .i"
; test to see if bit 4. is
reset (end qi sequence detection)
tjarp lp2
;if. doc end .of sequeuice then
carry or.
Ipl
relse reset back to the bsgin.ning
Ustlng 9.

loop:.
cpi J-15, S19 ;this Valua is the setpqiiit in dagrees — $19 = 25 dec
brsh op_off
;sanie oi--equal so turn
output o£s routine
cbi pored, 0 ;put output on
r.jjno loop
_,-co it again
op_off: sbi
portd,0 ;turn output: off
rjmp loop
:So it- again
listing 11.

M
u.
1

version as they give an output
in Kelvin!). The code for dtis
(assuming port d bit .O is
connected to a heater) is shown
in Listing 11.
1 hope that this proves howeasy it Is to work with the AVR.
Hcmember if you need to really
get to grips from an eariier
stage or you need more indcpch tuidon dien Maplin has a
training system avafable called
die Alii Explorer (Order code
iVR4lU at Just under S99)There is also a devdopment

ccxfe :ls shown in listing 10.
You could use a switch on
one ol" die inputs to decide
which way die lights move. N'ote
the software tiraing loop which
just makes the processor count
as a way ofslowing it down.
Finally you can use die A'D
values by simply comparing the

value with a setpoint and
switching on and off a port, say,
depending on the value. For
example if you wanted a simple
temperarure control you could
use one of those wonderful
monlithic temperature probes
diat produce a iOmV/dcgrce
output (don't use the absolute

system whidi includes
everything you need to get
started, including software and
programming hardware
(Order code NR20W at £65).
Finally here are a couple of
web addresses you may find
use fill;
www.atmel .com for
daiasheeis. info on latest
versions of die device
www.kanda-systems.com for
development tools, Ixxiks, C
Compilers etc.
Happy programming.
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Design & Development by Neil Johnson
I7je Interface Bits ("IBUS" for short) is a simple,
slow parallel 8 bit expansion bus for the IBM PC
and compatibles. It was introduced and described
in the November '97 edition of Electronics and
Beyond, as the IBUS Printer Port Adaptor, providing
an interface between the PC and the IBUS.
This month's project is the
first in a family of
expansion modtiics: It has
S ni-compatible inputs and 8
TTL-compatible outputs, which
can !>e used for a wide range of
simple Imedkdng appiications.
A few examples are prodded
Later on.
Guided Tour
The digital input/output
module is a simple design,
consisting of four sections;
IBUS interface, output rcg&tcr,
input register and jxiwer
supply In keeping with the
IBUS philosophy of KISS (Keep
It Small and Simple) each
section is implemented with
only one integrated circuit and
the minimum number of glue
components (resistors,
capacitors etc).
Thc fuil circuit diagram is
shown in Figure 1. Starting at
the t®p left hand corner is die
IBUS interface, consisting of die.
address decoder and enable
gates, The EBUS address (A0-A7)
is compared with the board
address, selected by SWT and
RP1, by the 8 fait magnitude
comparator IC1. If both bit
paKerns match then pin 19 is
pulled low. The enable gates,
lC3a-c, control the read and
write signals from die IBUS.

■«

8 bit inpLrt/Output module.
With IC1 pin 19 low both
control signals can operate their
respective I/O registers. The
unused inputs of IC3 are tied to
die output of IC3c.
The output register consists
of octal transparent latch, IC5When pin 11 is held high, by
both the output of the address
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decoder and the write strobe,
WR, being low; the latch copies
the contents of the IBUS data
bus (D0-D7) to its outputs and,
via JP2, to die outside world.
Then, when the \VR strobe
terums to its high state, the
latch is dosed, storing the 8 bits
in IC5.

The input register, IC2, is an
octal bus transceiver configured
for one direction only. The
eight data inputs to the
transceiver, from connector JP3,
ate pulled high by KP2. Not
only does this ensure all unused
inputs are forced into a known
high state, but also simplifies
interfacing by requiring only the
addition of a switch between an
input and ground to complete
the input circuit.
Normally the output pins of
the transceiver are in a high
impedance third state (a tristate output). Only when pin 19
is pulled low, by the gated input
of the read strobe, RD, also
being low, will the logic levels of
the eight inputs be fed onto the
IBUS data bus.
The final part of die circuit is
the power supply Hie input
voltage, of greater than 9 vote,
passes through reverse
protection diode Dl. This one
component may only cost a few
pence, bur it can save many
embarrassing moments, like
stopping C7 exploding in your
face, and 1C4 going up in smoke.
The supply voltage is then
smoothed by C3 and C7 before
being reduced to a regulated
+5 volts by IC4, a member of
the cheap and cheerful <78xx
family of voltage regulators.
Second prorecrion diode D2
prevents any reverse, voltages
from damaging 1C4, while R1
and LED1 provide indication, of
power, 'the reaiaining capacitors,
Cl. 2,4,5 and 6, provide local
supply rail decoupling.
Construction Site
Assembly of this module Is very
straighc/onvard, with all
components mounting directiy
6n the circuit l.xxtal. See Figure 2.
Begin with the 9 wire links,
resistor Rl, the two diodes, the
ceramic capacitors and die two
resistor packs, KPl and RP2. If
PC8 pins are to be used for die
power CDtinections diese should
also be inserted at this time.
The next components to fit
are the integrated circuits. If IC
sockets'are to he used they
should be inserted now,
together with SXVl and the
voltage regulator, IC4. Insert all
remaining components, leaving
LED1 and C7 to last.
If you have chosen to build
the accompanying terminal
pod, shown on the right of
Figure 2, insect the expansion
connector first, followed by the
PCB mounting terminal blocks.

Figure 1- Circuit diagram of IBUS
8 bit digital Inpirt/Oulput Module.
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DIDUfiL OUTPUT PD3T
JP2
Hr2
ICS

n
LED I
h Pi
D2i

i_/

R.2
PL.

mi

C7

IC*

Figure 2. PCB component positioning.
Testing, Testing
The first test ofyour assembled
Ixxtrd is to give it a thorough
visual inspection v.-ith your
eyeball. Check for the correct
orientation of the polarized
components, in jyanicular 1C2
which Ls upside down. Also
check that C7 is the correct
way round — if you are wrong a
loud bang and yellow confetti
will point your error out to you.
Also check for, and remove,
solder bridges between the
closely spaced pins on the
ICs and theconneciors JP1JP2
and IP3.

■WUSpLMHiWif,

tHE

Figure 3.
Windows
demonstration
program.

[OJ a« Ds Q« 03 O? D> Ui
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l"he next test is to power up
the ixiard. Usc.a bench power
supply or one of those small
black muld-vokage. mains
atlaptors, and slowly raise the
input voltage from, say 2 volts
to about 9 volts. Using a
multimeter check the output of

the voltage regulator, f G4 pin 3,
rises up to, but does not
exceed, 5 volts.
The final test, requires the
board to be connected to a PC
tin a Printer Port Adaptor (FPA),
described last month. This
should be done with a length of

34 way IDC ribbon cable and
matching conneaors, The JDC
connectors can be crimped
onto the cable with careful use
of a small bench rice.
With the board connected to
the PPA, the. PPA connected to a
PC, both boards powered up,
and the PC running the IBUS
software (available from the
author - see Parts list) you are
ready to send arid receive data
to and from the digital
input/output interface board.
The IBUS address to which
the board will respond is set by
SWi. With a switch closed in
the ON position the
corresponding address bit
corresponds to a'O*, ant! rice
versa. The switches are
numbered one higher than the
corresponding address bit, so
address bit AO is set fay switch 1,
address bit A1 by switch 2. and
so on. So. for example, if all of
SWT was set to ON the board
address would be 00000000, or
00 in hexadecimal, likewise, if
all of SWT was set to OFF, the
bo art! address would be
III11 111, orFF hex. Once you
have determined the address of
your interface bottrd this value
can be entered into the address
box, see Figure 3To read the input register
press die "Read" button, to die
left of the window. The data
read from the input register is
then shown, in hex format, in
the box below the button. To
write a value to the board either
enter the hexadecimal value, in
the box marked "hex", or dick
on the individual bit markets
alwve ft.

Figure 4. Example Input circuits.
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X
7
GND >

OUT>-

OUT )-

t>^

RL:aliw = (\iH-4.7)/0.0I
Rpouvr = (V7h —.'i 7)2 /Rvalue
The example output circuits
arc shown in Figure 5The first one uses a law current
LED connected directly to the
output. This makes use of the
poor current, sonrcing of the
TIL output stage, which can
source about 4mA, enough for
the low current LEO.
Ihe second circuit, 8, places
a buffer between ihe TTL
output and any further drcuits.
If an open-collect or buffer was
used, then higher voltage
circuits could be driven; for
example, CMOS circuits
running at 15 volts. Circuit C
effectively implements an
open-collector drcuit, complete
with load in this case. The
transistor should lie selected
on the type of load that is being
switched. For high power loads
a Darlington transistor is
retomihended.
Finally, drcuitiD shows a
simple way of controlling a
mains-powered load. For sniall
loads, up to a couple of
hundred watts, the circuit
shown will be sufficient.
However, for higher power
loads, up to thousands of watts,
it would tie teaer to use a
purpose-built logic-controlled
"opto-relay" module and an RC
snubber network (an R and a C
in series) wired in parallel to
the triac. This would ensure
correct tum-off of the device,
likewise, a Iilgh current low
valued inductor in series with
the load would help to reduce
RF interference from the
sudden current surges likely
during switching.

OUT >

€)
GND y-

GND>
A

GND >B

OUT )>-

GND
Figure 5, Example
Output circuits.

D
Using a multimeter, or logic
probe, anil a "bit of wire"
(author's note; this is a very
useful technical phrase that is
worth Temembenng—it took
the author five years and two
degrees to get the "fait of wire"
just right) you can check that all
eight outputs and all eight •
inputs work correctly. For the
inputs remember dm they are
pulled high, and that external
switches pull them low when
the circuit is completed.
Cook Book
For those constructors itching to
start interfacing, off you go. For
the rest of us, here are some
example input and output
drcuits, together with a few ideas
for possible applications. Please
note that they axe presented as
ideas only - they have not been
tested by the author.
The example input.circuiis
are.shown in Figure 4. The first
two need no explanation - a
switch or push button to pull
the input to ground, depending
on whether die application
requires :s latching or
momentary action. Tiie switch
contacts can be made from
virtually anything. Traditional
toggle «witches and push
buttons are readily available.
However, with a little
inugination, try making a set of
contacts out of bits of wire, tin
foil, tap water, in fact any
reasonably con d uctive material.
The next two input circuits, C
and D, are again very similar. In
both circuits the switching
action is implemented with a
Nl'N junction. In C die circuit is

activated when current Hows
into the base of the transistor,
while in D the base must be .
illuminated by the associated
LED. A variation on D is to use a
single cpto-cransistor, without
the LED, which could be used
to make a light detector, with
applications ranging from
position sensor (using a
toothed wheel and lamp) to a
simplefaurglar alarm — the
intruder turns on die light and
BEEP BEEP BEEP!
The fifth input circuit, E,
allows a variety of different
input voltages (even mains) to
be connected to an Input
simply by selecting a relay with

-k

-h

die correct coil voltage. Finally,
drcuit F shows an alternative to
E, but only suitable for DC
voltages. The zencr diode limits
die maximum input voltage to
4.7 volts, while the resistor
limits die input currenr. The
example value given would be
suitable for input voltages up to
30 volts. For higher voltages
increase the value of die
resistor, keeping die zener
current to below lOQmA for a
500mVi' 2ener diode. A typical
zener current for this
application should be about,
10mA. To calculate the value of
die resistor, and its rating, use
the following equations:

side, S rev. 0-10209/97

/!
■
or

rev.nWH/Da.i'S?

Figure 6. PCB track
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The above dcoiits should
providc a staning point for
your interfacing experiments.
Below arc a few ideas for some
simple interfacing projects to
get you started.
Model Railways
lb nuxieniize your model
railway layout connect some
small, low current JLEDs to the
digital outputs, and connect
reed-switch train sctisois to the
digital inpurs. With a suitable
program you can monitor
when? your trains arc, and set
the Colour light signals
accordingly. By careful
placement of the train sensors
you can also detect when a train
goes past a red light, and then
suitably reprimand die driver
for failing to obey a stop signal!
Logic Tester
With the addition of a ZD?
{Zero Insertion Force) socket
and some patch leads a simple
logic chip tester can be
implemented. Use the eight
outputs to provide a sequence
of test patterns, and use the
eight inputs to monitor the
outputs from the chip under
test. With a test program
running on yourPC you will be

^ an S channel opto-isolated
input module,
^ an 8 bit analogue output
module, and

Q

TermlnBl Pod
able co-test suspect devices
widi a click of the mouse.
Memory Games
Use the outputs to drive a set
Of lamps, via drive transistors,
and connect a matching set of
push switches to the inputs.
Then program die computer to
play a short sequence of
flashing lights. The contestant
then has to hit die push
switches in the same order sis
the lights. Get it right raid die
next sequence is played, a bit
faster or a bit longer. Make, a
mistake ant! the contestant
looses. If you've ever played
die game "5111100:" you will
know exactly how to play and
win, diis game.

Widi enough imagination,
and a dash of creativity,
anything is possible! If your
circuit goes up in smoke, at
least you can be sure that the
1BUS interface system has kept
your expensive PC safe behind
its electrical barrier. A? the
song goes "dust yourself down,
brush yourself off and stare all
over again..."
Family Tree
This expansion module is the
first in a series of modules to
be published over die coming
months. Future modules include:
^ an S channel relay
output module,

^ an 8 bit analogue input
module
These modules are intended
to form basic building blocks
from which more complex
systems can be built. For
example, an analogue output
module and an ahalogue input
module could be used to build a
computer-contxolled power
supply: die analogue output to
set the output voltage, and the
analogue input to measure the
load current for, perhaps,
plotting on the computer screen.
For more advanced projects
it is probably worth building a
custom IBUS interface. Tlie
above projects can be used to
guide, the designer in
implementing the IBUS
interface for his,-her projectKeep watching!
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Resistors - ail ±5% 0.25watt unless staled
Ri
330R
RR1, 2
4k7 8 commoned resistors
Capacitors
Ci-6
iOOn ceramic
C7
iOOOuF, 25\' radial eiectroiylic
Semiconductors
ICl
74LS6SS
[02
7418245
ICS,
74LS02
!C4
LM7805
iC5
74LS573
Dl,2
IN4001
LED1
5mm red LED '■
Miscellaneous
JP1 '
34 vray IDC fVA PCB plug
JP2, 3

G330H
M2°G
RA49D
AT52G
KP490
■vreiY
VF02C
QL28F
AE2SG
QL73Q
WL27E

FA44X
T6 wby IDC FVA
PCB plug ,FA42V
SW1
8 way DIP switch.
•
' QY7.0M
PCS, IC.sockets (optional), tinned oipper v.ire for 9 rnks.
2 veropins for power conriectiohs.
Parts List - Terminal Pod
1 off
16 way IDC R/A klB plug
FA42V
2 off
6 way PCB tetmina! blocks
KE54J
PCB
The software accompanying this project, supplied an a 3'/.-"
disk. Is available from the author at the address below. The
disk costs £10. Postage Is £2.50 for the UK, £5 for
everywhere else- Please send your order, with cheque or
postal order payable to "Nell Johnson", to:
Nell Johnson, IBUS Module, 2 Chapel Field, DMer Road,
NORTHIAM, East Sussex, TN31 6PQ, UK

Get into PIC Rrogrammlng with

cYc

Forest Ejectrooic Developments!
CHELMER VALVE COMPANY
PIC Basic Controller Modules - from £27.00
PIC BASIC conirolleis offer a well featured BASIC language running (n .
real time directly on a P!C Miorooontroller. The 16C74 version has ak
EEPROM vrlth up to 2000 lines of BASIC, 27 lines of programmable I/O.
a serial interface and a <MHz dock, S x A/D inputs and a PWM output,
3 timers and interrupt support in BASIC, and an interrupt driven sana)
RS232 intsrfaca.
16CS7 module kit 0k EEPROM £25.00 Prebullt £30.00
15G74 module kit 4MHz £35.00 Prebullt E42.00
16C74 module kit 20MHz £40.00 Prebullt £45.00
Insirvctions, developmEfll software and ctocumentaiiori on 3.5' disk are Included.
PIC BASIC Compiler-available for the 1SC74 £50.00
PIC Programmers - kit £40.00, "pre-buiit £50.00
Original: Programs 16C5x. 16055*, 16C6x, 16C7x, 16Cfl4.
Serial: Programs 12C5XX. 16C55x, 16C6x% 16C7x, 16C/F84, P1C14000
Both operate over a serial link to a PC. Includes a!) components, PCB
and programmed PIC, Windows software plus our Windows based
development environment. Serial programmer has a ZIP socket
PIC Davelopment Environment and Simulator
A Windosvs based PIC Simulator and Devetopment Environment, up to
SO times faster than MPStM, £25 inc. P&P if bough! with Programmer,
otherwise £30.00 Inc. P&P. 32blt version avaifable if required.
Blank PICs 16504-01 Co. 16C74/JW £24,1fiCS7-04 OTPE5.00
120502-04? £2^0,12CE09WP £2.70, PlCi-tOOO 04P 210,00
Add £3.00 tor Postage. PacHng and Handling, all orders which are hsld in stock will
be sent by relum, first dass post Pay men! by Vfea/Accsssfldasleroard or
chequefPO payable to:
Forest Electronic Developments
(B.J-Abbtrtt aM.V/amer]
10 Holmhurst Avenue, Chrlstchurch, Dorset, 0H23SPQ.
Phone/fax: 01425-270191
Visit our web site at http://\'Avw.Iakewood.win-uSc.net/fed.htm

J1

/or High Quality Audio Tubes
flte CVC Pranthnn range offers comiauiiy of suppty of high grade audio valves.
Based on the best frem world-wide sources, processed by us to suft'sudig sppteiioris,
Pre-amp ti-pos testedrsetected for LOV/ MGISE, HUM and MICROPHONY
Povrar valves are givsn controlled BURN-IN to improve slsbility end to sdect-out those
vdlh weaknesses. MAJOR BRANDS also supplied as avaiiabte.
A'sBlBctioh of CVC:PREM1UM Audio Tubes
'
TUBES
ravven tubes
iPOWCnTUOES
SOCKETS FTC
ECCSt
EiSlG
HO
740
140
| 95Ao=i»'0»
ECC82
no
ELSJ/TS-v
303
&33£A
43
CO
E3A o •
2.00
ECCES
500
£30
6S1A
JIOTj
□ctitA
.t»
TOT
ECCSS
cxc
4.TO «DIRVACX Vi3
13M;
CKaSarfo-'imn^
423
tCCi3
SCO ascezis
11OT JfcTA
IlIOl
i
Fin
na
rw
340
ECfQ
SCO £S4ti7TS3A
CM SO?
o&}| * Tvi
> «Ai- EOT
EOSZ
sro ni£o
340 B11A
hot 4 rin
HOT
EOSa
5t» JOT?
12OT
SIZA
W.otI
4
Fix
,w
Eras
550
tito
&v5
30OT
15 CO
EBOf
77753 BIV? V»~*|
2>OT inCUIlMtH —( U(3th»
5 fEi ?» n
3£C
EBICC-^WHK.
€40
too?
7F3i^ca;ji
•453
SCO ascssis
3 LO EZ»
*o:
5R.l/*E,fzSM
a
•■a
i
5XG
EGCCg—*.
750
1*50 ESI
440 ScfflSM-rjCan
atio 211
2ZCC GZ3Z
/mEza^f
lixo
JOT
eu?
COT 3X0
SIM €233
340 Auzde
cajtrr
*50 e^c-a
Z7OT CHS
640
140
eSNTGT
*50 &S£C
G»
£SJ Jh.ESAecJCcf,--Kt«
dsaz
6le»,.,G£;4S31
SOT G2I7
SKG
5OT
1,75
SQT
ETO Fi'
S£0
440 fearer fmU&ZaJ 2.03
KEO
tl40 SVoGT
400
isso 52*57
*&3
.and a few/'Othar BranBs' (inc Scarce types)
i
SA."r4C2Si KHVO atO £c-4G t.nxrt
nio €3?/7GT fcMM*
110X0
7.TO
tew
EOT 52AT7'.VA«J^. £50
EOT
87;a7*»
50.00
=2X7 GT zaAXA
SWV.GYCH.THWiSa, lOOT
12AY7
773 ZSilAcjc
15OT
fZOT EiUT, ^FQJ sn n-U* 840
740 >2A27£i
7-OT
1240
5Y?»VGTxiX4i
5X0
SCO
13
CO
J2OT
£A575AO»^XZ»En 12.CO
hot t2ffr7Aa
9X0
6*4E3
=
17OT
CJ
ta.7GTj-7
J-50
5.M t2£l tyz
1230
XSf AS<K/rAVy TtTSS HOT ON T>fS US £
All f-ttSWUX. fC-tACS f
mg VATTgC
Crfi^urj xtxi* dnuSrJ-j--^
£t lO p*
rv.vr^t b. CHEWT CA/iD lACCKS, VKA. WAStERCA^Di ^
OfiAFTTRAJ^EFiOl Ot£QUE (VS OaVl.
fAXMTOST ,-XJ*C»DeH-V/*
Vcilft: tXinfiUJlers itmiii/ IiiHIcp sHIIJIlwet wIH) . jit I'kUAIIVM Vali-esI)
'ra^tnjeriVflttfii CdmrMiny., ' id Movy i i>h<»>n.R<jad
a-HBtrristofiU.
CMZ ORG.v&tflliiiK|,
j
IT 44 (0)1245 355296/261)865 pax 44 (0)12.45 4900fe>4 ,

Computer Controlled Robotics
"Srv^j

£115

■Yl

NA f I 0 N A I
CO I L S £ £ OJ
T£CH//0105Y
DISTANCE

'jjfra

LEARNING COURSES in:
£145

Analogue and Digital Electronic
Circuits, Fibres & Opto-Hlectroriics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
Mathematics
Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
Learning is at your own pace
Courses may have
BTEC Certification and Tutoring
For information contact:
NCT Enterprises
Bamfleid Technology Centre
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 4BU
Telephone 01582 563757 • Fax 01582 492928

£85
.r.a
4'
V-

-T

-

Etmr.

m
£l 10

. .'H;

£85

. .
mi m ^
Telephone/or our caialogue or viiil our weh site for fiolher details
Technology Education Index
All prices exclude 17.5% V.A.T.
40 Wellington Road
and £4 JO carriage charge.
Orpington
tEChnologjTn(Jex;@btintenwtcoin
Kent BR5 4AQ
htipJAvwrvaec hnologyindex.com
Tel: (01689) 876880

Photo 1.
Mnxon PC-EO.

Radio
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PARt 2

'Walkie Talkies' Shorfrange Business
Radio (SRBR) & Personal Communicators
This mondil dioughc dial I would take
a closer look at ways in which people
can keep in touch with each other in a
local, situation. For example if you have a
factory and you need to keep in contact
with others m the building or "yard: if you
need to keep in contact with a partner who
works in their shed at the end of the
garden; or any of the many other uses of
(Wrtable two way radio.
All that was generally available up to now
were cither cheap 'toys', working on 49MHz
or27i\SHz fretjucncies or expensive Private
Mobile Radio (P.MR). However, 'Walkie
Talkies', as these radios are often referred to
are'often ah inexpensive alternative to
portable telephones or PMR.
A point of clarification here. We have just
discussed two very different types of users
that is die professional or business user and
the public or private user. During the last
few- years there have been some relaxation
of rules and regulations governing the use
of some transmissions. Ivspecially low power
devices and some business ftequencies.
Maxon and Motorola have bodi produced
portable transceivers (transmitter and
receiver combined in one unit) which allow
users to take full advantage of this new
legislation.
1 am sure we are all aware of the cost of
portable telephones where a monthly rental
is chasged plus lite cost of the calls. With
Short Range Business Radio (SRBR) and
Personal Communicators the costs are
coasiderablv lower.

by Harry Watkins
probably the most popular AValkie Talkies'.
They can he purchased by anybody for any
use, there are rib restrictions at all whether
they arc used for business or private use.
One good tiling a!tout the Maxon range is
that, after the initial purchase of the radios
by the user there is nothing else to pay for—
apart from batteries that is. There are two
rhoclels currently available: the PC-50
(Mapiin Code NV62S) priced at £.79.95 - see
Photo 1; and the 49-5X (Mapiin Code
JM34M) priced at £59.95 - see Photo 2.
Both work in the 49MHz band allocated for
this purpose. Their useful operating range is
up to about a quarter of a mile (400m) so
many applications are covered.

Maxon Personal
Communicators
These items, which are now available again
after what, seems like too long an absence
(due to die rigours of EMC compliance), are
February 1998 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND

PC-50
The PC-50 is a smart looking pocket size
unit measuring (approx) !3cm (6in) high
by 6cm (2.5in) wide and 4cm (l.Tiri) deep,
the aerial supplied, is anotlrer 15cm long. It requires 3 x AA Alkaline cells, which are not
supplied..It weighs (approx) 23Qg (Soz)
without headset and 3®g (13pz) with the
headset. It has 5 diannels A, B. C. D & E
and a built in speaker. So if there is
interference on one channel, the radio can
easily be switched to another channel. Also
if there are many users on the same system
up to five users could monitor different
channels and the controller could speak to
one person without disturbing the others.

w

Photo 2. Maxon 49-SX.

Photo 3.
Motorola S-200.

The PC-30 rephces the old nlodel 49- HD.
There are a few changes to wamun die new
nKHlel number. Flrsdy die PC-50 can be
used in two «.•»}«: J'.s a hand-held transceiver
or as a hands-free transceiver widi the
supplied headset. The headset is removable
and doe; not need to be plugged into the
unit when it is being used as a hand-held
transceiver. Unfonunaielv diere is no user
adjustable squelch coniro! oh the PC-50,
operaiian is silent but I would still have
preferred to see this control available for
manual adjustment. There is a call button
which when pressed transmits a tone to
other listeners' on the same cliannel.
The PC-50 is suppiied with an adjustable
Voice Operated Transmit (VOX) headset.
This consists of a headband widi an earpiece ami n boom microphone.-As well as a
separate control on the radio for Press To
Talk (PIT) there is also a conuol lor die
VOX. So when the headset is plugged in
either the PIT on die radio can be used or
in the VOX mode, transmission will
automatically take place when die person .
wearing the headset talks, Tiiis is
particularly useful in situations when die
operators hands are needed for somediing
else. Ulj; food servers in drive-thru
restaurants, drivers or roof workers, etc.
There is a VOX level adjuster to ensure that
the radio only transmits when you want it
to. When'the headset is plugged in it
disengages the built in speaker.
Also supplier! with the PC-50 is 3 belt
hook. An LED indicator illuminates when
either the CALL or PIT is pressed, this also
fimnlo.-is as a battery low indicator.
A soft-case is also available (Maplin Code
NWKSS) and sells for £9.95.

49-SX
The 49-SX Ls the same as the earlier model
previously available, but now compliant with
CMC reguiatlOns and CE-mafked. it is a
single channel (A) transceiver. Ih.e.main
unit measures (apprax.) ll.Scni (4.5in) wide
by fan (2-5'ri) high and 2.5cm (lin) deep
antl requires twx> AA Alkaline cells, again not
supplied. It tail: lie attached to a belt,with
clip supplied. The 49-SX is wired to the
supplied headset which consists of a
headband with an earpiece on one end
fdcrachable for Siting inside motorcycle
helmets - velcro is supplied for tills purpose,
as are full instructions).
The controls are very-simple: an
on/oR}Volume control, a VO.VPTTA'OX level
control, a Push-to-T:«lk (PIT) switch and an
LED to show u-artsmission is taking place or
die battery is running low.
Roth of these Maxdn units can be used
with each .other if the PC-50 is switched to
cliannel A.
Short Range Business
Radio (SRBR)
The Radiocommunications Agency describe
SRBR as "SRBR speech .service is a short
range, handheld, two-way speechtrndio
service for business use," Therefore it is not
intended for private use by die general
public, hut for business use in places of work
such as schools, shops, offices, hotels,
building sites, etc A licence is required
(£-30.00 for three years), if you buy an SRB
radio from Maplin, die licence application
form is included with each radio. This is very
much cheaper and easier to obtain licence
than for P.MR. Only one licence is required
for any number "of radios to be used in
connection with the licensee's business. For
those interested, SRBR operates within die
450MHz to 470MHz ixtnd, SRBR is a
relatively new range of business radios I icing
inexpensive to purchase and easy to operate.
They are the ideal solution to many
professional comraunicatioos problems.
They cm be used immediately after
purchase. The range of transmission is up to
a mile with superb voice clarity. The
Motorola models have three channels and
five Continuous Tone Coded Squelch System
(CTCSS) tones (both user programmable).
CTCSS stops the user from receiving
Unwanted transmissions by encoding a tone
on to the signal. Only signals carrying the
same tone on the same channel will lie
received. Motorola SRBRS-20Ci,S-240
Maplin stock two Motorola SRBR
transceivers: The S-300 (Maplin Code JV38R)
-see Photo 3- whidi sells for£!98.58 and
comes complete with rechaigeable nicad
ilattery pack and chnrger, helical aerial, belt
dip and user-guide. And EheS-24Q (Maplin
Code JV37S) - see Phmo4 - which sells for
£220.03 and has the same fadlities as S-200
bur has the addition of VOX operation when
used with an optional headset. Both radios
are suppiied with a Ni-Cd battery pack and
charger. The units can also be ojierated from
6 x AA Alkaline .cells, whrdi are not supplied.
Both Motorola transceivers have an
accessory connector on the side whidvean
be used with a wide range of external
speaker and microphone options, both
Motorola and 'third parTy' accessories are
available. Both models are (approxt) 13011

(6in) high by 6cm (2.5in) wide and 3-5cni
(1.5in) deep, die aedalis another 9cm
(3.5in) long and each unit weighs 330g
(ILJoz) indticiihg battery.
There are many original Motorola
accessories stocked byMaplin for these
transceivers. Mi extra Xi-Cd pack (Maplin
Code MH08J) sells for £24.95 and allows you
longer operating rime away from [>ase. Ah
extra charger is available, should you need a
new one, for use.at a differenr location
(Maplin Code MH16S) and sells for £11.95.
A fast one hour charger is available - if you
cannor wait for the siaudanJ overnight
diarger - (Maplin Code MHi2N') and sells
for £49.95. A aury case is always worth
buying to save your radio getting damaged
and dirty (Maplin Code MH15R) and sells
for £15-95. A VOX headset for those users
who need !rands free operation is available
(Maplin Code MH28F) and sells for £-49.95;
A hand-held speaker microphone (Maplin
Code MH32K) sells for£59.95, letting thcuser keep the radio in a pocket or on a Iselt
whilst still being able to use it.
So whatever your needs there is a
two-way radio available to suit your purpose
and.as you lias be described can Ik adapted
for vimialh' anv situau'on.
P1RFR
ptiotorA
Motorota S-240;

'5

Photo 1. Maxon PC-50
Maplin Order Code NV62S
see page 812 of Maplin CataloguePhoto 2. Maxon 49-SX
Maplin Order Code JM34M
see page 812/3 of Maplin Catalogue,
Photo 3. Motorola S-200
Maplin Order Code JV38R
see page 815 of Maplin Catalogue.
Photo 4. Motorola S-240
Maplin Order Cade JV37S
see page 815 of Maplin Catalogue.
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by Keith Brindley
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OK. so -jou're bleated wldi die turkev;
goggle-e\'ed \vitli the Ty dishwasher
handed widi die washing up, or
simply in need of some respite from the kids.
Ifes, Christmas and Netv "tfear is like that, isn't
it? A wonderful time of year—bah, hurhbug!
Fbrninaieh; there's rdief for ail you Scioqgetypes here in die form of sortie wonderful
solutions. As you might expect these arc all
fat the computer user, and.all by no strange
chance are on CD-ROM. so you'll need to
check that the. computer you aim to run
them on is capable of doing that, but most
hare pretty murage minimum multiniedia
requirements. Iw PC users, this nomially
n leans at least a double-speed CD-ROM drive; a
640 by 4S0 monitor with Sirit ie 256 cokiuts, a
16-bit lOOh CDinprfifate SounSBhster
soundard, loudspaikecs, nxause, and suffident
RAM—which actually ttaoes accottiing to tlie
CD-ROM althou^i is typically 8Mb of tree RAM
—together with a 4S6 jirocessor mnning at
letisrnr 66 MHz, For Macnuoii users this
normally means you need a. err;.. Macintosh,
as all multiniedia requitanenis are standard on
aD recent models.
M CD-ROMs here are available in .cither
"WIndcftvs car MatOS fiirmats. and most of them
are actually hybrid fbrmais meaning they'fl piay
on citliear computes" operating system straight
out of the box, although check packaging to
make sure iyefore you buy;
Rrst off is one for the linl'uns in your life.
Uafortunatch" it's also got one of the highest
system requirements in terms of display
needs —16 bit display corresponding to 64
Lhousahd colours—although it will actually
with lower colour resolution, piay on a mere
S-bit, 256 colours display. Pingu is a BBC
Multimedia CD-ROM featuring everone's
favourite, lovable yer rather naughty, penguin
Pingu. Wonderfully designed with its
audience of 3 to 6 year olds very carefully in
mind, this CD-ROM is a real treat. There are
ten activities as well as screen savers (one of
which is even an aid to telling the time), with
the main aimi of teaching young children
while they enjoy themselves. Indeed,

accocdirig to the BBC, elements of the CDROM support die National Curriculum KeyStage One—a phrase dm.should attract
much anention from parents or grand (rarems
ofprc-scltool and early years children. Not
chat the.children need to know-this, mind
you. The games, puzzles and activities on the
CD-ROM are auractive In their own right, and
any 3 to 6 year oid would be convinced
they've been given it as a fun thing, and not.
as an educational tool. Waak, wank—as
Kngu would say.
Slightly higher.up the educational scale
covering all Key Stages of the National
35
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Curriculum, .Doding Kihdersley always lias
several aitraaive and wdkiesigncd CD-ROMs
coming oft its production line. As a seasonal
treat this year, you can buy bundles of CDROMs Jrom the range at very attractive prices.
The bundle here for example, comprises
fourrMy Rrst Incnxlible Amazing Dictionary,
The Dorling Kindersley Children's Dictionary,
My First Amazing World Explorer, and Castie
Explorer. While none of these arc brand
spanking new they do represent extreme!)'
good value for money and cover a wide range
of interests and educadonal levels. If you
haven't already got them, geuing them in a.
bundle is an idea! purchasing metliod.
Not famous for its foray-s into multimedia
(although if it continues with CD-ROMs like
this one, it soon will be) Lego is well known
for its range of building-brick cons traction
kits. Long gone, though, are the days of
youngsters merely building houses and cars
out of basic cuboid Lego blocks. Today's kids
are more likely to be constructing spaceships
or trains out of some highly involved kits in
theTechnics logo range, in response to the
growing use of family computers, and the
convergent and techoica! natures of both kits
and computers, lego has made some recent
kits available with CD-ROMs giving
construaion details along.with other activities
to integrate the two technologies. The
Tedioics Lego Nautilus submarine kit is one
of the first to include a CD-ROM doing so,
and is a fine .example.
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Finally, though not educational in the exact
meaning, 1 couldn't miss out Virtual
Springfield. The err... wholesome US town of
Springfield is. as lovers of die Simpsons will
already know; home to Bart, Lisa, Maggie,
Homer said Marge Simpson—America's first
family (even more famous than the Clintons),
On, air for years on satellite television and
only the lasrfew months on terrestrial, the
Simpsons represent die ultimate in American
comedy, with te off-beat humour and
jjantomime-Iifce quips that please kids and
adults alike. Virtual Springfield lets you roam
around the town, ente-ring buildings as you
choose and interacting wntli people and
objects therein. From the Simpson's house
itself (checkout die Homer pin-sticking doll
underneath Ban's bed), to the gorge above
die town, you can spend many a long hour of
minb. With an all new dialogue read by
originai cast members, togeiher with
seemingly endless 3D multimedia animation,
this is one simply nor to miss.
All CD-ROMs should be available from any
good computer media stockist. The Technics
Lego Nautilus submarine kit is available from
all good toy stores. 1 hojie you recover rapidly
trom the Christrnas and New Year blues, and 1
hope these suggestions go no small way to
ensuring it. This column will return to normal
next month.
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Schematic and;.

• Runs on:- PC/ 386/486 with
VGA display
• Links to PULSAR (logic),
ict* Settle
ANALYSER III (analogue)
5-^-n-i
& LAYAN (electromagnetic)
■153 s-gi-r7^
simulators (Pro' versions)
:5 u
O
o
• Design:-Single sided,
nM~ ± o
L:
Double sided and
o
MJ
KJ
±J(tJ
OMulti-layer boards.
o
/2
•
Provides
full Surface Mount
o
o
support.
o
W E"K
• Standard output includes
o
c»
a
Dot Matrix / Laser / Ink-jet
r?-Lt1iri' o
(5
o
Printer, Pen Plotter, Photoo
rr» i
plotter and N.C. Drill.
tftSE^C-ROI I £1, f-;l is.-o. I&.4® Ih CrU Ijf
^ i C-fm I ?i, fen! 13,^1,
IN otr Clli la srj^it.fa ■<T
• Optional, powerful, 32 bit,
Shape based, Shove Aside,
To Perfect PCB's
Prices From £75/$135
Rip-up and Re-try
Autorouters (XM only).
MiEBmbei f Sme Systeccs
Slocked by: Maplin, RS, Farnelt, CPC, Mega, Cirkit etc.,etc.
UK/EEC: Ref; MAP, Harding Way, Sl.lves, Cambridgeshire; ENGLAND, PE17 4WR. e-mail: safes©numfaerone.co/n
Telephone UK: 01480 461778 (7 lines) Fax; 01480 494042
international +44 1480 461778
USA;
Rel: MAP. 126 Smith Creek Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Telephone/Fax: (408) 395-0249
http-J/mw/.numberone.com
arihlprol
From Super Schematics

Speaker Design Software 1997 Upgrade for Windows™
Wow with lots of new features induding;
• Databssa of 1,000 popular drivers from oveV
1 SO different manufacturers world-wide • dBASE TV format
• New Low Pass Fitter options for making sixth, order
alignments • See the effects of extra resistances added in
series with, voles coil 4 Improved" graphs with -3dB (F3)
point • Save graphs as rastafQes or BMPs • McrosoS: Access™ 2.0 Jet' database engrna' • Supplied on 4 S-S" HD
disks for £35.00 aE inclusive - a must for ali audio DIYers.
For details &. order coupon write to: Three Crowns Publishing. PO Box S773. ijondon, Essex SSlo 5FJ tel: 0410
225257. E-mail: tcrovms@mc-kdeEaonLCO.uk..
See also http://wvAV.monitQr.GO.uk

it

PC Windows™ Programs

j Hundreds of titles ■ available for shareware
] prices - if you're using Microsoft Windows711
then you're sure to find something useful among these - includes applications 'for business, Wrndows™ tools & utillitie§, educational, 'miscellaneous' & 'interesf programs &
of course games. Also available: Make your own Windows™ help files. Web HTM{L) page translator, disk &
backup copiers, measurements converter, labef maker,
stock control database, working demos of PaintShop
Pro™, Drag 'n' Zip™, PagePlus™, etc., astronomy, chemistry - write for latest list to: PO Box
5773, Laindon, Essex SSI 5 5FJ or send 1 3.5"
W
HD disk for free on-dlsk catalogue.

Professional 88-lC8lVIHz
FM Broadcasting Kits
With a Veronica FM kit you will experience stable and
predictable results unlike any other kit you may have
bought in the past Our kit range also includes stereo
coders, audio compressor/ (imiters, antennas, power
amps and other broadcasting accessories
Typical Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hobbyist /DJ
RSL Broadcasting
Hospital Radio
Student Radio
Local Radio
Community Radio

We Ship Anywhere In
The World And Prices
Start At £9.95

'■

PLL T ransmitter Kits
Licensafale In The UK
High Quality Screen
Printed PCBs
Clear Instructions
and Schematics

1]

Ready Built and Tested l
Service Available
f

'Contact us for a free brochure including^
prices and more detailed information
Te! 01274 883434 A—A_J\_AJLA_A_ A
pax012748i63no
/\Veronica/\

J|

.

Vmmy
veronica@legend.co.uk htlp:/A'AW/.legend.co.uk/~veronica/
18 Victoria Street, Queensbury BRADFORD, BD13 1AR, UK

FEATURES
Fully punched and
silk-screened case.

m

Matches other units
in video range
Provides ali parts
required except
'amp kit'
§
Power on indicator
Provides four video
•outputs

The Projea Team had
already developed die
Audio / Video Moduhtor
(AVM) and dressed it in a coo!
blue ctse that looks heaps
betrcr than thestandaRl black
phstic coffins. The case
dimensions were diosen co
CDmpiement the AVM and
sprayed in die same colour. A
fijoire project, the Tune Date
Stamp will be appearing iri a
similar costume. The three units
comprise what we have loosely
termed 'the-Video Stack System'.
What's in the kit?
The kit comprises die case and
nil the necessary hardware to
allow a complete Video
Distribution Amplifier (VDA)
unit to be constructed, but the
VDA. UiTVL, must be purchased
separately. The case is folded
front mild steel and finished in
■a gfossy powder-coat. This paint
is a very hard-wearing type
designed to cope with knocks,
bangs and scrapes.
A 2.5mm standard, and I
mean standard not some other
vague she, power connector is
rear panel mounted, l our
hi-quaJity, 75Q UKCsockets are
rear panel mounted to provide
the full output capability of the
VDA. A front panel mounted
BN"C caonector provides the.
input connection.
The VDA pots that control gain
and allow for high frequency
boost, something you don't find
on other units, are front pand
mounied. 'ExaGtly where they
should be! lb complenietu the
other units, and help with
diagnostics when things don't
work, a front panel UiD intlicttes
that power is present.
The kit also contains all the
imemal connecting wires and
fnsulaung sleeves in excess length
to allow for lite slight cutting
errors. Just to finish, we even
included the same srvfe of feet.
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Designed by The Maplin Project Team
Back in March '97, Maplin Electronics
released the Video Distribution Ajnplifier
Kit. This kit outperformed the current
ready-built units that were similarly
priced. It did, however, have one major
disadvantage. Tim constructor bad to
drill and cut and ream and file and
paint and label their own case.
How it works
This is the subject of a separate
instruction leaflet, XZIOL, or
read the article in the. electronics
and Beyond magazine, liadc
issue 103 XD0S. Of course, if
you buy the case you will almost
certainly want the VDA and the
instrucuon leaflet, with the
(unction description, is included
in the kiL
Putting it together
This Is the easy hit (there isn't a
hard bit). Cut screened wires,
wire nef. 12,33,14,15 and 16 to
the lengths in the wiring
schematic Figure 1. The
screened lead is the grey lead.

Prepare die ends as shown in
Figure 2, preparing die
screened leads. Don't worry
about being too precise with
the dimensions, just try to keep
the centre core insulation as
short as possible. Twist the wire
ends, indudlog the screen ends
(there should be one on each
laid, not one on each end of
every' lead) and tin them. Cut ten
20mm lengths of the larger heacshrink sleeting. Slide one piece
over each end of the prepared
screened leads.-On the cable end
where the screen has not been
removed, make sure that the
sleeve passes over both the
centre core and outer screen.
Cut die unscreened leads to

APPLICATIONS
Custom-fnade case
for Video Distribution
Amplifier LU79L
Modular unit of 'Video
StackSystem'
the lengths shown in Figure 1.
Trim 6mm nrom both ends of
each unscreened lead. Twist the
stripped ends arid tin these.
Make sure that all the cores are
twisted and tinned because any
spare ends will cause shorts
and may cause serious damage
totheDVA.
Make a small hook in the
ends of all the leads, including
tlte screens, using a pair of
snipe nosed pliers. Pass the
hook over the Veropins on the
VDA PCB and tighten them
gently with the pliers. This
Stops them slipping when you
solder them- It is sensible to
proceed one lead at a time,
fixing and then soldering each
before starting die next lead
The screened leads should
stand vertically from the board
allowing the sleeving lb be
passed down over the bared
ends and die Veropins. Sliriok

t

%

Photo x» The VDA fitted In fts custom huift home.
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Figure X.
Wiring schematic.
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LU79L
PCS
WIRE REF DATA
WIRE
WIRE
WIRE TYRE
REF LENGTH COLOUR HQ.
(APPRQX.)
1
90
SLACK FA26D
2
60
RED FA33L
3
70
SLACK FA2S0
4
40
SLACK FA260
5
40
RED FA33L
B
60
ORANGE FA31J
7
60
YELLOW FA3BF
a
60
BLUE FA27E
9
60
ORANGE FA51J
YELLOW FA36P
to
60
11
60
BLUE FA27E
12
ICO
—
XRSeV
—
13
100
xitasv
14
50
XR85V
15
50
- XRaBV
16
50 •
—
xRasv
AU cimenskans in tr,m

ejich sleeve in pfnee.
Titis is normally clone with a
hot-air gun but you can use a
(very hoc) hairdryer instead, if
neither of these is available use
a soldering Iron held dose but
not touching the sleeving. As a
final resort a match or gaslighter flame held close will do
the job but be careful not to
hum the board, components,
other leads or your fingers.
When all the wires are in
place fit the LED dip by pushing
it in from the front of the case.
Snap the LED into the clip from
die back. Note die long teg and
bend it near the LED body to
identify it later. Now trim the
legs to amund lOmni. Trim the
legs on the resistor to iOmm
and solder one end to the long
LED leg previously identified.
This is easier if bodi legs are
pre-tinned and then held
together with the snipe nosed
pliers. Solder die red wire to the
other end of the resLstof and
the black wire to the short leg of
die LED,
Identify the upper side of the
pot bodies by pusliing them
into the case. The pots have a
small lug to stop them turning

TC Vfire
; aswe

n ov +v

Scr sened
Caaiss-

O

©Y
©

©
Solder TC
wire to
soider tog

©
O
• See Wire
Ref Date table

& TC V.ire
ff 5 BSWG

2.5mm Power
Socket

L.

Q

fendcr
isu

fen0=3
ps

Video
Output T

video
Output 2

□SCI
Video
Output 3

Yidea
Output •

.2
2
j 1*
""j
Remove Screen
lo pea—-=?"!
SS D=—To BKC Scckfit
_J U^50
J. U--50
i
All DimeriSiDna ir. mm

(only the shaft should htm) so
they will only fit one way
Remove the pots and file
through the plating on die top
of each body to allow the 18
swg tinned topperwirc to be
soldered later. Tin the filed area.
See Egufe I. Using a hacksawcut the shafts of the pot to
8mm measured from the firing
thread. File off any hurts and
sharp edges. Fit the two pots as
shown in Figure 3 to the front
panel. Fit die input BMC as
shown in Figure 1 making sure
the tag is to the top. Betid the
tag inwards so tint, it Is flat
when viewed from above.
Pit the power connector and
the output BXCs to the rear
panel. Again fold the tags so they
ate flai when viewed from almve.
Spider a length of tinned copper
wire across die tags :ind to the
connector, as shown in Figure i.

Figure 2.
Preparing the
screened leads.

Connect die free ends of the
screened leads to die BXCs fined
to the rear panel Push die
sleeves over the connecuons and
shrink,them in place.
Slide the.leogdi of smalldiameter, heatshrink sleeting
along the red wire attached to
die LED, over die resistor and
over the U-D leg. Shrink dils
in place.
Ciip bodi the red and black
Wires from the LED to the
power socket as shown in
Figure 1-. dip the red and black
wires from the PCB to the
power socket as shown in
Figure 1. Solder the red leads
only to the power socket. Clip
wire I to die power socket and
solder in place with the other
black wires.
Solder a lengdi of tinned
copper wire from the front
panel BXC across the jXMs as

shown in Figure 1. Don't forget
to solder the wire to die areas
on the pot bodies thar were
tinned earlier,
fit the PCB in the case die
same way round as shown in
figure J. The hardware
assembly schematic, figure 5,
shows how to pass die four
screws up through the case
base, dirough the spacers,
through die PCB moundng
holes and finally secure with
the shakeproof washers and
nuts. Tighten the nuts handtight or the shakeproof washers
will cut into the surface of the
PCB. Be careful not to move
the board excessively as some,
of the connections already
made may break.
Solder die wires from the
PCB to the front panel BXC and
to the pots.
Screw die rear panel to the
case using die black self-tapping
screws.
Double check all wires are
soldered in the correct places!
If you have a meter, check on
the lowest range for continuity.
Slide die cover on and screwin place using die remaining
self-tapping screws.
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Figure 3. Hardware
assembly schematic.
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Testing your
assembly skills
Connect a regulated 12V
supply to the power socket
noting that the centre pin is
positive. If all is well Ute LED
will light hrightly. If not,
remove power and see
trcmbleshooiing later.
Cannea a video source to
die input B.N'C and a monitor
to one of die outputs. Set the
gain control and the HF boost
fully anti-clockwise. If all is well
the monitor will display
whatever the video source is
transmitring (logical?). If not,
adviince the gain until the
image is dear and stable.
Further information on contmi
setdnt#; can lie found in the
VDA lastnicticin letiflet.
lest each output in turn to
confirm that they all work It is
a good idea to tap and (gendy)
shake the case while tesdng to
locate any Ixul joints early.
lanally purchase the other
units and sit and admire your
new Video Stack System that
dte.lones certainly haven't got.

Bnakepronf
Washer

750 BliC
In 4 places
Sack Self—lappmo
in iO
Panel scr?«
pieces

Ir. 4 plccesDcmed
|1 Ruhber Fee;
ee in 4 places

PRO J EOT PARTS HIST
RESISTORS; All 0'6W 1% Metal Rim (Unless Slated)
Rl.
Ut
1
MISCetiANEOUS
5min Red LED
1
75D BNC. socket.
5
2.5rnni ■ Povvgi SccKet P/Mount
1
LEDclip,
1'. ...
Heat Stirink'CP48
2ClO(nm*
Heat shrink CP32
30mm*
Dhinedfcet:
ipk*
Blue Pot Knobs"
2.
1
M3 spacer; /.'
4*
M3 X lOrfifh Screw
4*
4*
M3 Shakeproof washer
4*
MSKiit
Miniature Coax
•35Qmrn*
ISswgj Tinned Copper Wire.
'1610.2 wire, red.
IgO^vrire black
:
16{D.2 wte.blue
leyO^vVre orange •
16(0.2 wire yellovy
Video Distribution Amp Case „
Video Distribution Amp Lraflet
Constructor Guide

ISOmm*
100mm*
200mfn*
120.mm*
120 mm*
120mm*
1: '
1.
1

"Mlk
\VL27E
rau'
JK10L
UK140
, 8F89W
BF8SV
BP58N
FE74R
FG33L
JV22Y
BF44X
JDS1R
XflSSV
all2N
FA33LFA26D
FA27E
FA31i
' FA36P"
WV74R
X253H
XH79L

The Msplin 'Gst-Vbu■ Wofring' service is available for both projects,
sgs Constructors' Guide or cunent Mapfin Catalogue for details.
The above items are available as a kit
Order as 11)820 (Video Distribution Amplifier Case Kit) Price £19.99
Please note; Items in the Pans List marked with a -* are supplied in
■pscKage* quantities (e.g., packet strip, reel etc.), see current tviaplin
Cateiogue for foil ordering informaSon.
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Troubleshooting
Ihoroughly check all
connections (and die TOAif
you haven't already done so). If
the unit functions on the video
but the LED doesn't light dien
it is probnbly meed the wrung
way round. This doesn't mean
the wires are poking out die
from of the case but the
connections are the reverse of
those required. Unsolder the
l-ED leads and re-solder diem
the other way round.
If you cannot find die fault,
the Maplin 'Get Tbu Working'
service is available See the
ordering informauon at die
end of this document.
Using the VDA
Full infomiation on die use of
the VDA is available in the VDA
Instniction leaflet. Details of
die odier fats mentioned can
be found in the Maplin
Catalogue, Note that at time of
going to press the Time Date
Stamp Kit is not complete and
therefore not published. Full
derails will be available from
die March '98 catalogue. EEIulB

MONITOR
BREAKTHROUGH!
SUN Graphics Display Monitors used by industry
worldwide; sold on the strength of their qualify
and reliability but supported by ultra expensive
Spare Stations now PC COMPATIBI.H. These
second user models are none interlaced have
Trinitron ES. Tubes. Resolution up to 1280 x
1024. Carry a 28 day RTB warranty. The secret
lies in the unique graphics accelerator card
which accompanies each nidnitor. Will run
games to CAD packages. Your chance to have a
Rolls Royce monitor at an affordable price.
MODELS AVAILABLE:
Som- GDM1962 19" (IS" viewable) £-400
Sony GDM 1662 17" (15 W viewable) £-300

CON1 ItiOL & "S",
ROBOl ICS Instruments
BASIC Slampsrepiognmmable stimp sfeed computers
Easy Id use BASIC language
• 8 or 16 InpufOulpul lines each 2{linA capability'
• 80 w 500 Pfogfam linss
• Re-progrjinmnbte ihoufanrts of tinijfefrom PC
Of Mac C S-l 2vDC Supply. Stamps from £23.00 each.
Developmenl Kits inclofjing pfogiamming softv.are,
Stahip, Cable. Projeti Board and 25+ Application
notes from £751.00.
MUSCLE WIRES
Wife* thai contract apptox 5% when healed
(eg 250mA currentl -120 page Pfafect book
and 3 one mstre lengths of wire. £40.00
STAMP BUG
Autonomous roving insect using the BASIC Stamp
as its "brain". Approx 300nim overall length,
KfTS FROM £29.00
rffev

PRICES INCLUDE VAT > FREE DELIVERY

RET Marketing Unit 6S, Hudson Road,
Sax by Road Industrial; Estate, Melton Mowbray,
Leicestershire LE13 IBS.
TEL: C'1BS4 6618%

•t.V
LYNX ARM
5 Axis robotaran kit; appro* sire 300nlm.
Control from any serial comms port or Stamp.
Includes software to run from PC KITS FROM £05.00
All prrcis exclude VAT and ihippjng.
For n hill catalogue of the above items and.olher produclv,
p!paseaillcffexMlIforc!lnstitmienl<anll5l?7R!i3lifi5^^xl^

ELECTRONICS

LTD

EM. BROADCAST TRANSMiTTERS
Stockists of Surplus
Fuily Built, Boxed and Tested

Electronic Components,
Computer Parts and

Prices start from as little as £30.00
RSL Professional Transmitters
V.F.O. High Quality Transmitters
Li miters / Compressors

Finished

Products

lip,
iSSEi
Sdlld State ElectrohicsJUfC)
Manufacturer of Scanning,

Stereo Encodes
•
JAB Slectrsmics, 96 Roof of the World
Boxhill Road, Tadworfh
Surrey KT20 7]R

Ham Radio.

Short Wave

and dB Accessories ^
SEA/D FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE
AND PRICE LISTS NOW!
F»MOISIE.

FJQOC

QFS Vrk/RfrE

Telephone: 01703 325999
Teh 01737 842774

Facsimile: 01703 236307
271V1 Park Road ■ Southampton ■ S015 3UQ

Ptillips'CD-RW
drive and di&c.
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In the second part of his article on
making your own CDs, Martin Pipe
examines how to install the hardware,
and the mechanics of CD mastering.
Plus a look at MPPG audio.
Last month, vve discussed
the equipment that you
will need to make your
own audio CDs. The applicatiaas
are enormous — anjihing from
iastam-starr ttitlio station jingles
to compilations wherejcttt
choose die traoks.To
summarise, the whole concept
hinges on a computer
peripheral known as a CD
burner, plus a spectai variety of
blank disks that are dropping
fast in price, CD burners were
originally intended for the
creatiqn of data disks - until
some clever dick put two and
two together, and wrote
software that allowed personal
computers to make audio CDs.
You could, for the first time,
copy a PC's proprietpiy digital
audio recordings across to a
blank CD in the industrystandard Red Book format
developed by Sony and Philips
-companies that, by the way,

produce CD burners.
Cater generations of this
software allowed die copying of
CDs digitally—in other wortls,
with no perceivable loss of
quality. What's mote, there's no
need to worry about SCMS - a
copy-protection system that
prevents anything further titan
a first-generation digital copy
from being made; SGMS (Serial
Copyright -Management System,
examined in last month's
article) Is a fixture on DAT
machines, consumer DCC and
MiniDisc digital audio
equipment, plus the new breed
of consumer audio recorder.
Although die pirating of music
is always an activity to be
frowned upon, don't yoii think
that it's an amusing irony that
Sony arid Phiiips not only'
produce recording equipment
able to get around SCMS. hut
also Own record companies
llkelv to be affected?
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Soundcard Issues
In most instances, you get the
audio — rape, tuner or records
(the latter with an appropriate
preamplifier, like that discussed
last month) into your computer
using nothing more exotic dian
a soundcard, a periphcra! to be
found in all Macs and the vast
majority of PCs, It is worth
bearing in mind that some PC
soundcards are better than
others (the Mac's in-built audio,
however. Is consistently good).
Some of the* cheaper ones
1 isve-a restricted frequency
response, and add noticeable
distortion - even in their
supposedly CD-quaiity modes.
What is particuhriy interesting
is that I have noticed a
difference between cards tliat
use the same chipset—and
iiave thus presumably been
designed from the same
seniiconductor manufttcturer's
application circuit!
Inside all consumer PC

soundcards is an analogue
mixer that combines die output
from the DAC (fbc playing
digluil audio clips in all modes
except recording), line input,
CD audio (attached to the .CDROM drive's line output), mic
input and integral MIDI
synthesiser: Levels are varied
from the GUI, via a control
panel with vireunl sliders'. The
output then goes to or to die
line output and/or in-builr
amplifier, and to die ADC
during recording. Different sets
of adjustments are available for
lioih recording and playback: in
Windows 95, for example, die
recording settings are tucked
away imdcr Control Panel'
MuIumedia'AudioyRecording.
A consumer design iwsed
around the use of VCAs, the
typical soundcard miser is
hardly audiophile quality — on
paper at least. Soundcard
misers, many of which offer the
potential for further sonic
degradation through the
provision of lone controls,
loudness comjiensation, stereo
wideners and odier such
gimmicks, are huilt down to a
price. The same is true of the
16-bit ADC and DACs built into
such peripheral. Tliat said, die
results cm be more than
adequate for all but the most
discerning of ears. Indeed,!
have transcribed some of my
old vinyl LPs to CD (using an
audiopiiile turmahle and
preamplifier) and the results
have often bettered the 'olndal'
CD issue. That's not to say you
can't get the potential for
better, duuigh. There are
.professional sound cards —
more of which later—designed
for no compromise capture of
audio to liard disk.
A problem that many notice
from consumer soundcards is a
poorsignal-to-noiae ratio;
indeed, (his can spoil classical,
or uncompressed (i.e. noi FM
radio) live recordings, 'fhcre are
wavs around this. The first trick
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is to ensure that all unwanted
inputs (i.e. anything that isn't
the line input) are switched oft
(i.e. muted) or, at die very least,
turned right down during
recording. The microphone and
CD-ROM audio inputs are
particularfy bad in most cases.
Another trick is to try relocating
die canl in a different
expansion slot, preferably one
dial Is a far away as possible
from other cards in your
system. It is surprising the
difference that can be made
here; it would appear that some
expansion cards chuck out
rather more interference dian
others. Note that the chips on
soundcards are normally wclldecoupled; noise carried via the
power supply is seldom a
problem ('scope it and seel).
Hie ultimate solution would
involve enclosing die soundcard
in a shielded envelope, and
connecting it to ground - thus
eliminating the pick-tip of stray
signals floating around in your
computer. It has to be said that
there are lots of these!
The old Creativalabs
Soundblaster 16 is one of the
best consumer-level soundcatds
ever produced - if you don't
count die naff FM synthesiser.
In particular, it lias a
surprisingly high standard of
audio and lends itself well to
audio CD mastering. Indeed, it
was one of the input devices
used in the research of this
article. Soundblaster 16s can be
acquired rather cheaply on the
second-hand market; the typical
home user tends to chuck these
away in favour of inferior
motlels that offer WAVetable
synthesis and thus do games
1 letter'. In my junkbox is
another Creative Inbs
Soundblaster 16 SCSI, in which
one of the-mixer's analogue
stereo channel inputs has died.
At the moment..! am working
on a method of bypassing diemixer (the GT1745A) chip,
which should yield an even
better sound quality. 1 will
hopefully be able to give you a
report hi die final pan of this
article. It's down to getting hold
of a datasheet for the device —
which is available to OEMs —
from Creative Labs.
Othq- Creative Labs
soundcards are good for CD
mastering; this, plus their
excellent level of support,
makes them the only serious
consumer choice. Hie
physically-impressive AWE32 is
essentially nothing more than a
Soundblaster 16 with WAVetable
added, and I have discovered
that it offers much the same
level of performance. Creative
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Labs latest tdp-of-the line
product, the plug-and-ptay
AWE64 (and .its up-rated gold
derivative, with phono output
sockets) goes one better-- this
is truly an escelfertt-sounding
consumer card."A fumre canl,
due for release next year, will
incorporate digital mixing
(presumably it will have ADCs
for each analogue input
channel, or a complex
multiplexing system) and
SP/DIF digital I/O at an
afibrdable priee.
Cream of (he crop ate the
Terratec iEW564XL - which will
be examined next month - and
die Turtle Beach Fiji. Both of
these specialist 400 soundcards
offer coaxial SP/DIF (SonyPhilips Digital Interface) I/O.
The Terratec goes one step
further by including a TOSDnb

optical digital input. This, like
the coaxial digital connections,
is located on a terminal module
diai occupies a spare halfheight 5.25in. drive bay. Thanks
to the digital, input, you can
plug in your DAT, MiniDisc or
DCC deck in directly, bypassing
the analogue and conversion
circuitry at both ends. Ideal if
you want to transfer your live
recordings to CD with no loss of
quality - the DDD label on that
CD looks good too, doesn't it?
Although the fadlity has
benefit for our application, it's
included primarily for
transferring audio across for use
by the sampler - another
musician-friendly feacurc
included in both cases. Both
Terratec and Turtle Beach are
capable of working full-duplex
at l&bii - something that really
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comes into its own if you're
into direct-to-disk mulU-track
recording (these cards are
aimed at musicians). The
analogue drojitiy is also up to
scratch; phenomenaliy-low
figures are quoted for
distortion, signal-to-noise-ratio
and crosstalk are quoted in.
both cases (conversely,
consumer cards seldom quote
such figures in their
specifications!). The conversion
drojitry is ,su(Jerior - the Turtle
Beach specifies .a 20 bit DAC
and ADC, while the Terratec is
18-bii throughout.
If you don't want to spend
£400 on a SP/DIF card, there's a
much cheaper aiternaiive. The
17 Audio Excel AV310, which
employs a single chip (the CM!
8330) for nearly everything, has
SP/DIF input and output.
Unfortunately, it's designed
primarily for use with CD-ROM
drives that have a digital output,
which is at TTL-level. Proper
SP/DIF specifies an transformerisolated peak-to-peak signal of
0.5V What's more, the AV310's
analogue performance, is
decidedly ropey; it goes into
distanlon all too easily Next
month, we'll concentrate
further on mastering from
digital sources, and examine the
AVJlO's potential still further.
Interfaces
and Stuff
Whatever your choice of
soundcard. it.has one job in life
as far as CD mastering is
concerned. It has to take the
audio input (whether digital or
analogue) from the outside
wodd, process it where
necessary and store it as a 16bit, 44.1kHz stereo (i.e. CDquality) WAV or AIFF file. That
brings us onto the next point.
Lots of hard disk space will be
needed — remember thai a
complete CD will hold up to 74
minutes.of music. In the
knowledge that a minute of CD
audio consumes just under 9Mb
of a CD. you're given some idea
of how much space you'll need.
Modem --MA-3 (IDE) drives are
more titan capable of handling
real-time transfer of digital
audio, and capacious drives
(how does 4Gb sound?) are
now available for less than £-200.
if your own PC has a IDE disk
suitable for digital audio, it's
worth' considering a CD burner
with the same interface.
My own preference is for
SCSI; since 1 tend to work with
digital video, my hard disks are
high-performance high-capacity
SCSI models. Thev are
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Sel Tsmmisfen "on"
ft CD-R is test SCSI dr. vice
enchain '

Figure 3L Internal CD
burner SCSI connections.

CD-R Dnve
internal back vtew)

EacietPC
SCSI ID TERM
cam gj'' n.

P|f

Set SCSI ID so
that ot the CD-R
doss'nl ctash v/itb
thai of others in
chain

PC So!
5^

&

z

e.q.
Adaptec
2S4Q1IW
Le^d&ithis

PC
MotherBoard

16-B.1 ISA skit
(not itsedl
interfaced to the PC b>' means
of an Adaptec 29-SOUW host
adaptor', a bus-mastering PCI
cartl-A decent disk subsystem,
cap-able of sustaining the
throughput dictated hy the CD
burner's writing speed, is
essential. During the writing of
CDs, the writer must have a
steady stream of data. The. CD
burner has a buffer (typically
1Mb in size), which is designed
to tomjjensate for instances
where the flow-of data is
interrupted (by; for example, a
thermal recalibniuon process
within the hard disk). The
buffer can only go so for; if it
empties at any point during
writing, then you'll get a buffer
undcr-nm error message—and
a mined CD-R. ibu are best
advised to tweak your system
for optimum performance (for
example, disabling screen savers
and enabling bus mastering and
32-bit disk access—if
supported).
SCSI
Socket

CD - R

25-V/ay Id 50-Way
SCSI Cable
(DG34J)

CD-R in External
casing (Maplin CE34M)

To MAC
To other External
SCSI devices. If none,
use termination piuc
(e.g. Maplin 0333H)
SCSI Connection
/
f

PSU
PSU ^
Plug

In'erml view
of SCSf casing
CD-R
DRIVE
1

Figure 2. Wiring up CD
burner to Apple Mac.

Details of how to install n
SCSI CD burner are given in
Figures 1-3- The basics behind
SCSI are straightforward
enough; up to seven
individually-addressable donees
(plus the controller) can be
simultaneously daisy-chained
with SCSI 1 and SCSI 2. The
latest SCSI spedficatinas, Ultra
Wide and SCSI 3, will address
up to 15 devices (plus the
controller). Each device must
have a unique address (or 'ID'),
which is set via jumpers or DIP
switches; the controller resides
at IDT: Available SCSI
peripherals include, hard disks
and CD burners apart, scanners,
DAT rape drives (which won't
read audio OAT tapes, in case
you were wondering!) and SCSI
CD-ROM drives (which support
digital audio extraction!).
The next issue is that of
termination. Each end of the
SCSI bus must be terminated by
a resistor pack, or reliable
ojieration — essential during the
burning of a CD - isn't
guaranteed. The SCSI bus is,
after all, a series of transmission
lines. Failure to terminate them
properly couid result in
reflections, and hence
corruprion of the datastream.
Most recent SCSI host adaptors,
such as the Adaptec 2940,
support automatic termination.
Normally, these cards will
terminate themselves if they
detect one or more peripherals
connected to either the internal
or external SCSI buses. If they
detect that both internal and
external buses are in use, they
then switch oft their own
lerniihadon. If this, wasn't done,
then diere would be three sets
of tetmlniitors in place - one at
either end, arid one in die
middle!
Most PCs have sufficient
internal space for a CD burner;
as a result,you need only
connect it to the intcmal SCSI 2
bus of the host adaptor via a 50way ribbon cable (normally
supplied with the card), and

Polarising Key
-timumj Pin t

*

V

Mate
Pin 50

\

Figure 3. SCSI
connections on rear of CO burner.
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on, or purchase a SCSI-1
tcrfniriatiDii resistor block
(Maplin DG99H) that plugs into
the second SCSI port on the
hack of the enclosure.
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CD mastering software allows
you to undertake a 'test run'
In order to ensure burning
will proceed vrfthotrt errors.

Qfi
UlfT
a
TUHfiTASLE
Ectfi Lsad

QUI
Powsr
On/Qff
Sour.ccord I
Figure 4. Hooking up the audio connections.
enable tlie driv e's termination.
As an aJterrumve, you could
build the burner into an
external enclosure (such as
Maplin s CD34.M), a Iwx that
contains a half-height drive bay,
external SCSI connectors and a
switch-mode power supply.-All
Apple Macs have a SCSI
interlace, but few have the
space for an internal CD-R
drive: in these cases, external

SCSI enclosures are die only
solution, 'lb connect die case to
die Mac's external SCSI port,
you will need a cable with a 50way Centronics plug at one endnnd a DB25 at the other
(Maplin order code DG54J)
lb connect to a PC, vxtu'l!
need a different calile that docs
have a 50-way Centronics at one
end. The connector at the other
end will depend on your SCSI

host adaptor. If It's a Past SCSI-2
card, then it will need to be a
50.-pin half-pitch plug. If it s an
UltroSCSI card, diac cable will
need a 68-pin half-pitch
connector at its other end
instead. The respective Maplin
order codes are DG63T and
DG66\\2 if the enclosed CD
burner is to be die last device in
the chain, ensure that the
drive's termination is switched

Audio Recording
"Vmdows Sound Recorder will
only capture audio lor a few
tens of seconds - clearly not
long enough for music trades,
'there are akemarives available,
however. Adaptec's Easy CD
Creator Deluxe, a commercial
Windows 95/KT 4.0 (Mac soon!)
CD mastering package that sells
for £80 or so, conies with a neat
application that goes fay the
name, of Spin Doctor: Tftis
includes not only a WAV
recorder (with a useful
recording level indicator) but
also some neat DSP fearurcs. It
will average out die audio levels
of a series of captured songs,
avoiding drastic changes in
volume when, you come to play
the final CD. There is also a
effective noise reduction ftlter.
for cleaning up scratchy records
or hissy tapes. Don't lie
tempted to use it unless
absolutely necessary - it does
add distortion (such as
sibiiance, panicularly at the
higher settings), and is an. offline process that takes ages to
complete-Audio editing
programs, such as the popular
shareware CooIEdit 96 and
Goldwave (available from
various sites — check out die
various tea-string search

Mb
External SCSI casing (order cods CE34W).

SCSI termlnalor (order code OG99H)
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ROM supports digital audio
extraction. Interestingly, Adaptec
indudes one with its SCSI utility
suite (liZ-SCSi v4). Effectively,
die data is shunted from the
CD-ROM straight across to die
CD burner across the bus. Multispeed copying of CDs is
possible if your equipment
supports it — a high-quality^
ventibn of the twin rape deck, if
you like...
If your mastering software
doesn't support extraction of

s*

Cool Edit - a flexlblo shareware program.
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. _Shareware MP3 players.

engines on the internet, like
intp-y/stsw. ahavisia.digital .com
and iiLtpa'/Aww.sharenare.com),
can also lie used to capture
audio, and are panicuLoriy
hand}' if the CD mastering
sofnx^re doesn't make
provision for capturing
analogue audio for transcription
to CD - and most don't. The
coiTea recording levels are
important, to avoid distortion; I
recommend experimenting with
clips from songs first, in order to
determine the optimum level.
Audio editing programs are
capable of a lot more than
simple capture, however. You
can accurately trim dips (to
dispose of vinyl lead-in and leadout grooves, example), and
carry out smooth lades. Oilier
effects include sample rate
conversion (if, for some reason,
you want to commit a mono 8bit file to CD, you am), various
DSP noise filter trickery and
other post-production effects
like, edioes, diannel swapping
and panning. Be warned,
though — since we could be
working with files over 100Mb in
length, processing times can be
rather long. For example, a trim
ojjeration on Goldwave ctn take
nearly 10 minutes, if the limeconsuming creation of
temporary' files is faaored in.:
Those temporary files also
consume oodles of hard disk
space!
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Goldwave, an excellent shareware audio editing program.
The CD masiering software
supplied with burners, notably
Easy CD Pro (Mac and PC) also
makes provision for the copying
of audio CDs (tor data files, for
thar matter). .An add-on
program for Astane's Toast,
CD-Copy, allow? the sanie ends
to be achieved on Apple Macs.
Typically, the audio tracks are
convened into digital audio
format and stored on the hard
disk; a ;drag and drop' interfiice
allovys you to select the desired
pieces of music from the
original disc. CD-sourced cracks
can lie combined with other
material that you liave captured
(such as vinyl records) to
generate flexible compilations.
As an alremative, some
programs allow you to copy die
entire disk in one go if your CD■ ursiitltti:
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Audio track listing on Easy-CD Pro 95, CD mastering software
supplied with the Phlllipe CDD 2600 - and many other burners.
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CDD26Q0, the audio quality of a
CD capture may he spoilt by
background noise. The reason
behind this Is jinrer. Thankfully,
freeware jirtercorreaion
programs can be found on the
IntemeL Indeed, jitter
correction is built into CO Wars
(wliidi can be downloaded from
M t p ://vw. iMtt. coi/-r)tWpM 5 2 h. z i p)
By now, you should liave a
collection of digital audio files
on your hard disk, all of which
should be 44.3kHz, 16-bi:,
stereo. It's now- time to make
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CDWOHX
allows audio
tracks to be
extracted
from CDs if your
CD-ROM
drive Is
up to ft!
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audio from CDs digiralfy, then
some slrareware; and pulilic
domain programs can help.
Another command-line program
for the I'C, CD-DA allows you to
specify- tracks by number and
write them to the hard disk as a
.WAV file. The shnreware
program, which also supports
weird and wonderful formats
like CD-i (remember that?) Is
available from many Web sites as
dalwavlTstip, as is the simpler
CD Grab program (edgrabstip).
A Windows 93-based shareware
alternative is CD Wore. Note
diat you'll need a CD-ROM drive
capable of digital -audio
estractioa—all of the SCSI
drives I know of are. and some
recent IDE/AIAP1 models Can
apparently handle it as welL You
could, as an. alternative, use die
CD burner, for exrractiqn; this is
certainly true of SCSI models. In
some cases, certainly the Philips
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your CD, using the mastering
software supplied with your
drive. Windows 95 programs,
like Adaptec's Easy CD Creator,
benefit from a wizard that
guides you through the process,
Die first job is to select the ope
of disc that you want to create.
Inmost cases, this will be an
audio CD (i.e. Red Book). As an
alternative, you could select
mixed mode". This allows you to
put both data and music onto
the same CD. Audio CD players
won't play the first crack, which
contains the daca.
Or rather they will—the track
registers on the time-elapsed
display — but muting is. engaged
to prevent what would be a
terrible racket from damaging
your ears or speakers. The next'
stage is to add the tracks
(and.'or files, if it's a data or
mixed mode disc) to a playiist
thar is an essential part of the

mastering program. Up to 99
tracks are allowed by the Red
Book standard - enough for
anybody. Its an easy process,
and mastering programs will tell
you - typically via a percentage
bar - how close you ate to
filling'the CD. T would
recommend thai you fill the
disk in one go where possible—
splitting the activity into multiple
sessions mat'cause
incompadbilities with audio CD
players, although pretty much all
CD-ROM drives are able to read
so-called multlsession discs.
And now it's time to make
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your CD! Various optidns are ■
available for writing. The first,
and most obvious, is the writing
speed (Ix2s 4x, depending on
your burner's capabiiities).
Although it's tempting to go as
last as passible - and it's better
for the disk too, the writing
speeds should matched to ihe
PC's performance. Test options
allow you to empirically
determine the fitstest practidi!
speed. Another common
writing feature built into many
CD mastering programs is the
oddly-named disc-at-once",
which dispenses with the twosecond gap that CD players
automatically place between
tracks. Handy for mix-type
dance compilations, or
classical music.
In the majority of cases, it is
also passible to create a disc
image - a, representation of the
audio and/or computer data as
it will appear on the CD. This
option is useful if you plan to
make several copies, or
pnxlucJa mastering file
suitable for mass-duplication by
an external agency. Unless die
CD is to lie a multi-session disc,
check the 'close disc' option,
which ensures that the CD can
be read on all equipment—but
not subsequently addeti to.
Discs that are still 'operT cm, in
my experience, only be read by
CD burners. It is also worth
pointing out that around 15Mb
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Toast - a Mac CD mastering
application that can handle the
creation of audio discs.
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Producing
audio CDs
with
Adaptec's
Easy-CD
Creator.
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Spin doctor, Included with
Adaptec Easy CD creator.
of the CD's capacity is wasted
between each session and the
next, so don't use mulcisession
waiting unless you have to!
An option particularly
recommended, particularly for
die first few runs, Is the speed
test. This takes the form of a
simulated write, and is good for
assessing whedier your system
is capable of providing the
continuous flow of data needed
by the humer. If you get buffer
under-runs — which would ruin
a disc during actual writing — try
fit f" ■ r—
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a lower speed. The Adaptec
programs are well thought-out
in dsis respect. They will tescWrite at the highest speed first
of all. If successful, writing wfli
automatically proceed. If an
error is encountered, dien
successively-slower runs are
tried until no errois are
reported, at which point writing
at that speed commences. At
the end, you should have a disc
that is compatible with all of die
CD equipment dptred around
the home!
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Useful infonnation can be found at; frttpr/Avww.mpeg.org.

MPEG Audio
MPEG audio has aroused
significant interest of iate, in
bodi polidcal and technological
camps. Basically, it allows you to
compress an audio file to less
than one tenth of its original
size with no significant loss of
quality. The compressed file
requires a special applicadon
for playback. MPEG audio was
designed for satellite
communications and CD-quality
broadcast links over ISDN.
However, it is also becoming
popular in the world of CD.
Games and multimedia
developers use MPEG audio to
maximise the disk capacity For
the same reason, takc-up
among owners of CD burners is
similarly strong. 'Vbu cm fit
several hours of CD-quality
music onto a single 650Mb CDR. MPEG audio CDs cpuld
provide background music
while you work, or simply lie
utilised as a great audio
ardwing medium. Hie
problem Is dial your computer
iieeds id be powered up on
whenever you want to listen to
any music that's been recorded
in the MPEG audio format; the
files are recorded as data
(1309660 for cross-platform
acccssifality, Jolic.t for Windows
'95 and NT4 long filenames)
arid as such can only be read by
CD-ROM drives.
MPEG audio has been in the
news recently, mainly because it
is now seen as a threat to the
music industry Many
enthusiasts are illegally
uploading copyrighted songs, in
MPEG audio format, to FTP
servers for download by their
friends — arid anybody else who
finds die servers in question.
Tlieoretically, you could build
up an impressive music
collection without having to
purchase a single CD. Whether
you would want to is another
matter—the average lengdi of a
file is 4Mh; quite a long wait
when average Internet access
speeds are considered, and a
significant phone bill at die end
of it! In the States, where local
calls (and hence connect
charges to ISPs) are free, it's
another matter. Same US
record companies recognise the
potential of MPEG audio
distribution, and arc selling
songs for download - just pop
in your credit card details, and
half an hour later the music's in
your PC.
MPEG audio compression is
very similar to the systems
employed by Sony's MiniDisc
and Philips DCC (the latter
does, in fact, employ an early
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form of MPEG audio). All of
these systems achieve their
impressive efficiencies by
discarding information that
cannot be perceived by the
average human ear. Cemraf to
their operation is the feet that
the ear can only hear sounds
above a cennin threshold. The
level of this threshold is
dejiendent upon the frequency
of the. signal, and is at its lowest
point in the.midrange (around
2 to 5kHz). Below and above
these ircmieades, ears become
progressively less sensitive. In
addition, some sounds will
mask out others close.in
frequency but lower in
amplitude. A system known as
perceptual adaptive sub-band
coding (RASC) is responsible for
die encoding process.
The audio signal is split into
32 sub-bands by filters, each of
which has the same fixed
bandwidth- Next, the thresholds
are determined for each subband by examining the
amplitude of each sub-band,
and the immediately-adjacent
ones. Any signals above these
thresholds are encoded; the
others are discarded. During
playback, the audio signal is
synthesised out of these
encoded spectral components.
PASC is used in all variants of
MPEG audio encoding. There
are currently three of these,
which ate hier.irchicailycompmible - layer!
(developed for DCQ, level 2
and Level 3. All have the same
header information, a similar
resilience to errors and can
wotkat a variety of sampling
frequencies (32.44.1,48kHz),
Layer 1 is capable of working
at data rates from 32kbit/sec to
448kbit/sec The upper limits of
Layers 2 and 3 are 334kbk/sec
and 320kfa1t/scc respectivek All
three can provide an audio
accompaniment to MPEG 1 or
video, or used in their own
righcThe main practical
differences concern die levels
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of compression possible. layer
1 could typically only manage
4:1 if CD quality was to lie
obtained, while Level 2 will
deliver similar results at
iietween 6:1 and 8:1. Levels,
currently' the most popular,
delivers die same quality at
between 10:1 and 12:1. it is
these levels of compression that
have got people really excited.
Working with
MPEG audio
Although hardware MPEG audio
encoders are available, they
tend to be rather expensive
items designed for the:
broadcast industry. A much
cheaper alternative is to do it
via software, and there Is much
of this lurking around the
virtual nooks and crannies of
the Internet. The only
disadvantage is dm encoding
tends to lie an off-line process.
You take your audio signal as a
.WAV Qle (in die case of PCs),
and stuff it tlirough die encoder
program. Some time later, you'll
get an additional file (.Mpx,
where x Is die layer cypc-,MP3,
for exampie, is layer 3) that
contains the MPEG-encoded
audio. The Speed of conversion
depends wholly on the
perfomiance of your system.
The I3enc.exe and 13dec.exe
MP3 encoder/decoder
shareware PC programs, for

" ■ • "I; .

L3DEC converts MP3 audio files Into standard Windows WAV format.
February 1998 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND

example, arc available from
many web sites in a single
archive by the nanie of
i3v261dI-Zip. They originate
from Frauhhofer-GeseLschaft,
commercial German research
oiganisatlon
(http://wrM. its. fhg.de/audlo).
Tills group was closely
assodaced with MP3
devdopment, and is also
responsible for the popular
WinpLiy3 MP3 player for
"Windows. 'JTie first program,
I3enc.exe is the encoder
(uncompressed J6-bit .WAV to
MP3), while the second is the
decoder (MP3 to 16-bTr WAV).
Because diey run under DOS,
they're not particularly userfriendly. They will, however,
quite happily work in a DOS
box under Windows; diere is no
need to 'shell out'. Somebody
has written a Windows 'front

MP3 file that was created from
it. Die fact is that one is over
ten times the size of the other!
You can spedfy the hit rate (and
hence compression quality),
plus otlier options. Some of
these, such as the ability to
handle n range of input file
opes (Sun workstation audio,
for example), are disabled on
the unregistered program; if
you need them, you'll need the
$250 registration fee! The
default options (112kb/s
transfer) will suffice, for most
applications, in which case use
is easy:
/3e>/c iii/iul.ii'nv ou!piil.»ip3.
It is probably putting both
programs into your DOS
directory (or making a PATH
reference to them) so that they
can be run from any drive or
directory on your PC.
1 found that 13enc.exe was
capable ofconvening a 3
minute .WAV file into Layer 3
MPEG in under 20 minutes,
using a PJ33 (now old hat!)
with 48.\lb of RAM and plenty of
SCSI storage. Die output was
optimised for CD-quality
112kbi[/sec transmission: there
is no disccmable difference
between die MP3 file and the
original CD-sourced .WAV Die
original 3 minute song, by the
way, consumed over 31Mb of
hard disk space; layer 3
compression brought it down
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A DOS based WAV-2-MP3 file converter.
end' for these programs,
making them somewhat more
user-friendly - no more
grappling with that awkward
command-line syntax! This front
end. Visual Encoder, can be
found at http://raefflbars.visi.
net/-f1ipi no/coders.htral
The encoder is highly-flexible
and delivers some highly
impressive results. In nearly all
cases, you can't cell the
diiference between a song
extracted as a digital audio file
directly from, the CD, and the

to alxwt (wo and a half megabytes.
This corresponds to a 12.5:1
compression rate; pretty neat,
huh? The second program,
Ijdec, Is useful if you want to
write a MP3 song to a CD that
conforms to Red Book (and
hence can be played on any CD
hardware). CD mastering
software will only produce
these from WAV files. With
some shops now selling music
over the Internet as MP3 files,
13dec is definitely a useful
program to have around if you

want co put your purchases on
rather more convenient CDs. To
create a standard WAV file from
a MP3 the following command
is used:
13<lec input.mp3 outputavav -ww
Most of die time, however,
TOu'il use a simple application
(such as WinPlay, wliidi lives ax
http!
i i s. f hg .de/aud i o/)
to play MP3 files tlsat you've written to your hard disk. Such
programs look rather like Media
Player, although others are
rather faneier in their user
Interface. Interestingly., Media
Player will itself handle playback
of the older MP2 (but not ivtP3)
files if NeiShow (http://www.
microsoft.com/netsh0w) lias
been installed. This is because
NetShow handles .asf (active
streaming format) files —
indiiding MPKG audio — and
the appropriate codecs ate •
installed with the software.
Odier Windows 95 shareware
pitn'eis include the excellent
WinAnip <http://vriaanp.lh.net),
and WtiseArc (from various sites).
Fniunhofer-Geselsclvaft also
markets, via its Opticom
olTshoot, a fully-commercial
(S40O) -\1P3 encoding program
for Windows '95- It's quicker
and considerably more userfriendly than its DOS
predecessors, and iostalLs a
codec thai can be used by other
Windows applications (such as
digital audio editors). A
freeware Windows-based
alternative is MPI-G Encoder,
which at the time of writing Gin
lie obtained from its creator's
web sire (http: //users. bart. nl /
-sol oh/). It's rather slow, but
provides a lot of options. If
you're prepared to accept Level
2 MPEG audio coding, then you
might lie interested in a
shareware.piug-in for the
aforementioned Gool'SS audio
editing program (http://www,
syntri 11 iuia. com/cool. htm).
Players and conveners
abound fbr Mac, too. A
powerful Layer 3 encoder —
which requires a PowerPC - is
available for Macromedia's
Shockwave (it's a commercial
S3Q0 plug-in for SoundEdit).
Further details from die
Macrogiedia web site at
http://w.w.macromedia. com/
support/soundedi t/how/shock/
♦ sQund_devtools.html.
A free alternative is the
Mpeck Encoder, a PowerPChative program that supports
both layer 2 and layer 3 audio.
It lives at http://vivw.ani(ne.
nBt/-go/n!peckers.ht(nl.
The only 680x0 Mac MP3
program that I could find was

MPEGAud, which is available in
bodi FPU and non-FPU
yersions.'The program', which
supports Layer 2 only, can be
found at http;//Jionte.ptd.net/
-warnergt/HPEGAudl.0.1a2,hqx.
Mac MP3 players include the
PowerPC-only MacAmp
(http: //iracarp. 1 h.net/geti t. html)
and SoundApp (http://www-csstudents.stanford.edu/~frank
e/SoundApp), whidi will run on
a 680x0 Mac with a FPU.
AVIndows 3-x programs are
also available, although if your
machine doesn't haven't
sufEcicnt power to run
Windows 95, then it probably
won't have the Juice to run
software MPEG (or, for that
matter, CD mastering)
applkauons. In die Interests of
those who still run Windows 3-X
on die grounds ofcompatibflity
with Windows 95-incQQipatjhle.
(but nevenheless essential)
15-bit programs, here .goes: Die
aforemendoned WinPlay
(http://www. i i s.fhg,de/audi 0/)
is also available for Windows 3 a,
while encoding can he achieved
using DOS (or the DOS window)
to run 13encexe (covered eadier).
The decoder f3dec.exe will also
run in tills way.
Iomega Reconilt, arailablc for
PC and (shortly) Mac pladbrfns,
is a commercial MPEG audio
recording program currently
being given avray with 10-packs
of Zip disks. "Biu can also
purchase it on-Iine.froni the US
Iomega web site
(http: //mm. i omega. can/product/
prodguide/softguide/index.hfral)
for S40- Recordlt compresses
audio suffidemly for it to be
written without problem by the
popular Zip drive - which,
although much faster than a

floppy, is still no match for a
hard disk—without any
problems. Recordlt"s core is the
i-mcdia compression
technology bought in from the
QDesign Corporation
(http://www.qdesign.ccni). The
compression is compliant with
MPEG audio, and indeed the
files that it produces can lie
read as Level 2 audio files, and
35 such converted into 'WAY by
the. cammand-line I3dec.exe
program. Such files can also be
played tiack through Media
Player, because the relevant codec
is iastalled within Windows.
Recordit's main advantage
over die others we've looked at
is its ability to work In ret// rime
without any extra hardware—
apart, of course, fmrn the
soundcard. The software offers
four grade of compression
quality (AM to CD), and an
input selector (mic/CD/Mne).
From then on, it's a case of
hitting the record burton to
capture compressed audio to a
named file. Another button
provides file selection and
playback. Recordlt works
exceptionally well; comparing
CD with a Recordlt recording
(made at the highest quality
setting) revealed no discernible
difference- The hype implies
that Recordlt uses MPEG 2
audio. Thai's hot strictly true;
the compression system behind
the format Is Layer 2 audio — a
system that could be pressed
Into service with both MPEG i
and MPEG 2 video. Because its
codec slots into Windows, MP2
files can be used by other
Windows applications Including
Media Player. For example, die
MPEG conversion program
supplied in Ulead's Media
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Recordlt from Iomega, (s a real time MPEG level to audio recorder
and player.

Studio video editing suite
allows conversion back to WAV:
MP3 players will also handle the
earlier MP2 Gles, since
backwards-CQmpaiihiliiy lias
been written into the standard.
The highest-quality mode
(256kb!t/sec) is reserved for CD,
while die next one (J92ki3ic/Scc)
down will easily accominodate
the output from a hi-fi tuner:
you can reconi broadcasts with
your computer using a limited
amount of hard disk space. If
you like what you hear, it would
lie possible expand them into
WAV files using the above tools,
and create Red Book audio
CDs. As an alternative, the MP2
files can be stored on CD-Rs in
their own right - there's sufficient
space for several concerts, ora
whole comedy scries.
If anything, Recordit's
192kbi[/sec mode is too good
for some of the atrocioussoiindlhg rubbish being poured
out of radio stations (Radio One
and ILR, especially) which is
compressed to the point of
unlistenability. But who cares if
the squashed dynamics and
unpleasant harshness mean
hooking in another listener
over die noise? DAB gives
hroadcastcrs an excuse to
deliver the best quality from an
uncompressed studio feed,
bringing out the best front pur
hi-fi equipment. Indeed,
compression will lie a
switchable feature restricted, to
the receivers—notably: those
built into car audio. Whether
engineers will simply lift the
audio downstream of die
compressor/limirec in the
interests of laziness is another
matter.
Ranr mode oft...
Copyright
Warning
Widi the equipment and
procedures outlined in this
article, it is passible to make
recordings of copyrighted
works, if dtis is the case, such
recordings must be made solely
for your own use, and then only
ifyou have the original
recordings. If you do not own
the copyright, or have
permission to copy from the
copyright owner, you may be
violating copyright (aw and
could be subject to payment of
damages and other remedies, if
you are in any doubt, please
contact your legal advisor.
In the final pan of this article,
we look at mastering CDs ffam
digital sources, making Video
CDs and the presentaridn of.
vourdiscs.
mm- 'Vt
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Diary Dates
&eiy poss&te effon has been made
to ervsnre thai infonnation presemsd
here Is conccs pdor to pubiieaUon.
To avoid disappoinbrVeflt due to late
changes or smendmems, please contact
svsm organisations to coniirm details.
January 1998
7 January. From Reel To Real Tne Pcwer Generarloh: Esrty Eminent
Eleclhoal, Engineers Capsured On
^rchhe Film. IEE. Savoy Place. LondonTel: (0171) 2401571.
18 January. OWham Amatetxr Radio
Qub Mobila Rally. Bbabeth Hall, Civic
Centre, West Street Oidham.
Lancashire. Tel: (017t>Sj 846143.
21 January, Energy Elildans Motors:
Sa'dng Money Or Costing Tns EartJi,
IEE, Sa.by Place. London.
Tel: (0171) 2401371.
22 January, industnal Lianufacturing
Business In Tne 21ss Century Seminar,
ivo'ional Motoic-jGis, Museum.
Birmingham. TO: (0171) 240 1871.
27 January. Tools And Techniques For
Dealing With Uncartalnt.', IEE. Saver
Piace. LotxJon. Tel; (0171) 240 1871.
28 to 29 January, Business Computer
Systems Show, GVEX Centre.
Manchester. Tc-C (0151) 723 8016.
February 1998
2 Febnraty. Tne Imemat And The Lsw,
Manchester Mehcpotten University.
Manchester. Tat: (0171) 240 1ST1.
6 February,'Personal Comriiunfcatioos
In Tne 2151 Canlury. IEE. Savoy Place,
London. Tel: (0171) 240 1871.
11 to 12 February, Imaga Processing
and Optic Technology, thatianal
Brhibiticn Centre, BrrminsJiam.
Tel: (01822) 614671.
12 February. Self Learning Robots
Seminar, IEE. Savoy Place, London.
Tel: (01711 2401871.
16 Febroary. Serious Low Flying
Coltoquliim, IEE, Savoy Place. London.
TO: (0171) 2401871.
17 to 19 February- Vldso Fbtum.
Wembley Evhibitioo Centre, londao.
TO: (01273) 857800.
22 to 25 February. Fbcus on.
h'stional Exhibition Centre, Birroin^iam.
Tel: (01S1I 681 2519.
March 1998
3 to S March. Integrating CADCAM,
iiational Evhibition Centra, BirmingbEm.
Tel: (01711 3832430.
4 March. Design Of Distal Cellular
Handsets Colloquium. IEE, Savoy Place,
London. Tel; (0171) 240 1871.
4 March, □cclronlc A^s For Motor
Vehicles, IEE, Savoy Place. London. Tel;
(0171) 240 1871.
11 to 13 March. Tne Pmduction Show,
Business Design Centre, London. TO:
(0171) 505 S340.
12 March. MOBILISING UK pic, LondonTel; (0171) 562,755017 to 19 March. NEPCON Eccwraics,
National Exhibition Centre. Birmin^tam.
TO; (01892) 544027.
19 to 21 March.
Communiqption Skills Fair, NovatBl.
London, TO: (01322) .660070.
24 to 26 March. Energy fat Industry,
0!)7rpia, London.Tel; (01483) 799141..
27 March. Women In Engineering,
Lecture By Veronica Peddns Devfe,
IEE, Savoy Place. London.
TO; (0171) 240 1871.
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There Will Always Be A Place
For A Good Book, Concludes
Technology Forum
The prospect ofnn eariy night widt a Jap top
and a good CD ROM Ls still remote according to
delegates at a recent IKE Forum to debate
'Electronic Publishing - How will it work?'.
Organised by the IEE and held under the aegis of
the Engineering Council's 20,20 Vision programme,
the Forum sought to identify the social and
economic impacrof new publisiimg technology,
ntthfcr than foe as on the technology itself.
Thiditiofial publishing houses, libraries,
Universities, engineering societies, government
departments and clecuonic publishers were al!
represented at the meeting which was held at die
IKE and chaired by Professor Sir GeofTrey Alien.
All agreed thar, for the forseenble future, (Taperbased and electronic information systems will
operate in tandem. Information overload, a variety
of transfer standards, financial constraints.

fteese send details of sveots for indusibn
In 'Oisiy Oates' to; fte.vs Editor,
Oectronics and Beyond. RO. Sax 3,
Rayfeigi, Essex SS6 SLR or s^■nail to
Oivot«ington.@ccf.wmpulink.co.ijkELECTRONICS AND BEYOND Febmaiy 1998

difticulties in information retrieval and the
complex issues of copyright all diaate that the
papedess society will be some time criming.
Delegates to the Forum agreed, however, that
electronic systems will play an increasing role in
publications, even if the eventual output medium
is print-on-paper.
The transition from print-based to screen-based
systems does not guarantee that traditional
publishers will be able to make die transfer
successfully and Indeed it is likely that new
inlbmiaiion providers will emerge as the
publishers of the futureit was also agreed that traditional libraries, which
have provided a high level of service in die past,
will continue to da so as long as paper publications
are available. The growth in electronic publications
offers libraries new opi»rtunitres as information
intemiediaries which,.resources (jermirung, most
will embrace willingly.
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Qbre-optic calile carried 45 million bits per
second.. In a few years, a sintilai cable will be.
able to carry 1 trillion bits jier second. And in
fifteen years' time, rhc kind oftechnologi'
that industry invests in now will lie available
inUlxons "
According to .Martin O'Neill MB the event
was particularly useful in that it helped to
spread the gosjiel of IT among
maimfaeuirers of ail sizes. "The
opportunities offered by the IT revolution
must be made available and understood by
all in business," he said. "Even the biggest
manufacturer Is dependent upon small
companies 'down the road' who supply
them. Getting the message across and down
to small and medium-steed enterprises is as
important as retching the big companies."

Captains Of Industry'
Debate Industry's
Future At Computers In
Manufacturing
Computers in Manufacturing, this year
featured a debate for Captains of Industry board-level membeis of nianufacruring
industry' in the UK- The event, which
included keynote addresses from two of the
UK's leading industrialists as weft as die
chairman of die Select Committee on Trade
and Industry, was attended by some 120
bmrd-lcvd executives from across die UK
Addresses at the debate - entitled Brirain:
A .Manufacturing Future? - were delivered by
Martin O'Neill, MS chairman of the.Select
Committee on Trade and industry; Jurgen
Gehreb, UK chief executive of Siemens pic;
and Khalil Barsouni, general manager of
IBM UK and Ireland.
One of the key messages ar the event was
that UK industry cannot afford to get left
behind in the technology race. "1 do not
believe diac the UK has a future as a lowcost manufacmrer," said Gehrcls. "We must
now play the innovation card. 70 per cent of
Siemens' business comes from products
introduced in the last five years. Some
companies in the UK are still too short-ierm
and don't invest enough in m"
Barsnum focused on the one of
technological dovelopment In thelT industry.
Networking in ])anicuJar will be the key to
the future, "Chip power has always been the
focus iii the past," he said. "Rue exponemiai
growth in networking bandwidth will be witai
drives die IT resolution forward. In 198S, a

First Building
Block In Place
Hi Creating
National Grid
For Learning
David Blunkett,
Secretary of State for
,Education and
Emptoymem has officially launched thcMerscyside Education Online Network
(MEON), the first building block in the
Government's National Grid for Learning,
MEON, initiated by The Merseyside
Learning Pannership, aims to improve
education radically through the application
of technology, unlocking fresh poteatiai for
learning and achievement. ICE the IT

JANUARY
DESCRIPTION

CURRENT
PRICE
ACTION BLASTER
£29.99 ■'
Digital Camera QV100
£499.99
Sportster 33.6 Int
£159.99
Sportster 33.6 Ext
£169.99
WD 2.1GB Hard Drive
£189.99
Cyber PET - Dinosaur
£9.99
Auto CD Cleaner.
£14.99
Learning TV & VCR Remote
Control Watch
£49.99
CD Player and Car Kit
£64.99
Talking Timer
UT-8845 spl 42651
£14.99
Rio Vapouriser/
Bosk package 62758
£17.99
Remote Car alarm
£29.99
l/R Halogen Lamp
£15.14

systems and services company, was selected
by MLB to design, implement ant! manage
the project.
Based on Merseyside. MEON will provide
education services to secondary school
childten. young people and adults. Unlike
previous education ventures, .MEON is being
operated along commercial lines. It lias
backing from the Single Regeneration
Budget (SRB) through the Government
Office on Merseyside (GOM), the
participating schools and ICL
David Blunkett, Secretary of Suite for
Education and Employment said, "1 am
pleased to see innovative schemes like MEON
being put into place. I am suroihat both
teachers and pupils at the schools taking pan
to this pilot venture will benefit greatly frofn
their access to information tedinoiogy;
"1 intend to see ail schools and colleges
connected to the toformation superhighway
in the nest five years as part of this
government's commitment to education.
The National Grid for teaming will provide a
national focus for harnessing new
technologies to raise educational standards
so that all schools ran benefit in die way tliat
these Merseyside schools are already doing."
MEON extends learning to a wider
community, including adults, supporting the
concept of'life-long iearaing', a process of
reskitling several times within a lifetime.
This coniniuriliy learning approach is a key
Ijointer to the future nature of educadon. It
progresses Id's Knowledge Utility Mode)
which comprises: curriculum content;
infrasuTJCture: training and professional
development of teachers within a managed
service environment.

CLEARANCE

SALE
PRICE
£24,99
£399.99
£99.99
£139.99
£149.99

ORDER
CODE
53361
53362
53363
'53364

£4.99
£9.99

53365
53366
53367

£39.99
£59.99

53368
53369

£9.99

53370

DESCRIPTION
Security System Kit
Garmin GPS ill
Garmin GPS 11
White LED 5mm

53371
.53372
53383

CURRENT SALE
PRICE
PRICE
£104.99
£99.99
£449.39 £399.99
£149.39

£129.99

ORDER
CODE
53384
53385

£4.99

£2.99

53386
53387

SIMM 2 x 32 SMb EDO

£25.29

£19.99

53388

Car Battery Analyser'

£3.99

53373

In Car Ioniser

£4.99
£12.99

£6.99

53374

Fluke 7-600
Fluke 7-300

£69.33
£49.35

£59.99
£39.35

53375

£199.99

£179.99

£699.00

£599.00

Samsung SF40 Fax
Oscilloscope OS9100P
Scope OS-3020

£14.99 '
£24.99
£12.99

SALE

Scope 0S-9100D
Digital Scope 3040
Scope QS-904RD

:£899.00' £793.00
£799.00 £649.00
£1159,00 £999,00
£599.00

£499.00

53376
53377
53378
53379
53380
53381
53382

CaN the Maplin order line NOW on (01702) 554000
REGISTER .FOR OUR DECEMBER. OFFER (DETAILS
OBsr ends 28 BAraayKSL-Ripes aiesiibjett to TAT (esrcptboo'S) AH odets subject-to a posa^ & ptrkagng charge ofS255 fmcACAT) mth no p S p'cfcrBi on onitasciiwiJO.OO.,
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There can be no doubt that
the arrival of the latest
E! Nino or Southern
Oscillation has already left its
chaotic marks in tlte choking
smog of Indonesia and
hurricane forcewinds battering
the Baja Catifornian coasts,
costing millions of dollars arid
tragic loss of life. Although
President Clinton emphasised
the likely effect of El Kino in an
October White House news
brief, accurate satellite
measurements going strong
evidence of the impending
consequences of the 1997-1998
lit Kino were available as early
as May 1997. These were
provided by lite US/French
TOPEX/POSEIDOK projectEl Nino is a regularly
occurring climatic feature
which was first noticed by
Peruvian fishermen several
hundred years ago around
Christmas who named the
effect 'the baby boy' Jesus.
Scientists refer to the opposing
went when warm water is
transferred to the Ocean near
Indonesia as La Nina or "the
baby girl'. El Nino increases the
average ocean surface water
temperature, which causes
climatic change across the '
world, '("he effects of El Kino
maybe felt as for away as
Eastern Africa, where reduced
rain foil in the Ethiopian
highlands restricts the flow of
the Kite river. \%rm water
increases water vapour over the
Pacific and results in heavy
rains in the usually dry US
Southwest and fixes in the
drought-stricken cain forests of
Malaysia. The situation is
currently so bad in Papua New
Guinea that Australia and New
Zealand are airlifting supplies
and water to minimise the
suffering, although there is
unlikely to be any significant
increase in rainfeU until
January 1998.
Simultaneous ocean
measurements taken by two
orbiting NASA science
instruments between 3996 and
February 1997 suggested that
another vteather-disropting El
Kino condition was developing
in the Padfic Sea-surface
height measurements taken by
a radar altimeter onboard the
joint US-French TOPEX/
POSEIDON satellite and wind
data collected by the NASA
Scanefometer (NSCAT) on
Japtin's Advanced Earth
Observing Satellite (ADEOS)
were used together for the' first
tithe to diagnose changing

RESEARCH

by Dr. Chris Lavers
Satellite Monitoring of the
Catastrophic 1997-1998 El Nino Event
oceanographic. and
atmospheric conditions in the
tropical Pacific Ocean.
Unfortunately tile ADEOS
satellite was lost unexpectedly
in July this year because'it
experienced some tedinkai
difficulties since its orbital'
insertion in August 1996.
Officials at KASDA die Japanese
Kationa! Space.Development
Agency say chat the satellite's

February 1997 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND

solar array may have been hit
by space debris. The loss of
KASA instrumentation for
ozone detection and its
scacterometer to measure
ocean waves and windspeed
will hopefully be minimised by
die Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) due for launch
from lanegashima Space
Centre injapan on 31 October.
The TRMM is the first Earth-

science satellite dedicated to
die study of tropical and subiropical rainfall. It carries
microwave and visible/infra-red
sensors and Iras ,the first
spacebome rain radar which
will compliment work
undertaken by the Rutherford
Appleton laboratory based
ironically in Papua New Guinea.
Tropical rainfall makes up over
two thirds of global rainfall and
is the primary distributor of
hear through atmospheric
drcularion.
The El Nino phenomenon is
believed to lie triggered when
steady westward blowing trade
winds weaken and may even
reverse direction- The change
in wind direction allows the
large mass of warm water that
is normally loaitetl near
Australia to move easrwatrl
along the equator until it
reaches the coast of South
America. This displaced pool of
unusually warm water affects
where rain clouds form and,
consequently, alters the typical
atmospheric jet stream patterns
around the globe. The change
in the wind strength and
direction also impacts global
weather parterns. NSCAT
observed two episodes of trade
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wind reversal iii the western
Pacific, one ai.the end of
December 1996 and the other
ar the end of February J997.
Both generated warm water
masses, called Kelvin waves,
tliat travelled across the Pacific
^ and were measured by
TOPEX/Poseidon, Or. LeeLueng Fu the TOPEX/Poseidon
project scientist at NASA's Jet.
Propulsion Laboraroiy,
Pasadena, CAsays. "Kelvin
waves are often a precursor to
a wariti state of the tropical
Pacific, sometimes leading to an
El Nino". Rgure 1 shows the
etfect of changes in the Pacific
over several months with the
warm water mass as
white."Wdtether an £t Nino
event occurs cannot be
determined by just examining
the satellite data," Fu
continued. "A computer model
coupling ocean-atmosphere
data, like the one used by the
National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric. Administration
(NOAA), is a necessary tool to
issue scientifically based
predictions.' For the first time,
ixith TOPEX/POSEIDON and
NSCAT provided a near realtime view of global ocean winds
and sea levels.
Since the beginning of die
instrument's operation in
Sepienilier 1996 NSCAT
* observed stronger than normal
easterly winds in the central
and western tropical Pacific,
indicated by die higher than
normal sea levels and sea
surface temperature..This is
usually a precursor of
subsequent anomalous
warming in the east. Kelvin
waves moiing across the Pacific
do not necessarily mean Ei
Nino hut studying how
seasonal phenomena like the
Kelvin waves are related, to
events like El Nino over several
years will help prediction.
TOPEX/POSEIDON and NSCAT
, (while functioning) prodded
continuous near real-time
observations of the oiiical
developments in the Pacific
Tile TOPEX/POSEDDON
satellite uses an altimeter to
hounce.radar signals off the
ocean's surface to get precise
measurements of the distance
between die satellite and the
sea surface. This data combined
with measurements from other
instruments pinpoint the
satellite's exact location in
apace. Every 10 days, scientists
produce a complete map of
global ocean topography, the
barely perceptible liills'and

Rgure 2. Courtesy NOAA.
L
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valleys found on die sea
surface. With detailed
knowledge of ocean
topography, scientist can then
calculate the speed and
direction of world-wide ocean
currents.
The NASA scatterometer
used an array of stick-like
antennas that radiated radar
pulses; in the Ku-biind across
large areas of the EiniTs
surface. The manner in which
the radar signal bounces off the
ocean's surface and any
frequency" shift, it may suffer,
allows scientists to calculate
Ixith wind speed and direction.
At any given limeNSCAT's
antennas scanned two swaths
of ocean, one either side of the
satellite's near-polar,
sun-synchronous 500-mile
orbit. The .scatterometer took
190,000 wind mcasuremencs
per day. mapping more than
90% of the world's ice-tree
oceans every two days! Both
the TOPEX/POSEIDON
altimeter and the NASA
scatterometer

are radar instruments which
were designed to operate
continuously, collecting data
day or night, regardless of
sunlight or weather condinons.
In addition, NOAA has ships
such as the KA'LMLMOANA
serving a number of buoys
which record sea-surface and
wind data averaged over 5 day
periods. 'Hie primary mission
of the NOAA ship
KATM!MOANA, shown in die
background whilst a buoy, is
being serviced (Figure 2), is the
servicing of the TAO array of
moored buoys spanning the
equatorial Pacific and the
collection of upper air
soundings. The TAO moorings
are designed to transmit in
real-time (via satellite) critical
meceorologicai and
oceanographic observations
from the equatorial Pacific.
These observations are used by
scientists and weather forecast
offices around the world to
study the role of the tropical
Pacific in short-term climate
variations, such as the Southern

Troptcol uppar Iroposphsrlc woier vapor onomaly from UARS MLS:
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Rgure 3. Courtesy NASA.

Oscillation, whose effects arc
felt worid-vvide. The TAO
program is an internatiorial
program directed by Dr
Michael McPhaden and
managed by die TAO Project
office at-NOAA's Pacific Marine
Environmental laboratory.
NOAA has placed an upper air
Doppler radar for atmospheric
profiling measurements along
die KAI Ml MOAN As cruise
tracks, in addition to a weather
balloon sounding system.
Information recorded includes:
GPS longitude and latitude,
surface water temperature and
salinity, air temperature, relative
humidity, barometric pressure,
wind speed and direcrion. The
latest Independent NASA
satellite measurements confirm
El Nino is back and strong.
New data from Pacific Ocean
sea-surface height measurements
and atmospheric water vapour,
information taken from two
independent Earth-orbiting
satellites collected since April
1997 confirm that a full-blown
El Nino condition is established
in the Pacific. Five years of
global ocean observations
made by TOPEX/Poseidon since
its launch in August 1992 have
tracked three El Nifips, with the
Ei Nino beginning in 1997
expected to be one of die
largest, on record. The recent
data shows a large warm water
mass with high sea-surface
elevations,-about six inches
above normal, occupying the
entire tropical Pacific Ocean
east of the international date
line. The surface area covered
by the warm water mass is
about one and a half times, the
size of the CQnunental United
States. This warm water mass
travelled eastward from the
western Pacific along the
equator earlier this spring.
Currently, sea-surface height off
of the South American coast is
10 indies higher than normal,
comparable with the conditloas
during the so-called 'El Nino of
the century' in 1982-83- In
addition, recent atmospheric
waiter vapour data CQllectecl
from NASA's Upper Atmosphere
Research Satellite (UARS) show
signs of an Ei Nino condition in
the tropical Pacific Ocean. The
Microwave Limb Sounder
(MIS) experiment on UASS has
detected an unusually large
build-up of water vapour in the
atmosphere at heights of
approximately eight miles over
the central-eastern tropical
Pacific, Not since the lust strong
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El Nino in the winter of 199192 has tliere been such a large
build-up of water vapour in
tills part of the atmosphere
(Figure 3)- Increased water
vajxiur at these heights can be
associated with more intense
winter-time storm activity
bringing tropical moisture
from Hawaii to the Southwestern United States,
In May, the National
Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) issued an advisory
statement regarding early
indications of E! Nino
condiiiDns. Suiisequem JBi
Nino forecasts supported by
NOAA indicated the likelihood
of a moderate orstrong Ei
Nino in Late 1997- The forecast
mode! operated at NOAA's
National Centres for
Environmental Prediction used
data collected by the
TOPHX/Poseidon satellite. The
added anipunt of oceanic
warm water near the Americas,
with a temperature between
21-30'C is about 30 times the
volum.e of water in all the US
Great Lakes combined," said
Dr. ViaorZIamicki. a
TOPEX/Poseition investigator
at IPL "The difference
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Turn your projeci design
& development skills
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Into cash: earn up to
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Can you answer YES to any,of the following?
^! have a fully designed, developed if working projea, and 1 think that
others would be interested in building my design
I have proven design and developntem esperienre, and 1 would be
interesced in undemking commissioned work
I have a Ibirfor writing software Sir PCs (or PIC chips), and I would be
interested In writing software for Maplin projects
If you answered YES Write to us orE-mail us with a brief summary of your ideas or
eletatorucs^oftware skills and if we think you've got what it takes io 'join'
the Maplin. Projects Development leam we'll send you inforinatibn on
what we can offer you in remm for your skills. Please mark your lener or
make die "subject" of your E-mail: 'Join the Team".
Even If you answered NO But you've still got a great suggestion ibra pfDjeci that you think would
have commercial potentia) then we'd still like to hear fmtn you! Write to
us or E-mail us with details of your suggestion and why you diink it would
be a popular project. If your projea suggestion is completeiy new-.and
commercially viable we'll send ynu £20 worth of Maplin Gift lokeas. If
your suggestion directly results in us developing and marketing a project
from your Idea, we'll send you £30 worth of MapUri Giftlbkens. Please
mark your letter or make the 'subject" of jour E-mail: 'Project Suggestion'.
PMRC Development
Maplin Eledronics PLC
2"-j-2SS lendon Koad
Hadleigh, Benileet
Essex SS7 2DE
United Kingdom
Eoail: pmrcfciaplin.co.uk
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between the current,
abnormally high amount of
heat in the near-surfhee "waters
and die usual amount of heat
in the same area is about 93
rimes the total energy from
fossil flieLs consumed by the
United States in 1995-" The
latest data recendy released
for September (Figure 4)
shows a strong warming
evenc.The TOPEX-Foseidon
satellite developed by NASA
and the Centre National
d'Ecudes Spadales (CNES) in
France provides radar
alllmetiy dan which
combined with measurements
from other instruments makes
ir possible to pinpoint the
satellite's location very
accurately in space.
The Ml-S instrurnent was
designed originally to srudy
aunospheric ovone deplerion,
but scientists have devised new
writ's of using the data to study
atmospheric water vapour.
The LIARS satellite is
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completing its sixth year of
operation after being designed
for only a two-year mission,
and is conducting an extended
mission of longer-term global
monitoring. The Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, a division of die
California institute of
Technology, Pasadena,
manages the TOPEX'Poseidon
mission and the MLS
instrument for NASA's Mission
to Planet Earth. The UARS
satellite is managed by NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Centre
in Massachusetts. NASA's
Mission to Planet Earth is a
long-term science research
program designed to study the
Earth's land, oceans, air, ice
and life as a total system.
The use of satellite data is
certainly proving invaluable in
enhancing the reliability of
short-term global weather
prediction, particularly
relevant to the latest El Nino
which is possibly set to be the
largest on record.
jilinmd

The following Internet sites can be
accessed for more information:
TOPEJVPQSEipON' httpi/Zpodaac, jpl .nasa.gpv/topej!
NSCAT;
Irttp://winds JpL.nasa .gov
NPAA;
http: //rho, ptnel, noaa gov
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HF3E

NEW EDITION TO THE TARGET HF3 RANGE OF RECEIVERS
With parallel computer interface and receiver control software including
Spectral Display plus serial interface for RTTY, Fax, etc.
★ Frequency range 30kHz-a0MHz'
* Quasi synchronous demodulator
★ USB, LSB, AM
* S0239 antenna connection
i
★ 1kHz steps with ciarify
* Backlight
►We—.i—
★ Filter bandwidth SSB=2.6kHz wide
* 10 user programmable memories
AM=6kHz wide
* Tilt foot for ease of desktop view of display
C—l
★ Power required 12 volts
•k UK PSU and wire aerial

TARGET

HI 3

HF3WS

HF3 - £159.95 + £6 P&P
★ Fully synthesised employing a phase lock
loop VCO to ensure stable and accurate
signal reception
Frequency range SOkHz-SOMHz
■k CE approved ★ 1kHz steps with clarify
★ Audio output 2 watts * Headphone socket
Web site:
htlpi/Zwww.kbnet.co.uk/akd
E-mail: akdtSkbnet.co.uk

RECEIVERS

HF3IV1-€209.95+ £6 P&P
Specifications as HF3
Also includes:★ Built-in weatherfax interface
★ WEFAX disk and software
-k Interconnections cable to PC (9 pin serial)

2 YEAR GUARANTEE ON ALL MODELS

M

Tel No:
01438 351710

UNIT 5
PARSONS GREEN ESTATE
B0ULT0N ROAD
KD STEVENAGE, HERTS. SGI 4QG ^
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SERVICE MANUALS
& TECHNICAL BOOKS
We now have 8 Monlloi CD-ROM's
On our CD-ROM's j®*
Due to (be success of oor CD-ROM compilations we can now offer
tbem at a new redocetJ price of just £24.93 each (plus VATJ.'Kow there
is even more reason for you to change to this meihod of data
purchase. Why spend £££'s on individual manuals when you can get
dozens on Just 1 CD-ROM and save a fortune.
Coming soon - TV Manuals on CD-ROM
DON'T DELAY - ORDER TODAY
Full details on the contents of each CD-ROM
shown on our web site and our free PC Disc
All orders plus post/packing £2.94
We hive the Ixrjiii nnfe of Ssrvjce InfonajtCoQ and TecbpJrai
obutnible
•oywherc.
Foe TelrvUion!. Video Recotdcii, Tcit Equipmcat, Compute? MonTtot*. ViDlj^e
Wiidcsri Dancifie Eqoipmeot etc etc.
Tq fict prjcticilly myihiog eleciionic.
OrigiaAli or Pboioiuu ai »aiUble.
Alio AVJtiUble. Oar canlogoei oa PCDUti dettiling Hondxcils of Technical Booki
tod Repair Galdc*. Return coupon for yoar FREE Diict. The entire indes of
oanuala have ii: tTaila&lc oc PC disc far just £5.00 laclcslve wilt FREE updaiei.
UAURITRON TECHNICAI. SERVICES fEB)
8 Cherry Tree Road, Chixmor, Oxfordshite, 0X9 4QY
Teh- 01844-351694. Fax;- 01844 352554.
EmSih- siles6maaritron.co.nk Qnr cstilogne is bow on "the. Web at
hUpN/dialspace.dial.pipca-cotnlmanrilron/
Please forward youi PC Discs catalogues of CD-ROM'S and Technical Boois
for which I enclose 4* 1st Class Stamps.
Please supply Index of manuals on PC Disc for iiCO inclusive.
.VAlfE
Cirrif Hear rtqvltid
ADDRESS.
POSTCODE
You may pay by Cbcque, PD or
Visa, Access, Delta, Hlectron, ICB, Mastercard, Eurocard.etc
□□□□
□□□□ □□□□ IZOC
.SIGNATURE.
EXPIRES.

Ih
AIAV iliwtm.
MlTK! IW I) I
i NivtiKsiryCrewe+A Isager Faculty
PIC MICROCONTROLLERS
Beginners Course on 16C84. One day course. Fee: £125,
includes lunch, ]6C84 chip and Development Board pins
software.
Advanced Course on i6C84 and 16C71. One day course
including look-up tables, long delays, keypads, 7 segment
displays and A-D conversion. Fee: £125 includes lunch and
I6C71 reproparmnable Microcontroller chip, with 4 channel
A-D.
Complete Teach Yourself Package including PSU. Switch
Input Board, Keypad Board, Development Board, 7
Segment Display Board and Buzzer. LED Output Board,
Analog Development Board and 115 page course book,
plus software. Fee: £145 + £6 p+p + VAT.
Four-day Course - Understanding Microcontrollers
Course Fee; £395, includes lunches and the complete teach
yourself package. Accommodation available.
For dates and further details contact Dave Smith,
Crewe+Alsager Faculty,
The Manchester Metropolitan University,
Hassail Road, Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent, ST7 2HL
Tel: 0161 247 5437 Fax: 0161 247 6377
E-mail D.W.Smith@MMU.AC.UK;
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Cross Atlantic's new suite of PC utilities, Nuts and Bolts,
contains Just about everything hut the kitchen sink. Here
Stephen Waddington reviews the new Windotvs toolkit.
In a perfect world, Windows
3.1 and Windows 95 would
be perfect operating
systems that had no need of
improveiheht.But this Ls ret]
life and we all know that
Microsoft operating systems
crash reguiady and require a
programmer experienced in
machine code to achieve •
optimum performance. Every
operating system what ever its
flavDur, needs some occasional
fine-tuning, just as.a car needs a
regular service,
The PC utilities market is a
crowded one, but a suite of
tools called Nuts and Bolts
launched in July this year lias
broken through the pack,
offering remarkable
performance for its relatively
low cost. Developed in the US
by New York based Helix
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Photo 3- The'Nuts and Borts utilities can be accessed
iniBvMuany, or Xiia a dash board interface.
Software, the application
includes more that 30 individual
component .ucliiries integrated
in a single package as shown in
Table I.

What,You'll Find in a Pile of Nuts and Bolts
♦ LsoncJipad (VJSn S.l ano 95) launches pfogams,- docunwits, and folders,
♦' Bomb' Stetef '(Win 3;i and 95) ProtKti against ovenvriting.
♦ Cfeanup WcanJ (Win 3.1 and 93)' Rnda dupfica&. otd, and unused files to "
delete, compress or nw.y,
♦ Discover Pro ftWii 3.1 and '95} Sjstam Infd with diagnostics and benchmaite.
♦ OsKTunertWinSo) Deftagnsms disk space.
♦ imagaftestoio (Win 3,1 and'95) s4es an 'image' copy Of rittical disk Info.
♦ ■DiskMinder'(Win3.1 and 95) biagiosesand repaim iJisfi problems.
♦ TrashGiisrd (Mn95) Protects.ddeteci files.
♦ HZ ^pjp MinSS) Customises the deSdop and startup.
♦ WinGaigO (tVin 3,1 and.So) GrapWcaSy paefe sssicm memay, resources, and
perfpimancs'ln resl time.
♦ Fescue Disk (WTn 3.1 end 95) Cresiss a boot rfsfr fix disk reeo-eiy.
♦ ShortoutAVcaJd ftVin93) Locatesiprpdaned shortcuts and repairs or deletes
tbsm.
♦ ReafeUy Pro (VVin95) Manually edit and repair RegSstry dataissse;
♦ Shredder (Wio 3.1 and 95) Penrianeiiliy'deieiEs fites shd 'securtty ytpes' tree
disk spa-re,
♦ 25p f.fansgei (Win 3.1 and 95).CcfnprBsses <5P fifes end urstips existing zip. files.
♦■ Stfcnrhotd (Win S.iand 95) Encrypts'sensitr.e
♦ Regisuy Wnerd (VdnSSi Troutiteshoots.the Regsoy database.
Tablo l- tndlvldual component utilities contained within'the
.Integrated Nuts and Botts pBchago.
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Windows 3.1 and 95
The Nuts and Bolts CD-ROM
comes with separate 32-and 16bit versions for Windows 95 and

3cc. The 16-bit version does not
include some advanced utilities,
for example the Registry editor
used to modify' the start-up
configuration files, that apply
only to Windows 95.
If you're using Windows 95
and are comfonable with its
idiosyncrasies, Nuts and Bolts
offeis a wealth of useftil tools.
Hie only drawback is that it's
not a good choice for PC
novices. The package is highly
custdmisabie, and it makes
extensive use of wizards to lead
you through complex
procedures. Inevitably you need
a basic level of understanding
about a PC architecture.
-Although Nuts and Balts;ls
relatively easy to use. the user
inceriace is confusing at times,
especially when using, the
wizards, because so many of the
utilities initially look the same.
Each of the Nuts and Bolts
component utlliiies can be used
independently as individual
utilities, or collectively using the
integrated Nuts and Bolts
dashboard as shown in Photo 1.
And any of the Nuts and Bolts
component utilities can be
direcdy linked to each other
and use capabilities in other
components. For instance,
Stronghold the file decoding
utility can compress files using
the ZIP utility prior to
encryption.
The Nuts and Bolts utilities
fall into four general categories
as shown in Table 2. These
cover hard disk cleanup and
optimisation, system file and
configuration repair, security
and management, and error
prevention and crash recovery

Nuts and Bolts Benefits
♦ Avoid Crash-Causing Application Conflicts
Prevail any sings.crashed appftsfen from taking dOisn your entire systafi.
Recrxw loss drives'. R* Bafriaged tffes, repair'shbrtarts. dirwtofies. and registry
arid sysiem senin^.' Bool up after, the v.orst disasters v.fifi your cwn Nuts and
•Bolts rescue disk. .;
♦ Optimise and Customise
Test 8(1 your hartfrtse V/idl the posh of a buttcn. Check your Windows Regstry
for cdnfifct free (nstalation of applications. And Keep an eye oh your memory
and crttfea! system resources.to prevent problems before ihey occur
♦ Dish Management
Dump ail.ihose old, unused, dupfcate or orphsned files that are duttering
yvHir.mBmory, Detete lefur.'er shortcuts and pragram groups. Enjoy a lean and
mean regtstry by eliminasing useless "tips' and colour schemes. Defragment
your hard dike and or^nlse it so that the programs you use most are at the
fitotofyourh^ draes for quick access; Optimise and detfagrhemyour
regstry tor a .fester bcotlip. ""
'
" ♦ Data Security and Management
Encrypt .sensiSve tees fpr total security. Send self-decrypting e-mail that can't bs
Intercepted, Shred sensiir.e fries' ay they are absotirlef/, positrreiy
unrKoreraWe. Create and manage compressed. Industry standard ap files for
.quick e-riiSll arid Internet tradsrhissidri.
Table 2. The four general categorlsa of utility cdntolned within
Nuts and Bolts

Clean
and Optimise
Nuts and Boils' Clean and
Optimise utilities help users
optimise and maximise the
performance of key parts of the
Windows operating system and
ensure that it runs at peak
performance.
Disk Tune improves PC
performance by rearranging
files on the hand disk. With four
levels of optimisation, Disk
Tune is based on the Helix
FastTrax algorithm disk
defragmenier, and is up to 500
per cent .fester than "Window's
Defrag or Norton's Speed Disk.
The primary concern of users
when it comes to defragmenting
a disk is the speed of the
process. DiskTune has several
capabilities that go beyond
simple defragmenting. Disk
Tune can create custom,
optimal hard disk configurations
as shown in Photo 2. By default
Disklune's 'Reorder +
Unfragmem' option will
completely reorganise the hard
drive placing recently modified
files at the end near the free
space as shown in Photo 3.
This reordering as opposed to
simple defragmentatlon
provides.festec access times to.
frequently used programs when
rninimising feiture fragmentation
by moving files that are being
modified at the end of the drive.
The optimisation process is also
highly configurable so that
custom configurations are cosy
to create.
Cleanup Wizard identifies old,
duplicate or unneeded files so
that they can be deleted,
archived using ZIP techniques,
shredded or recycled, to free up
disk space as shown in Photo 4.
Readers should be careful with
this utility and check that
highlighted files are not being
used. Under test we found that
the utility identified a number
of large active database data
files chat had not been modified
for a while and recommended
that the}- be deleted.
Registry Wizard maintains,
trouhleshoots and repairs the
Windows 95 Registry; die data
and configuration file used to
set-up the PC atsiart-up. The
Nuts and^Bolts Registry Wizard
is the only utility on the market
that can defragment, condense,
sort and optimise die Windows
Registry, letting users slim down
their Registry and shed wasted
disk space. The result is a faster,
leaner Windows system. Under
test we found that this utility
reduced the start-up time For
Window s 95 by as much as 60
per cent.
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Repair
and Recover
The Nuts and-Bolts Repair and
Recover utilities provide all the
tools needed to diagnose and
correct system problems, along
with complete Disaster Recovery
Under test. Disk Minder
diagnosed and repaired existing
or potential disk problems up to
100 per cent fester and far more
accurately than Windows'
ScanDisk-Disk Minder finds and
corrects even the most serious
errors such as lost partitions or
damaged boot sectors using
'Guided Anifidal Intelligence'
technology to correct crosslinked files and size errors for
maximum data recovery
Image and Restore saves
critical :system and disk data as
shown in Photo 5, which can be
restored to recover from
disaster. The critical disk
stmeuires are saved using a
new, patent pending technology
developed by Heirs which can

11

recover an entire disk even if
the partition, boot sector and
EAT are completely wiped out.
Rescue Disk can be used to
boot up a PC and begin
recovery. DOS based versions of
Disk Minder, Disk Editor, Image

r*

and Restore, and die DOS
rescue disk utility have been
specifically coded to fit.on a
single floppy and use as little
memory as possible, using
Helix's long experience with
Memory Management.
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Photo 5 Image and Restore saves critical system and dfek data.
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natfre, 32-bit. hardware
diagnostics and an enhanced
MIDI ihtertacc that lets users
examine several aspects of their
system simultaneously.
Discover Pro also features a
new, easy to read summary
interface for novice users,
which highlights key
infonmarlon and lets users
verily' CPU speed. L2 Cache
Size, and Video RAM installed
at a glance.
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Photo 6 WinGauge tracks system memory,
resources, tfrives and performance.
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Win a Copy of Nuts and Bolts
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We've got three copies of
Nuts and Bolts to#ve away to
readers ofBecfrohics and
Beyond All you have to dons
answer the following questions
correctly to lie included in our
i prize draw on 7 iFebruary 1997.

LI

Photo 7. Discover Pro allows several aspects
dfaiPC System to be examined simultaneously.
Secure and
Manage
Nuts and Balis Secure and
Manage utilides let users manage
their data more efficiently;-with
drag and drop enccyption,
compression and security Nuts
and Bolts also provides easy
Windows customisation and
quick access to applications via a
dockable tool barStronghold provides crackproof 40 bit DES encryption of
sensitive files. Stronghold
includes an easy to use Wizard
.interlace, which lets users
create self-decrypting files for
e-mal!ing even to someone
who does not have Stronghold.
Shredder completely and
securely deletes files. Unlike
other security delete tools, the
Nuts and Bolts shredder can
wipe compressed disks and
both long and short file names
using either quick erasure or
US gcvemment-standard 'data
declassification' leclmology.
Zip Manager manages,
creatfs and extracts ZIP arcliive
files. The Nuts and Bolts Zip
Manager is fully industry
standard ZfP compliant and
uses drag and drop, COM,
Wizard or Explorer interface
styles. The Nuts and Bolts Zip
Manager is fully integrated with
Nuts and Bolts Clean Up and
Stronghold for easy
compressed file encryption and
unused file archiving.

Further
Information
Check www. crosstl antic, com
or www. hsl i xs of tware. com for
farther' information about Nuts
and Bolts and PC maintenance.

d.BK.ZSOto 1
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Final Word
Inevitably PCs crash. Nuts and
Bolts is a neat virtual toolbox
that enables users to prevent
damage and restore a

machine's original
configuraiion as quickly as
possible. But prevendon is
always better than cure and the
virtual toolbox enables users to
keep and maintain their, system
in tiptop condition. The user
interface can be confusing, but
it's worth working through the
sometimes-complex wizards
and menus.

Prevent and
Protect
Nuts and Bolts' Prevent and
Protect utilities monitor the
user's system and applications,
alerting the user to any
potential problems before they
occur, and preventing program
crashes from crashing the
whole system.
Bomb Shelter provides full
crash protection and chip-level
write protection of critical
system componenis. Unlike
other crash protection
programs. Bomb Shelter not
only recovers from crashes, but
also actually protects the whole
system from misbehaved
programs, increasing scabilicy
and reliabiiicy.
WlnGauge as shown in Photo
6 graphically tracks system
memory, resources, drives and
performance in real-time,
alerting users before error
conditions arise, so that'they
can rake preventative measures
such as cleariirig up or
optimising their disk or registry;
and keep their system optimal.
Trash Guard' protects against
acddental file deletes by
moving all files deleted by
programs or drivers (even in
DGS) to the Recycle Bin. Trash
Guard is integrated into and
works in close co-operation
with the Windows Recycle BinDiscover Pro as shown in
Photo 7 includes Windows
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When Is Windows 98 expected to be launched?
(a)

1998,

. (b)

1999

(C)

2000

□
h
1

What are Windows 95 Registry fifes?
(a)

Data file containing details
of database files.'

U

(b)

Software application
registration'data files

i i

(c)

Configuration files used
,to Initialise a PC on start-up

vfl.

What is the ndrraal file extension
used to identify compressed files?
, (a)

.doc

(b)

.zip

□

" (c)

.exe

□

Name:
Address

Post code
Send your replies to: The Edrtor, Electronics & Beyond,
PO Box 777, Raylelgh. Essex. SSS 8LU.

ir
m
Computers
1SM Etherltnk III board, new,
unused £30. Valve amplifiers. niodBm
version of classic UulIariJ 5-20. mono
pair £250, single chassis flusl mono
£300. 0181 427 1378 (Harrow).
AR83D with documenlaflon and
sorne; spares £40. HeathkitHW-iS
d'.' Tranceiver for 80m. 40m. lEm;
£20. Phone Eric on 01792 813798
or e-mai! lui>aria®c!Bra-net
Wanted
Electronic Penfrlend. I'fent a
Nigerian penfriend? A talented
songwriter, piayright. poet, fnterested
in electronics. Write to: Ayotunde
Raimi-Lswal, 13 Araoti Street, VSba,
lagos State, Nigeria.
Service Manual for the
Telequlpment DME4 oscilloscope. If
you can help, please contact me on
(01493) 75)707-Thente.
Meter for AVO CT160 Valve Tester
or complete scrap unit, WHY. Would
also consider my movement rewound
—do you know where? Pete
Shepherd. Tel: (01268) S87402.
BBS Corner
Apple Crackers. firstCless Client
BBS, mainiy for AppleMsc end PC
users. Baud rate 2-4K-Ws to 28-SKWs.S data bits, no psrity, Istop hit.
Tel: (01258) 781318/780724,
Mactel Hetro/Tconex. RrstCtass Cllgnl
Has, Applsf,!ao and PC users. E-mail
address on Internet for ragstered users.
Baud rate 2'4K-bit's to 28-8R-bit/s.
8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit.
Tel; (0181) 543 8017 (Metro) or
(0115) 9455417 (ICGOBO.
I Amiga BBS. me fightei
. Mainly Amiga and some PC
files. Rdonet, Merctirj-nel and htufonst
Onlina Eams. Speeds up to 19200.
Tel; (01568) 613520.
Club Corner
ARS (Abcideen Amateur Etadfo Society)
meets on Friday evenings (n the RC Hall.,
70 Ceimgorrn Crescent, Kincorto.
Fbr detaiis contact Martin, (CMOJCN),
Tel: (01569) 731177.
The British Amateur Electronics Club
(founded in 19Sa), for a!i imerestea
in eiecironics. "Four newsletters a year,
hrS-p for members and mote! UK
ajbscripikw £8 a year tlunior members
£4, overseas msmisets £13.50).

assi
Placing an advertisement in this '
postcard or sealed-down envelope.
section of Bfeetronfes and Beyond = Then sand ft, with any necessary
is your chance to tell trio readers payment, to: Electronics Cfassfffad,
of Britain's best magazine for
P.O. Bet 777, Raylelgh, Essex SS6 8113,
electronics enthusiasts what you
Advertisements will be'
went to buy or sell, or teli them
published es soon as possible,
about your club's activities space allowing. No responsibility
Absolutely Free of Chargel We will Is'accepted for delayed
publish as many advertlsemonts
publication or non-Inclusion
as we have space for. We.wlll print of advertisements.
the first 30 wards free, but thereReaders who'have reasonable
after tho charge Is lOp per vrorrl
grounds to believe they have been
for each added advert per reader. - misled as" to the nalure of an
Placing an advertlsemBnt Is.easyl i advortisement are advised to
Simply write your advertlsamont
contact the Publisher and their
clearly in capital letters, on a
local Trading Standards Office.
Fix further details send SAE. to:
"Ihs.SeotEiaiy, Mr. J. E Davtes,
70 Ash Road, Cuddingasn. Northwich.
Cheshire C\V8 2P6.
Bury St. Edmunds Amateur Radio
Society. Meetings held at Duiford
School. 7.30pm for 8.00pm on toe
Ufird Tuesday of each roanth, unless
otherwise stated- Further details
from Kevin WStarson, (G1GVI),
20 Csdo^n Road, Bury St Edrnunds,
Suffolk 1P33 3QJ, Tel; (01284) 754B04.
Crystal Palace and District Radio
Society meets on the third Saturday
of each month at Ail Saints Church
F^rish Rooms. Beuiah Hi!!. London SE19.
Cetans from S'fitf Taylor, (G3DSC).
Tel; (0181) 599 5732,
Derby and District Amateur Radio
Society meets every Wednesday at
720pm. at 119 Green lane, Derby.
Further details from: Richard Bockby,
(G3VGWi, 20 Eden Bank, AmbergatS
DE56 2GG.TB(; (01773) 852475.
Electronic Organ Constructor's
Society, Detaits of programme
magazine and membership from:
Ocm Bray (Hoo.Sec.), 34 Edverum V&y,
Seaford. Sussex BN25 3QB.
Tel: (01523) 894909.
E.O.G. User group for .aTI B-bit Aa«n
Micros, since 1991, Still ^ing strong.
Pro^emming, ne-.vs. infoirnation, sates.
Contact: E.U.G.. 25 Bertie Road,
Srartoisa, Hants. PCM SIX.
Fcft (01705) 781168.

The Unooln Short Wave Club
rosets e-rary V.tetfnesdsy right si the
Qty Engneers' Club. Waterside South,
Linca'n at Spm. All vreScome. for furdier
details contact Pare, (G4ST0)
(Secretary). Td; (01427) 768356.
MERG? 2 first dass sfamps (or 4 IRCs)
to John Weal. 23 Ctepst Street. Ttedsy,
Pc7 3LW brings ytxr at
hiioductKy peck id the M
Becbonic Raff.vay Group - actively
appiyfng eiecuoncs and computers to
tfte.mode! railivey operation.
Preston Amateur Rad
meets every Thursday (
The Lonsdale Sposs and Social Qub,
Riti'.dod Hsil Lens. Fuiwood,
(off V/atfing Street Reed), Preston,
Lancashire PR2 4DC. Tel: (01772)
794465. Secretary; Mr Eric Eastwood.
(GIWCQ). 56 Tne Uede, Frecklaton
PR4 JJB.TGI; (01772) 6SS70S.
Science At Your Fingertips".
Warn to" meet frierids Inlerestfid In
Sdencs? Send an SAEto: Oante! Gee,
SA.y.E, 37 Sculh Road. VtetcheL
Somerset TA23 OHG. or Scott Mason,
SAYE. 58 Park Avenue, Oevonpon,
Rymoulfl PU. 4BS h£tp;//hoTepagss.'
enterprise.net/i cedragon/says.hte.
SEEMUG (South East Esset i.tac User
Group), meet in Seuthend, e.ery second
Monday ol each month. For details
Tot; Michael Fey (017021468062,
Or e-mail to satfei kefov.daaoh. cO-rjlt.

Southend and District Radio Society
meets at the.Dnrid Venture Scout
Centra, Southend, Esss* every Thursday
at 8pm. R>t further details, ccnracu
P.O. Box 88, Reylsrgh, Essex SS6 8KL
Sudbory and District Radio Amateurs
(SsnDPA) meet In Gt. Comard,
Sudbury, Suffolk at e.OOpm.
ffew members are very welcome.
Reirsshments are available; for
detsBs please contact Tony, (GSUY).
Tei: (01787) 315212 before lO.OOfm.
TESUG (the Etaopean Satellite User
Group) for all sate-lirteTV entnusiasts!
Totally indepsndenb TESUG pnz.ides
the most up-todste hews sveaabls.
(through its montoiy ■Rxnprint'
n-ewsieiter, and a teletext service
on the psn-Europsan "Super Chsnne!").
it also pro.ides a wfde variety of help
and InftxrnotiOn. Contact: Eric W.
WBtSlter. TESUG, RO. Box 576
Grpingtcn, Kent BR5 ff/.V.
Thanel Electronics Club. For school
age Hem Radio and Bectrontes
enthusiasts, enters its .16th 'tea/.
Meeting hCd every Monday evening
torn 7.30pm at The Quarterdeck, Son
Piace, Margate, RtenL For further details
contact: Dr. Ken L Smith. (63JiX),
Tel: (01304) 812723
Wakefleld and District Radio Society
meet at.8.00pm cn Tuesdays sttrie
Community Centra, Prospect Road,
Ossett, West Ttxtehire. Contact
Bob Finh, (G3WV.F), (QTHR),
Tdt (0113) 282 5519.
The (Wigan) Douglas Valley Amateur
Radio Sodety meets on the first and
thirtfThursdays of the month from
S.OOpm a; the Vrigsn Sea Cadet HQ,
Training Ship Sceptre, Brookhouse
Terrace, off Vterrir^Jon Lane, Wigan,
Contact; D. Snaps, (G4QWG),
Tei: (01942) 211397 (VWgan).
Winchoster Amateur Radio Club
meets on the third Friday of each month.
For fun programme contact: G4AX0,
Tel: '.019621 860807.
Wirra) Amateur Radio Society meets,
si the ivy Farm. Arrovre Park Road,
Birkenhesd svery Tuesday evening
and foonBliy on the the first and third
Wednesday of every roontli. Details:
A. Seed, (G3FD0), SLV.TOteit Avenue,
Betfinglon, V/irial 163 3N£.
Wirral and District Amateur Radio
Society meets at the Irby Cricket Club,
lit?/, Vfinal. Qf^nises visits, Dr hurtts,
deroonstratfdns and junk.sstes.
For fonhor tfetafs. piesss oortBcl:
Paul Robinson, (G0J2P) on
(0151) 648 5892.

Please write your classified advert using one word per box below.
Ad.eits of 30 words or under will be printed free of charge, but thereafter the charge Is
10(5 per word. Please include any payment for extra words wrtb your advert
ELEGTRflNICib/ -ssified
Mama
Address

Daytime Telephone
Return your ad.et to; Bsctotcs Cfessged, RO. Box 777, Rayieigi. Essex. ESS 8UJ,
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We conclude this series of articles with
a look at one of the most gifted electronics
engineers of this century.
Someone once remarked of the
Cromwellian admlrai Robert Blake
that it was astonishing that so little
was known about so able a man. The same
could be said of Alan Dower Blomlein.
I'm reminded of hint every time I visit
Cornwall, thai land beyond England. To get
there, you've to cross the river Tamnr by a
magnificent monument to Vicrorian
engineering panache, on whose archway is
stamped "I.K. Brunei: Engineer.'What a
marvellous tribute: it says al! there is to say
rally: Let theman's achievements speak for
him. Something similar needs to be done
fbrBIumlein.
Both men had a great deal in common.
Brunei for example was ohiy 24 when, in
1829, his fitst design appeared, a proposal
for bridging the river Avon, By contrast,
Blumieln was 25 when, in 1928,' his first
invemibh appeared. This was the bifilarwound, Inductive 'Ratio-Arm Bridge circuit,
shown in Figure 1.
Like Bnine! too, Blumlein had an
excellent grounding in maths and both men
carefully analysed their designs and ideas
before even attempting construction. When,
for example, Blumlein designed a circuit he
worked out the impedances, the gains .per
stage, the pulse widths andfor shapes and
the frequency response.
Brunei's approach to his discipline was
virtually identical. His second design for the
Avon Gorge Bridge - the one that speaks so
eloquently on his behalf to this day—was, in
die view of die selection committee, the
most mathematically accurate of all the
designs submitted. And the opposition was
formidable, it including designs from the
other leading engineers of die day such as
Thoijias Telford.
From docks and railways, tunnels and
cuttings to bridges and cargo ships, Brunei
left an indelible mark on the. mechanical
and civil disciplines within the engineering
profession. Blumlein was no less versatile
and wide-ranging in his achievements,
leaving a lasting mark on die radar arid
communications disciplines as well as on
circuit design generaJly.
From sound recording and reproduction
to antennas and cables, television and

telephonyby way of electrical measurement,
he left a body of work that astonishes to this,
day, more than half a century after his death.
Two odier aspects of both men's work
was firstly startling originality, secondly the
ability to pump new life into old ideas and
tecliniques. Brunei's 'Great Western,' for
example was the first large steam-powered
cargo carrier.to operate oh the Adantic
route. It was also timher-built, indeed
probably the apogee of ship design using
wood. Twenty years later his 'Great Eastern'
was the first large vessel constructed with a
double hull. Its size stunned even the
Victorians - who by ho means thought small
— and nothing remotely like it was built for
another hOjoars!
When, two years after the 'Great Eastern,'
Brunei designed the Maidenhead Bridge its
major feature was its flat arch, the flattest
such brick stracrure in the world at that
time. Yet the principles underlying it and the
materials employed had been common
practice for centuries.
By contrast, in 1938, Blumlein filed a
patent relating to his research intb the field
produced by a current flowing in a linear,
slotted, hallow conductor. This would later
- some time later.in fact - be recognised as
one of me.most important pieces of
research on antennas carried out in the
1930s. It would lead to the Resonant Slot
antenna, long used in the world's VHP
Omnirange (VOR) equipment for civil air
navigation.
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Figure 1. The Bifilar wound, Inductive
Ratio-Arm Bridge clrcutt of 1928.

Figure 2. Hie Cathode Follower
circuit, long familiar to
communications engineers.
Blumlein Circuits
Four years before this however Blumlein had
patented the Cathode IfoHower circuit,
iliostrated in Figure 2. Although the valve had
been in existence for 20 years. Blumlein
could still look at this amplifying device anew
and expand its usefulness. Something in feet
he'd repeat two years later with his solution
to video able interference; the Long-Tailed
pair circuit, flluscrated In Figure 3.
Another area in which both men held
almost identical views was training and
teacliing. Brunei had a marveflous facility for
describing his designs to both his fellow
engineers and to committees of laymen. In
his Maidenhead Bridge design for example,
die contractor he'd employed became
worried at the arch's flat design, feeling that
the weight would crush the bricks. Brunei,
using geometry and his design drawings,
convinced the man dm the weight would,
in fact, be a lot less than that in another wall
he — the contractor—had but recently built!
Blumlein too had the gift of readily
conveying an understanding of all that he
was up to. His colleagues frequently
remarked on his patience at going over a
circuit diagram again and again, to ensure
they understood what he was getting at. On
another level, being full of fresh and original
ideas biraseif, Biumlein gave, foil credit to
othecs for their ideas and improvements.
Consequendy, his colleagues gave him their
complete trust.
RADAR Contribution
And what ideas he had! Apart from those
already touched upon, there was his
wartime work on radar, in the course of
which he used a timebase generator he'd
designed, one far more linear than anything
that had been available previously.
Funiiermbre, this timebase hinged on a
valve defect. The American radio engineer
John M. Millar was the first man to discover
that the gain of a triode valve acmally
increased die device's input..capacitance by
a factor determined by die Gain.times the
Inier-eiectrode Capacitance. Blumlein made

□
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Figure 4. The Htllar-Slumleln
Time-base circuit of 193S.

Figure 3. The Long-Tailed pair circuit.
practical use of this defect by increasing the
stray capacitance with the addition oFCl, in
Figure/. He'd first used the dtcuit — which
he'd named after Millar—in Ills television
(TV) frame scan circuit of 1936- Another sis
years would pass before he got around to
patenting it.
Four years before his first use of the
Sawtooth circuit however, fihrmlein had
patented his Energy consening circuit,
shown in Figure 5- This was probably one
of the best known drcuits in common use
in its day, being virtually universal in die
early TV receivers. Yet some 14 years passed
after the granting of the patent before the
circuit was used on a large scale, after
World War Iwo.
Anocher Blumlein origination was Egure
6, the constant resistance-capacity stand-off
circuit of 1935The basis of the design, a two-terminal
arrangement of an inductor, a capacitor and
two, equal-value resistors, is that the
impedance measured betw een terminals (1)
and (2) is totally resistive and equal to R at
all frequencies prodded that:
IJC=K'.
Blumlein adopted figure 6 (b) to remove
the stray capacitance to eanli from critical
cfrcuit points.
Bluralein's masterpiece however was
undoubtedly his "BinauraF recording patent
of 1931. It wasn't just the patent per se that
astonished, so much as the 70 - yes, that's
correct, seven-zero - claims made within it!
This concept, that of Stereophony, was a
quartej- of a century ahead of its time and
was Intended, initially at least, for use in die
cinema. However, from die mid-1950s
onwards, the. technique brought quality
reproduction of music into many homes for
the first time.
Patents, by their nature, are dry,
somewfaat pedantic documents, hardly the
stuff of which monuments, let alone good
reading, ate made. Alan Blumicin's name
appeared on no less than 128 of them in the
short space of 13 tears, which works out at
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Figure 5. The energy conserving
scanning circuit of 1932.
approximately one every six weeks.
People note the visible achievements of
others because they're visible. In Brunei's
case this was and still is, especially: bridges,
railways and massive steamships.
Surprisingly, this is even more so in
Blumiein's case. Simply stand in your living
room oc lounge and look around you: what
do you see?
Certainly a TV set and probably a Video
Recorder; undoubtedly stereo reproducdon
equipment and, perhaps, several other small
electronic devices employing a battery
economlser circuit. How much more visible
d'you want things to be?
For me however, the tribute paid to Alan
Blumlein by die leader of die Electrical and
.Musical Industries (EMI) TV research team,
Sir Isaac Schoenberg, can't be bettered.
Shonly after.Blumlein's death in a Halifax:
bomber at the eariy age of 38, Schoenberg
observed that there wasn't a single subject
to which Alan Biumlein turned his mind
chat he didn't enrich extensively- To rhe,
that more than makes up'for the undeniable
feet that circuit diagrams are that less
visible let alone understood, than trains.
boats and bridges.
OBI
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Figure 6. Hie constant resistance
capacity stand-off circuit of 1935.
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IR Light-Beam
Alarm Basics
last month's episode of this
'Security Electronics' series
explained (amongst other
things) the basic operating
principles of visible light-beam
alarm circuits, and ended by
explaining that virtually all
modem light-beam security
systems in fact operate in the
invisible infra-red (rather than
visible light) range, and use one
or more pulse-driven TR UEDs to
generate the tranmitter's 'lightbeam', and use matching IR
photodiodes or photottaiisistors
to delect the beam at the
receiver end of the system.
The graph of Figure 1 conveys
some useful infonmndon
regarding the spectral response
of the human eye and of
general-purpose and IR
photodiodes and phototransistors.
Thus, the human eye is
sensitive to a range of
electromagnetic light radiation;
it has a peak sisectral response
to die colour green, which has
a wavelength of about 550nm,
and has relatively low sensitivity
to the colour violet (400nm) at

BIG!
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Ray Marston looks at IR light-beam
and PIR movement-detector circuits
and systems in this month's episode of
the series.
responses, that straddle the
human visibility spectrum, but
IR types operate at a peak
wavelength of about 900nm and.
e-n
generate an output spectrum
OK
JECC
that is well beyond the range of
nbtmaJ
human visibility. TR lightZ
beams are thus invisible to
human eyes.
>■ 0.8
C
A simple IS direct-lighc-beam
intrusion detector or alarm
<
system can be made by
g 0-6
connecung an IR light-beam
transmitter and IR receiver in
b!- i
the
basic way shown in figure.
~ 0.4
2. Here, the. transmitter feeds a
coded pulse-type signal (often a
I l
simple squarewave) into an IR'
0.2
LED that has its output focused
into a fairly narrow beam (via a
moulded-in lens in the LED
casing) that is aimed at a
400
500
800
1000
1200 nm
marching IR photodetector
Waveienglh(?)
(phototransistor or photodiode) in die remotely placed
Figure X. Typical spectra! response curves of
receiver. The sysrern action is
(a) the human eye and (b) general-purpose and
such that die receiver output is
(c) IH photo-dlodes/.translstors.
'off' while die light-beam

one .end of the visible-light
spectrum and to dark red
(700nrh) at the other; the
human eye is blind to
electromagnetic light radiation
beyond this narrow- spectrum.
Optoelectronic semiconductor
devices such as photodiodes
and phototransistors have
spectral responses that are
determined by die chemistry of
their semiconductor junction
material; general-purpose 'light
sensitive" types have (as shown
in Figure 1) typical spectral

reaches die receiver, but turns
on and activates an external
alarm or other mechanism if
the beam is interrupted by a
person or other object. This
basic type of system can be
designed to give a useful
detection range of up to 20
metres when used with
additional optical focusing
lenses, or up to 5 metres
widiout extra lenses.
Note that the simple Figure 2
light-lieam alarm system works
on a strict line-of-sight principle
between theTx and Rx lenses,
and the alarm may thus activate
if any object with a diameter
greater than the smaller of the
two lenses enters the beam's
line-of-sight. Thus, a weakness
of this simple system is that it
can easily be false-triggered by
relatively small insects entering
the beam or resting on one of
the lenses, The improved duallight-beam system shawm in
Figured does nor suffer from
this defect.
TheTigure 3 system is
basically similar to that already
described, burtransmits die IR
beam via two series-connected
LHDs that are spaced about
75mm: apart, and receives the.
beam via two parallel-connected
photo-detectors that are also
spaced about 75nim apart.
Thus, each photodetector can
detect the beam from either
LED, and the receiver's alarm
will thus activate only if both
beams are broken
simultaneously, and this will
normally only occur if.a large
(greater than 75mm) object is
placed witliin the composite
beam. This system is thus
virtually immune to false
triggering by insects, etc.
Note that, as well as giving
excellent folse-aJarm immunity
the dual-light-beam system: also
gives (at any given LED drivecurrent value) double the
effective detection range of the
simple single-lieam system,
since it has twice as much
effecuve.IR transmitter output
power mid twice the receiver
sensinvitv.
Figure 2. Simple IH
dlrect-Ught-baam
alarm sysiem.

IR Transmiiter
Pulsed
Code
Waveform
Generator
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IR
Tx "\j/
IR LED
ond Lens

IR Receiver
Light

IR
\J/ Rx
I
IR PhotoDetector
and Lens

Pulsed
Code
Waveform
Generator
)
I
Alarm Output

IR System
Waveforms
tR lighr-beam systems are
usually used in conditions in
which iiigh levels of ambient or
background JR radiation
(generated by natural or
artificial heat sources) already
exist, lb enable the systems to
differentiate against this
background radiation and give
good effective detection ranges,
the transmitter beams are
invariably pulse-coded, and the
receivers are Sued with
matching pulse-code detection
circuitn; In practice, the
transmitter beams usually use
either a condnuous-ione or a
tone-burst type of pulse-coding,
as shown in Figure 4.
IR I.EDs and photodeiectors
are very fast acting devices, and
the eflective range of an IR
beam system is thus
determined by die peak
currents feti into the
transmitting LED (or LEDs),
rather than by lite mean LED
currenL Titus, if the waveforms
of Figure 4 are used in IR
transmitiers giving peak LED
currents of 300mA. both
systems will give the same
effective operating range, but
the Figure 4(a) continuous-tone
transmitter will consume a
mean LED current, of 50mA,
wliile die tone-burst system of
Figure 4(b) will consume a
mean current of only ImA (but
will require a more complex
circuit design).
The operating parameters of
the lone-butst system require
careful consideracion, since this
type of IR intrusion detecting
system actually works on a
■sampling' principle and is
usually intended to detect the
presence of a human intruder.
Note that humans moving at
normal walking speed take
about ZOOnis to pass any given
point, so IR light-beam systems
do not need to be switched on
continuously to detect a human
intruder, but only need to be
turned on for brief 'sampling'
periods at repetition periods
that are far shorter than 200fns
(at, say.^Oms); the actual
sample period can lie very short
relative to die repetition period,
but must be long relative to the
cone frequency period. Thus, a
good compromise is to use a
20kHz tone With a burst or
'sample' period of Ims and a
repetition period of 50ms, as
shown in the waveform
cxaniplc of Figure 4(b).
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Waveform
Generator

IR
R*

-if2
l
Parallel Connected
IR Photodetsctors
with Lenses

t
i
Alarm Output

Figure 3. IR diial-IIgbt-beam alarm system.
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Figure 4. Ahematlve types of IR fight-beam puise-eode waveforms, with typical parameter values.
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Figure S. Block diagram of a continuous-tone IR light-beam intruder alarm/detector system.
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Figure 6. Block diagram of a tone-burst IR light-beam Intruder alarm/detector system.
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IR System Design
Hie fire! .step in designing any
electronic system is that of
devising the system's block
diagrams. Figure 5 shows a
suicahie block diagram of a
continumis-tone JR light-beant
intrusion alanh'dcteaor
system, ami Figure 6 shows die
block diagram of a tone-burst
version of the system. Note that
a number of blocks (such as die
IR output stage, lite tone preamp, and die oiiipiit driver) are
common to both systems.
The continuous-tone system
(Figure 5) is very simple, with
the transmitter comprising
nothing more than a
squarewave generator driving
an IR output stage, and die
receiver comprising a matching
tone pre-amplifrer and code
waveform detector, followed by
an output driver stage tltat can
activate a device such as a relay
or alarm, etc.
The tone-burst system
(Figure 6) is ratlier more
complex, with die transmitter
comprising a frcc-ni fining pulse
generator (generating 1ms'
pulses at oOms intervals) that
drives a 20kHz squarewavo
generator, which in rum drives
the IR output Stage that
generates the final tone-lninsi IR
light beam. In die receimc the
iieam signals are picked op and
passed through a matching preamplifier and then passed on to
a axle waveform
detector/expander block, wliidi
ensures that the alarm does not
activate during the 'blank' parts
of die FR waveform. The output
of the expander stage is fed to
the output driver.
IR Light-Beam
Transmitter
Circuits
Figure 7 shows die practical
drcuit of a simple continijouslonc dual-light-beam IE
transmlner. Here, a standard
555 "timer" !C is wired as an
astable multivibrator that
generates a non-svmeirical

■+9V to -M2V
R1
d 22k
R2
iCI
1
^70uF 0 2k7
C2i
2n7Fi

RC
4-70R
7
2 5o5
6

C31
IDnFi

R4
470K

2N2y05
c
K5
lOR
R LEDs
TILjo
or
L0271

|. 50us

ovnrr
figure 7. Simple continuous-tone IR Ilght-fieam Iransmltter.
20kH2 squarewave output that
drives the two series-connected
IR IFDsar peak output currents
of about 400mA via R4 and QI
and die low source im per lance
of storage cajiadtor Cl, 'ITie
circuit's timing action is such
that the ON period of die LEDs
Is controlled by C2 and R2, and
die OFF period by C2 and
(R1-I-R2), i.e., so that the LEDs
are ON for only about one
eighdi of each cycle; the drcuit
thus consumes^ mean current
of only about 50mAThe Figure 7 circuit can use
either T1L38 or LD27l (or
similar) 'high power' (lOOmW
or greater) IR LEDs. Tliese
popular and widely-available
LEDs can lianclle mean currents
up to only lOOmA or so, but can
handle brief repetitive, peak
currents of up to at least 2.5A.
Figure S shows die outline and
connections of these devices,
which have a moulded-in lens
that focuses die output into a
radiating beam of about 60°
width; at the edges of the beam
the IR signal strength is half of
thai-at the beam's centre,
Minor weaknesses of the I R
output stage (Ql and R4 to R5)
of the figure 7 circuit are that it
has a very low input, impedance

Figure 8. Outline and
connections used by
the LD271 and TIL38
IR LEDs.

(about 300R), that it gives an
inverting action (the LEDs are
ON when the input is low), and
tliat the LED output current
varies with the circuit's supply
voltage. Figure 9 shows an
alternative nnivenKil IE
transmitter output stage that
suffers from none of diese
defects. Here, die base drive
current of output transistor Q2
is derived from Q1 collector,
and the Ql circuit has an input
impedance of about 5k0
(determined mainly by the R1
value). Thus, when the drcuit"s
input is low Ql is off so Q2 and
the two IE LEDs ate also off, but
when die input is high Ql is
tlriven to samrarion via R3. thus
driving LED! (a standard red
LED) and Q2 and rite two "IE
LEDs on. Under this latter
condition about l.SVis
developed across LEDI, and
about 0.6V less than this (=
1.2V) is thus developed across
H i. causing Q2 to act as a
constant-current.generaior diat
feeds a peak collector current
of 1-2V7R4 amps into the two fR
LEDs. Thus, this circuit's peak
output current can be set by
giving R4 an ohms value of
1.2X71, where I is the desired
peak outpur current in amps-

60'
Fiat

-t-SV to +121/

figure 9.
'Universal' IR
transmitter
oirtptrt stage.

H
mt
/777 0V

IR Receiver
Pre-amp Design
The basic IR input signal to an
IR fight-beam receiver can be
picked-up and converted into a
proponional current: by either
an IR photodiode uc an IE
phototransistor. If a photodiode
is used, it can be connected in
series with a load resistor (with
a typical value in the range iOk
to 100k) and used in either of
die reverse-biased configurations
shown in Figure 12. The diode's
basic action is such that its
reverse-biased leakage current is

+-9V to -i-I2V

tIJXXedi rW
-2«L y*Red USee Text

R3
100R

Figure 10 shows a 20kHz
squarewave generator (made
from n 555 timer 1C) that can be
used ii» conjunction with the
Figure 9 output circuit to make
a coniinuous-ione IR beam
transmitter, in this case the
figure 9 orcuit's B4 value
should be at least 6R8, to limit
the peak IR LED cunents to less
that 200niA.
;\liemative!y, figure 11 shows
the circuit of a tone-burst
generator thai gives Ims bursts
of 20kH7. :ir 50nisintervals and
which can be used in
conjunction with the Figure 9
output stage to make nn IE
tone-bursts rrnnsmitter. Here,
the ICla and ICIb sections of a
40J IB CMOS quad 2-mpiit
N.-VN'D gate IC arc wired as a
free-running asymmetrical
astable multivibrator that
produces bus-and 49ms
periods; this waveform is
inverted and buffered by IClc
and used to gate a 20kHz 555tviie squarewave generator via
D2, and this squarewave is then
buffered and inverter by the
final 4011B stage (IClc), ready
for feeding to die input of the
figure 9 output stage.
Note when using the figure
II circuit that R4 in die figure 9
output stage can be given a
value as low as 2R2, to give
[>eak output currents of up to
550mA, but that under diss
condition die transmitter will
consume a mean current of
little more than 6niA.

r 02
K 2N2905

jn.
^ oi
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i
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052
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figure 10.
20kHz
squarewave
tone'
generator.
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Figure 11, Tone-burst (lots burst of 20kHz at 50ms intervals) waveform generator.
proportion:!? to the IR light
intensity on its junction, being
very low under dark conditioos
and relatively high when brightly
illuminated-, this current is
converted into a proponiona!
output voltage by Rl.
An TR phoratransistor can be
used by connected it in either
of the basic ways shown in
Figure 13(2) or (b), in which
load resistor Rl lias a. typical
value-in die range IkO to 33k.
.Most phoiotransistors have only
two ejctemaliy-accessible leads
(collector and emitter), but a
few are 3-lead tvpes with an
accessible base lead; a 3-lead.
device can be used as a phototransistor by connecting it in
either of the basic ways alreadv'
shown, or can be used as a ■
photodiode fa)'wiring it in the
way shown in Figure 13(c).
Note that a photptransistor's
sensitivity is npically one
hundred times greater than diat
of a photodiode, but its
maximum operating frecfucncy
(typtcaily a lew hundred kHz) is
proportionaliy lower than that
of a photodiode (npically tens
of MHz). Also note in Figures 12
and 13 that die-photosensor
exhibits a High sensitivity but a
low cut-off frequency if Rl has a
high value, and a low sensitrvity
but high cut-off frequcnq' if Rl
has a low value.
Figure 14 shows the practical
drcuii of an IR Sight-beam
receiver that Is designed for use
with 20kH2 continuous-tone or
tone-burst single-beam or dualbeam systems, and used IR
photodiodes as signal
conveners. Here, the two IR
diodes -ye connected in parallel
and wired In series widi Rl, so
that the converted IS signal is
developed across Rl (note that
one of these diodes can be
removed if the unit is used with
a single-beam IR system). The
convened Rl signal is amplified
by cascaded op-ampsTCl and
1C2. which can provide a
maximum signal gain of about
xl7,680 (= x83 via IC1 and x213
via IC2), but have the gain

V+

I
i

v-tRl
Ok to
^1 00k

^>1
1
n iok
to vo'irr
10k tc
j
¥ 100k

VOUT

1777 OV

7777 OV
(b)

C°)

Figure 12. Alternative ways of using a pholotJIode as a
Ught-to-voltage converter.
made variable via RV1. These
two amplifier stages have their
frequenq- responses centred on
20kHz. with ihifd-order iovvfrequericy roll-off provided via
C4-C5-C6 and with third-order

high-ffeegjehey xoll-ofr provided
by C3 and the internal
capacitors of the two op-amps.
The Figure 14 receiver preamp circuit can be used with a
variety of iR detector diode
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Figure 13. (a) and (b); alternative phototranslstor configurations,
(c); a 3-Ieatf phototransistor use as a photodiode.
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types; wttich ideally should be.
housed in black (rather tiian
clear) infra-red transmitsive
mouldings, which greatly reduce
unwanted pick-up from visible
light sources. Rgure 15 shows
die case oucfine and IR-sensitive
face positions of three popular
TR photodiodes of this type.
The output of die Figure 14
pre-amplifier can lie taken from
1C2 and fed directly to a suitable
code-waveform detector circuit,
such as that shown in Figure 16.
Note, however, thai if the JR
Tx-Rx light-lieam system is to be
used over ranges less than 2
metres or so the pre-amp
output can be taken directly
from ICl, and all the RVT and
1C2 circuitry can be omitted
from die pre^amp design.
A Code Waveform
Detector
In die Figure 16 code waveform
detector circuit the 20kHz tone
waveforms (from the pre-amp
output) are convened into do
via D1-D2-C2-R5-C3 and fed (via
R6) to the nbri-invening input
of the 31-40 o(>amp voltage
comparator, which has its
inverting input connected to a
thermally stable 1VD DC reference
point. Hie overall circuit action
is such thai the op-amp output
Is high (near the positive supply
rail voltage) when a 20kHz cone
input signal is preSent, and is
low (at near-zero voits) when a
tone input signal is absent; if
the input signal is derived from
a tone-burst system, the output
follows the pulse-modulation
envelope of the original
transmitter signal. The detector
output can be made to activate
a relay in the absence of a beam
signal fay using theetpander/
output driver circuit of Figure 17.
An Expander/
Output Driver
The operating theory of the
Figure 17 circuit is (airly simple.

R5
-€D470R C7ca nRa
IOOuF" U 10k
'777

R1 1
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-r 1 2V
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io
Code—V/aveform
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Note:
IC1.IC2=3140 Op-Amp

7777
Flgare 14. IR receiver pre-anipllfier circuit.
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coiripleie ER Ught-lream receiver
that can respond to either tonebiirst or continuous-tone
signals; the receiver must be
powered from a well regulated
12V DC supply unit, such as
that shown in Figure 38. The
practical maximum operating
range of a complete IK lightbeam security system of this
type is greatly aifected by the
types of lenses used in the
system. If additional leases are
not used, but die Tx and Rx are
carefully aimed at each other,
and die Rx diodes are screened
from the effects of visible light

Photosensitive Photosensitive Photosensitive
Face
Face
Face

0
K

SFH205 or TiLlOO - A
Near—Equivalent
SFH2030F

TIL100

Figure IS. Case outline and iR-sensltrve face positions of three
popular types of IR photodiode.
Figure 16. Code-wavoform
detector circuit.
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When the input signal from the
detector circuit switches High
C1 charges rapidly via Dl, hut
when die input switches low C1
discharges slowly via K1 and RV1;
C1 thus provides a DG output
voltage that is a 'time-expanded'
version (with expansion preseualile \ia RV1) of the
DCinput voltage. This DC output
voltage, is buffered and inverted
via ICla and used to activate
relay RIA via Q3 and an AND
gate made from !€lb and (Clc.
Normally, the other (pin 2)
input of this AND gate is biased
high via R2, and the circuit
action is such that (when used
in, a complete n? light-beam
system) the relay Is off when
die beam is present, but is
driven on when the beam is
absent for more than 100ms or
so. This action does not occur,
however, when pin 2 of the
AND gate is pulled low; under
this condition die relay is
effectively disabled.
The R2-C2 network's purpose
is to disable the relay network
via the AND gate (In the way
just described) for several
seconds after power is initially
connected to die circuit or after
DISABLE svvildi SI is briefly
operated, thus enaliling the
owner or other authorised
persons to pass through die
beam without activating die
relay. Note that the relay can be
made self-latching, if required,
by wiring normally-open relay
contacts RL.-V2 between Q1
emitter and collector, as shown
dotted In Figure 17.

IR Light-Beam
System Ranges
Die orcuits of Figures 34,16,
and 17 can be directly
intercormected to make a

by mounting them deep inside
aimed cubing, the maximum
range should be at least 5
metres, and may be as high as 7
metres. This range can be vastiy
increased with die help of

additional focusing lenses
and'or reflectors. '
At the Tx end of the system,
most of die optical output
power of each iR LED is
typically radiated over an arc of
about 603 and thus has a thidy
low radiauon density value; die
Tx.signal's radiation density
value can easily by increased by
a factor of four (thus doubling
the system s effective range) by
mounting each IR LED at die
focal point of a simple torchtype optical refleaor that is
aimed at the receiver unit.
At die Rx end of the lightbeam system, etch IR
photodiode has an integral leas
that focuses the received IR
light on to die diode's
photosensitive area. On 5nim
detectors such as the
SFH2030F. this leas has a
collectibn area of about
l9.6mni3; in this example, the
detector's effective sensitivity
can be Increased by a lactor of
four (dius doubling die
system's range) with the help of
an external iOmnr focusing
lens, or by a factor thirty-sis
(thus increasing die range by a
factor of sis) with the help of a
30nim: focusing lens. Thus, if
reasonable care is taken in the
opto-mechanicai design, of the
IE system, its range can easily
be increased to 20 metres, and
possibly to 60 metres or more.
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Figure 19. Basic PIR detector usage circuit.
PIR MovementDetecting Systems
TR. light-beam alarms are 'active'
IR units that react ro an anifidalK'
generated source of IR radiation.
Passive IR (PIR) alarms, on die
other hand, read to naturally
generated IR radiation such as
the heat-generated IR energy
radiated by the human body; and
are widely used in modem
security systems. Most PER
security systems are designed to
activate ait alarm or floodlight, or
open a door or activate some
other mechanism, when a
human or other large warmblooded. animal moves alKmc
within the sensing range of a PER
detector unit, and use a
pyroelectric IR detector of the
type shown in Figure 19 as their
basic IR-sensing element.
The Itasic Figure 19
pyroelectric IR detector relies
on die fan that some special
ceramics generate electrical
1 charges when subjected to
( thermal variations or uneven
heating. Modem pyroelectric IR
detectors such as the popular
PIS201S raid E600STO types
incoqKirate two small oppositepolarity series-connected
ceramic elements of this type,
with their combined output
buffered via a JFET sourcefollower, and have the IR input
signals focused onto the
ceramic elements by a simple;
filtering lens, as shown in the
basic PIR detector usage circuit
of Figure 19. it is tmpottam fo
note ar this point that the
detector's final output voltage is
proporrlonal to die difference
between die output voltages of
the two qcramic elements.
The basic action of die Figure
19 PIR detector is such that,
when a human body is within
the visual field of die pyroelectric
elements, pan of that body's
radiated IR energy falls on the
surfaces of die dements and is
convened into small but
detectable variation in surface
teraperature and corresponding
variation in die output voltage

of each element. If the human
body (or other source oflR
radiadon) is stationary in front
of tile detector's lens under this
condition, the two elements
generate ideniical output
voltages and the unit's final
'difference' output is thus zero,
but if the body Is moving while
in front of die lens the two
dements generate different output
voltages and the unit produces
a varying output.voitage.
Thus, when the PIR unit is
wired as shown ia the Figure 19
basic usage circuit, this
movemem-impircd voltage
variation is made externally

available via Use buffering JFET
and dc-bloddng capadtor C1
and can. when suitably
amplified and fikercd, be used
to activate an alarm or other
mechanism when a human
body movcrhent is detected. In
practice, pyroelectric IR
detectors of the simple type just
described liave, because of the
small size (usually about
20mm-') and simple design of
the detector's f.R-ga_thering lens,
maximum useful detection
ranges of roughly one metre.. In
modem commercial PER
movement detecting security
units, however, this range is

4aft
Top Elevation

Side Elevation

Oft
Oft 3ft

13ft

Figure 20. Typical PIR sensing pattern of a
commercial intrusion detector' unit designed for
normal domestic-type applications.

40ft

greatly extended (usually to
well over ten metres) with die
aid of a large (about 20Q0mm!)
multi-faceted external 18gathering'foaisirig plastic lens,
which splits the visual field into
a number of parallel strips and
focuses them onto the two
sensing areas of the PIR unit.
Figure 20 shows die typical
PIR seasing pattern of a
commercial 'intrusion detector'
unit designed to protects
normal-sized room in domestictype applications. In this
example the unit Is mounted on
a wall ai a height of seven feet
arid is aimed dow-riwards at a
shallow angle, and the multlfaccted plastic lens splits the
visual field into a large number
of vertical and horizontal
segments. Any person moving
through a single segment will
activate a single trigger signal
within the PIR sensor; a person
moving tlirough the entire
visual field will thus produce
numerous triggering signal, but
astationary lR source will
produce no signals. Most
intrusion detectors of this type
incorporate 'event counting'
circuitry diat will only generate
an oiarrn-activating output if
three or more trigger signal are
detected vvidiin a few seconds,
thus minimising the chances of
a false alarm due to sudden
changes in temperature caused
by the auto-activadon of timeswitched security lights, eccThe lens-generated PIR sensor
pattern shown in Figure 2CHs
die type that is often used in
burglar-alarm systems to protect
a single room in a medium-sized
house. Alternative (and usually
interchangable) plastic leas
types, offering different ranges
and coverage patters for various
special types of appllcauon. are
available at low cost from many
commercial PIR-unit. suppliers.
Amongst the most important of
diese arc the 'pet' type, in wliich
die field's vertical span is
restricted to 2.5 to 6.6 feet above
ground level to avoid activation
by domestic pets while giving
good sensitivity to normal
humans, and die 'corridor' type,
in which the field's horizontal
span is restricted to about 20
degrees rogivelong-disrance
coverage (typically about 30
metres) of narrow corridors and
passageways.
Note that, because highquality commercial PIR security
uniLs of this basic type are
widely available at comparatively
low cost, it is not practicable (on
aesthetic and economic
grounds) to try to build similar
units on.a DiYbasis.
mmm -i
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E-mail your
views and comments to:
AW@maplin.demon.co.uk

Write to:
Elecfron/cs
and Beyond,
P.O. Box 777,
Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 SLU

Cheap Cable
Core Identifier
Dear Sirs,
The Cheap Cable Core
identifier described by Dr
Manning (Circuit Maker—Jan
1998) is itn excellent example of
a low tech answer to a tow tech
problem which is almost as
good as the.high lech solutions
on saleIt's main drawback is dial it is
subject to possible errors
caused by die cable resistance
in long cable lengths. This
problem could be eliminated by
simply connecting a battery
across the resistor chain and
switching the multimeter to
volts. The high input

impedance of a typicai
multimeter would then mean
die cable resistance Ittd no
effect on the reading for any
caljle length (v.idiin reason).
If the. user is realh' !az>" {like
me) then the aefdition of a
\tari:ible resistor in series with
the: battery would enable the
voltage acrass die diain to be
"calibrated" to a nice
convenient round figure;
liven with this optional
enhancement die additional
cost to the project is only a few
jjence with a east improvement
in reliability.
Rofy Williams
Roly_V»tg>compusa tve.com

Portable Amp
Wanted
Dear Editor,
I hope that you or one of your
readers may be able to help.
1 have been trying to obtain a
small batiery powered amp and
head worn mic system For one
of our service users. So far wc

have been offered only one
system, this was .6500 and didn't
work at all welLAny ideas on
the matter would be gratefully
received. I wait in anticipation.
Mail Sharpe
Banff Day Service Social v.wk dept.
Collepnarf Road-Banff rferdesnshire,
Scotland. AB45.1DZ

Readability of
IVIaplin Magazine
Dear Sir,
May i desperately ask you to
persuade your management
thatliot all your magaxine
readers are youngsters with
brilliant eyesight. Regrettably,
as we mature, our sight
declines. Maplin magazine is
printed In the worst possible
typeface, it is not merely
small. It is nor black on white
but grey on sometimes white.
The paper is more often
off-white or coloured.

Thank you for your comments.

We can certainly try.
• ■•••••••••••••••■••a
Please! Please! Print it in
decent black type so that we
slightly wrinkled can read il.
Seorge Boyce
Gecboscs@aolcom
Garamond is a
normal typeface
used by many
publishers. I hope
the main body of
the text is always
black on white. We
have not had any
complains before,
but we will keep a doss eye
on clarity. - Ed.
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Digital Alpha
Microprocessor
Dear Sir,
It was with a nioundng.:sense of
incredulity thai 1 read Stephen
Waddington's - otherwise
excellent - Information
Economy-The Chips Business
article in the December Issue to
find no mention of the Digital
Alpha raicraprocessoc
The Alpha is the fastest
rnicroptocessor, bar none and.
can run Digital's Open VMS,
UNIX and Microsoft. Operating
Systems. Yet Stephen's article
makes no mention of die
Alpha at all.
Instead he sap that "..it is
possible within the next ten
years, we'll sec clock speeds
break thcpOOMl Iz barrier and
extend upwards towards 1GHz".
Stephen! Wake up and smell
the MHz. Digital 8000 scries
systems are already on sole and

incorporates Alpha chips clocking
in at 625.MMz— check out
vmw,dig i tal,com/seni conductor
for for further details.
. Afan TiEvenno
Digital Equipment

Port, er, Sorter!
Just a quick note regarding Mr.
de Wei's letter concerning
parallel ports in the December
1997 issue (i\!o.12I). As always,
it is not .as simple as k Jksi
seems. There seems to be three
types of configuration, viz.;
Simple - output only; Bi-tronic
-■Bi-directional on the control
lines but not on the ciata lines
(I think): Bi-directional - as the
name suggests, both-way
communication on both the
control and data lines. 1 have
.used the following simple
Qbasic programme to
determine whether or nor rhe
(xirt is Bi-directioitai:

That's it! When you run it,
you will see a stream of
numbers running up die
screen. If your port Is Bidirectional, putting 'O's and
' I's on DO to D7 will change
die value of the number. If it
stays at either 255 or 0, then
die port is probably not
Bi-directional. But do not
worry, replacement cards are
available and widi care, you
should be able to pick one up
for a very modest sum. Hope
the info, helps.
Btyan Taylor, Ipswich. E-mail:
Bijanv<t@!v!SN.ccm

Stephen Waddirtgton replies:
It's a fair cop. Guilty as charged.
1 did mention the StrongARM
microprocessor, developed
jointly between Digital
Semiconductor and Advanced
RISC Machines in Cambridge. It
will he interesting to see what
happens to both this device and
the Alpha now that Digital has
signed over its chip business to
Intel. As part of a settlement
ending a patent infringement
lawsuit brought by Digital
Equipment Corporation against
intel, Intel Is paying Digital $700
million and royalties but Digital
(s committing itself to develop
computers based on the nextgeneration of Intel chips and
competing directly against
Digital's Alpha chips.

Thank you for sending in these
details, which we hope will solve
Mr de Wet's computing snag.

'Set port .co bi-cireccionaj coda (htTTl
OUT 5H27A, 32
•FOK LPTl USE 5H31A
LO
PnUTT ;,U!?(iH27S)
'PCS; LRT USE SH378
if ukeys^Chss (i?) oaai izm' 1 (Mafe7 itlmEj'
105?

Sounding Off!
Dear Sir,
LG Jones of Abcrgavenny refers
(Sounding Off! - Electronics and
Beyond - November 1997) to
the use of 0-775V rms V rms as
a reference level, which .
'apparently dates to the early
telephony indusLry
My understanding is that it was
intended to measure output
compared to a reference level

of 1 milliwatt. Many telephone
dircuiLS have a characteristic
impedance of600 olims, arid.
simply, one milliwatt dissipated
In 600 ofaras represents 0.775M
by Ohm's law.
Michael Ciemitson
15 Biyr.derA'en Ctose,
CiilcoetJ, Cardiff
CF2 68R
Quite correct - tleci-Bell Alexander Graham Bell inventor
of telephone and all that!

Software

Hili U
• e • e «
• • • ®
by Ruth Hewer
Hello again. This month I have
been asked to show some keyboard
shortcuts.
I know Windows 95 has a
Tiiis Is die same menu diat
toolbar at the bottom of the
would appear had you pointed
screen that shows you
the mouse ar the word File and
which appliestioos you have
clicked This works in the same
open on your computer but
way for all the items on the
Windows 3.11 is not so obvious.
loolbor. Once I have die menu
If you press and hold down
open I can simply press die
the AU key and then press the
letter of the command 1 wish to
TAB key a itox appears on your
screen showing wiiidi
applications arc open. By
To
pressing the 'i'AB ke\' you will
Copy text or graphics
notice a box moves irom each
Rsste the Clipboatc) contents
application and the v.ortUng at
Cut text or graphics
the bottom of the box tells you
Insen a page break
what each application is. IT you
Go to the beginning of the document
tec go of the ALT key; Windows
Go to the end of the document
will take you to the application
Apply or remove bold formatting
that had die box around it.
Apply or remove teiic formaUing
in all Windows applications if
Apply or remove underline formanihg
you look on the toolbars you
Print a document
will notice that some of the
Save a Documem
words have letters which are
Exit Word
umierscoted:
05? ,y ' v 'f *»"■ HM Wi> yhiK I#
For example, on the Word
toollwr above \tiu will notice
tliat the F on die word File is
underscored. This means that
if you press and hold down the
ALT button and press die terter
F on your keyboard the
following menu will appear:
"glto• iEdit. Slow
Open..: Ctrl+O
Cleifeft
IWI S^vej
Ctrls-S
Sftvo fis. ..
Jave as HTML...
Versions..,
Page. Setup ■ ■
CSt Print Preview
'^Erint...
Cttl-t-p
Send To
Properties
i Tonte
£ wd7
S-dlreelions
i mepl _

use. For example P would print
the document for me.
There are a lot of shortcut
keys available in Word- i have,
listed the more common ones
below but If you click on the
Help button and select
Contents and Index and type in
the word shortcuts you can
prim a list of them for your
convenience.
3b make test bold etc. use
the same commands as in the
Word table.

SJiTP:
SEasteCsfa
gprt...
W Eaagraph...
Bti'ets and ijuYberlf*],,,
Draw Table
Define

The Right Hand
Mouse Button
There Is also the right hand
mouse button (for those
people w ho use die mouse in
die standard set-up)
The right hiouse btinon acts
as an edit/format menu in
Word,unless you are in a cable
etc. "If I were to press my tight

Press
CTRL + C
CTRL + V
CTRL'4 X
CTRL 4-ENTER
CTRL-K HOME
CTRL T. END'
CTRL +-B
CTRL 41
CTRL 4 U
"CTRL TP
CTRL 4'. S
ALT 4 F.4X

Baste Word Shortcuts

to
Complete a Cell entry
Cancel a Cell entry
Move-to the beginning of the line
Hide Rows
Unhide Ro'.vs
Hide Columns
Unhide Columns
"Apply thergeneral number format

Press
Enter
ESC
HOME
CTRL+-9. ■
CTRL 4 SHIFT'+ (
CTRL 4 0 (zero)
CTRL 4 SHIFT 4 )
CTRL + SHIFT 4 -

Basic Excel Shortcuts

*

hand mouse button now, the
Ibllowihg menu would appear;

To
View the shortcut menii for the selected item
Display the SBrt Menu
Rename: a selected item, in Explorer
Find a folder or File in Explorer
. Create a shortcut
View Item properties

Press
SHIFT 4 F10
CTRL 4 ESC
F2
F3
CTRL + SHIFT while
dragging the file
ALT 4 ENTER

If I had pressed the right
mouse button when 1 was
working on my table earlier,
die Ibliowing menu would
appear:
I'JM

&
ijc insert Rows
Eeleta Cells...
SscftCefs..
/ CrawTatte
fiorders and Shadog...
Tab's AUtoFtvmat...
M=-; —^
=
—
IIu Text rAactfcsn...
nlgnment
>
' — Bulati ard ijijr.bertxi,,.
Worci is intelligent enough
to recognise dsat whilst
working ui a table, 1 may
require a table menu.
Now, when I am working in
Word or Excel etc, iff want to
copy, cut and paste .something. J
can simply highlight it, click on
the righunouse button and
select Copy, Cut and then go to
where I want to paste it. Click
on the right mouse button and
select paste.
Going hack to die keyboard
shortcuts, to accomplish the
above 1 would highlight die
text, select CTRL +C, CTRL -f
X, move to where 1 want to
paste it and Press CTRL 4- V
These shortcuts appear in
many pieces of software and
are useful to know:
f hope that some of die
above will help you make your
working life easier. It may
appear to take a litde longer ar
first, but as with everything,
practice makes perfect. Tm nowgoing to ALT + F. S. ALT + F.-X
See vou next month.

Basic Windows Shortcuts (Windows 95)
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What can we do about it?
Chris Perry of the British Citizens' Baud
Confederation outlines some of the misuses of the
CB system and hoiv they can be rectified.

The biggest single complaint from CB
users is that of abuse. Time—after ■time
whether it be at, 'Open Forum' type
meetings — or in articles or letters in the
Radio Active CB Magazine the matter of
abuse will invariably rear its ugly head ! And
it can be very ugly. Abuse can come in
various guises - from that of threats to kill to that of simple mike keying, and a whale
variance ofabuse in-between.
Some breakers' respond - some do not.
Some breaker's respond by giving as good
as they got, and some turn off; but how
long is it before you get sick and tired of
having a go back, or turning off your rig?
How long will it lake before you get so fed
up that you turn your rig off for good?
This so-called 'hobby' of ours is supposed
to be there for our enioymem. To entertain
us—jo get some pleasure out of - to relax
with. Over the many years.of being a CB'er
(I started with legalisation in November
1981) I have witnessed a steady increase of
abuse far one form oc.another, and 1 can
fully understand and sympathise with
decent CB'ers, over the frustrations and
stress that they experience when suffering
from dtis type of unsociable behaviour. For
a Jot of breakers' there is no longer any
enioyment to be had from CB
radio
How many decent breakers' have
turned off for good ?

A good iridicatlori of how many breakers'
have turned off, or turned away from CB
radio, is the amount of CB licences that are
Issued now - as to the amount of licences
that were issued ten years ago. Ten years
ago the figures were around two hundred
and fifty thousand. Today I estimate that
there arc no more than forty nine thousand.
There are two reasons why f feel that diis
is the case - firstly breakers' are led up with
the abuse and have just turned off secondly breakers' feel drat they do not
receive suffidenL response or support from
the Radloconiraunicatiods Agency in
Cpmbaiing'abuse for the amount that they
pay for their licence.
The vast decrease in the sale of licences,
will nor go without a knock-pn effect. If the
sales of licences' continue to diminish there
will be, less money for the RA to spend on
■cleaning up' the frequencies, and if licence
sales diminish even further then diere is a
serious threat of officially losing CB
altogether; and those of you who might
scoff at (Ms comment, can Iremind you of
what happened to die .931-NIH2 service'!
What we can
do about it s..!
So ..what can we do about it? What can
we tip to protect cur CB usage, and service?
1 ditnk die first important tiling we can do is
— don't stop buying a licence! Why?
Because when Government Officials
'qjjicieiffy' look "at any situation they only
study facts and figures — they only, '...look a!
statistics' — they will only look nr. "...how
many licences are being issued', not,
'...how meow users' there tire out there. I
know that for a fact, as I have been a Civil
Servant myself for neaiiy twenty diree years.
•We don't want to lose CB radio altogether the more revenue that the RA can gather
from CB licences, the morenioney goes
into the pot for die service altogether. In
short, die more money there is — the more
can be done to get rid of the "abuseelement". That's why wc need to not only
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keep buying a licence, hut try and increase
licensees overall. Secondly, we need to be
prepared to do sonietliiog ourselves to clear
up the abuse diat is dearly on the increase.
We need to be prepared to report all cases of
abuse. We need somewhere or someone
where we can report abuse to; but where, is
there? Well, officially there's the RA's XXhtchDog the Radio Investigation Service (RJS),
and possibly the Performing Rights' Society
(PHS). Last, but by no means least, the British
Citizens' Band Confederation (B.C.B.C.)
The RIS
The problem of reporting abuse through
the R.VRIS is that it can take a long ume to
get any action taken against die perpetrator.
This is not always down to die. Authorities
diemselves. People write, or phone in,
repdrting abuse with details that are so
scant .they just have, no clear or precise,
inforniatlon to act upon; hence nothing gets
done. Because they are working an a very
restrictive budget, they have to make sure
that any case of abuse that they act upon, Is
guaranteed to result in a positive
prosecution otherwise they lose money in
costs. That money comes out of our licence
fees, so let's not waste our money!!
The Performing
Rights Society
The Performing Rights Sodery (PRS) Is die
organisation which looks after die rights of
their members who are normally artists and
performers. The officials of the PRS visit
Public places such as shopping malls, pubs,
dubs etc. and check with die
owners/management that the premises are
licensed for the playing of music to the
;Public. In short they protect the copyright
of dieir members. What's all this got to do
with CB radio? The PRS also like to take an
active part in prosecuting 'pirate' radio
stations, irrespective of what frequencies
they operate on. So all CB DJ's - or
potential DJ's beware.

The British Citizens'
Band Confederation
The British Citizens' Band Confederaiion has
been set up by CB'ers for CB'ers, and for
that reason the .organisation is fully aware of
the abuse-reiated problems that are
prevalent throughout the coitntry. In fact,
top of the list for our Aims and Objectives',
is that of taking an active role with the
RA/R1S, and forge Sinks with the PRS in order
to stamp out this anti-social behaviour.
However, this cannot be achieved without
assistance from our members'. In octler for
the B.C.B.C. to achieve a, 'cleaning up" of
the CB frequencies we need you to tell us
where the.problems are. We cannot do it
otherwise. There are no vast fortunes
available to buy expensive: 'tracking'
equipment, or employ teams to manage
such equipment. Even the Radio Society of
Great Britain (RSGB) don't operate like that,
they hate to rely on their membership to
bring to the notice of the Society any
problem operators; and it is our inteiition to
operate after the same fashion.
What we would like you to do is nothing
more than use your CB as normal; but
should you experience, or suffer abuse
yourself then tog it down on one of the
specially prepared B.C.B.C. Abuse Forms'.
Qnce asheet is completed, send it to the
B.C.B.C., that's all you have to do. Your
anonymity Is guaranteed. No one — except
for the Regional Manager, and the Director
of Regional Sendees will even see the report
in its original format. Any relevant
information to be passed on to the
Authorities will be sent on a compiecely
different form. Confidentiality to out
members' will be paramount.
By using this method of reporting abuse,
the offender will not know from where the
report originated in fact, the first thing they
wil/ know about it, is when the Authorities
are stood knocking on their door!
So, do you feel that die time has come
where you can help out? Can you do It? If
so. why not join the B.C.B.C. and have a
direct effcer on your hobby? An effect not
only in the area of abuse, but an effect
within CB radio overall. .Be a. pan of the onlyNational Organisation that rakes its lead
direct from its membership. let us return to
what CB used to be like. Let's return to
enjoying CB radio. let's make a serious start
- and then continue,to get rid of— the
'bucket-mouths' ~ the 'music-players' - the
mike-ksyers". Let's get rid of die other
nuisance-value elements that give CB and
CB'ers a bad name. That gives decent CB'era
aggravation and headaches. !-et's now give
them something to think about. Let's give
them the elbow. for good!!
All B.C.B.C. Members' will find a specially
prepared 'Abuse Form' within their
membership pack.
CB Radio Information
and Licence Application
RA 246 CB Radio Information
Sheet Is available from Maplin
Electronics (Order code NW07H).
This useful and Informative 12-page leaflet
produced by the Radio Communicadons
.Agency is essential reading for anyone who

About The British
Citizens1 Band
Confederation
The British Citizens' Band
Confederation (BCBCJ has been
set up by CB'era for CB users.

1
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What is the BCBC?
The BCBC was formed In 1997 to encompass the many different needs of CB radio
users and present those views with.one voice to the Radfocomfmihlcatlbhs Agency
and other European administrations.-1t is a democratic organisation run by its
Membership:.thrQugh:"e!ected repfeehtetives. Membership Is open to Individuals,
families, clubs, societies and organisations.
What issues .will the ,BCBC be raising?
The heeds of CB.radio users' are varied and widespread. The BCBC membership
decides policy and direction, VJews.of.members are sought through questions and
written views are encouraged. These views are then formally presented to'the
Radiooommunications Agency for consultation, and where required the frade,supply
technical reports.
How will the BCBC help CB radio users?
In addition to regular meetings with the Radlpcommunications"Agency. The BCBC is
aiso able to offer direct advice to members or seek ansWers on members' behalf.
Members aiso receive regular information Updates.
What makes the BCBC different?
The BCBC is unique for a number of reasons.'The BCBC was formed because licensed
CB radio usersexpressed, in a Radiocommunications Agency'questionnalre. a desire to have one single representative organisation. To help achieve.the best possible,
results, the BCBC have made proyislons fof all types of users, including the trade. The
BCBC Is recognised and endorsed by.both the.Radiocbrnmunlcations Agency and the
Radio Society of Great Britain (RSQB). Maplin Electronics, along with other'Individuals
and companies,'is a Founder Member of the BCBC."
Membership details arid an membership application form for the BCBC can be
obtained as follows:
♦ from Maplfni Eiectronics1 by ordering NW06G free of charge when ordering other goods
df
♦ from all Maplin and Mondo Maplin stores - free of charge
•
i
or
t.
,
. .
♦ by writing to: The; Membership Secretary, BCBC, RO Box: 5826,
Basildon, Essex, 5816 5FQ
Membership fees are, at time of writing, £6.00 for licensees and £10.00 for
non-licensees. Various classes of membership are available, please see
membershtp details. Please note: Maplin Electronics barinot accept membership
applications or payment of membership fees, such must be sent direct to the BCBC at
thq above address.■
the BCBC and Maplin Electronic actively encourage" all CB radio users to hold a
valid CB radio licence, to behave In a responsible and courteous fnannef and to abide
by the terms, provisions and limitations set out'in the terms of the'CB radio licence.
Whilst evefy raasonahle precaution Is unrfefteton to'pratect the fnlerests D{ customers,
MapRn Electronics PtC does not accept any liability for eny circumstances arising from membership of
the BCBC, hovv-ever o&unfng; or for any .falling on the part of the BCBC In respect of undertakings given,
Any payment made to the BC8C is made entirely at the individuals risk. The views expressed by the
BC8C are not oecessariiy those of Maplin Electronics PLC.
is interested in CB Radio, It answers the
most frequency asked questions about
licensing and what the service is/Is not
allowed to be used for. Thejeaflet also lists
the channel numbers and frequencies of die
UK & CEPT channel allocations, AdditionaUy
the leaflet includes the CB Radio Code of
Practice, useful points of contact for frirrher
information and an application to be added
to the Radiocommunications Agency CB
mailing list.
Leaflet RA 246 can be obtained as follows;

♦ from Maplin Electronics by ordering
NW07H - free of charge when ordering
- othet goods
or
❖ from all Maplin and Mondo Maplin
siores - free of charge
or,
^ from The Library, Radiocommunicatioas
Agency, New King's Bean House,
22 Upper Ground, London, SE19SA.
Tel: 0171 2110505/0502
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RA 240 Application for
CB Radio Ucence (NW08J)
AnTOne wisliing co use the CB Radio,
sennce legally musthavea valid licence.
Operating a CB Radio wthout a licence is
contrary to the Wireless Telegraphy Act
1949 and renders the individual liable to
prosecution. The Ucence, at time of writing,
costs £15 per year. It covers the license
holder for any number of CB Radios arid
other individuals under the license Holders
general supervision (see RA 246 for a more
detailed explanation). CB Licences can no
longer be obtained 'over the counter' at
post offices,.

Application. RA240 can be obtained as follows:
^ from Maplin Electronics by ordering
NWOSJ — free of charge when ordering
other goods
or
^ from all Mapliri and Mondo Maplin
scores — free of charge
or
^ from the Radio Licensing Centre.
Subscription Services ltd, PO Box.884,
Bristol, BS99 5IE- Tel: 0117 925 S333
Please noce; Maplin Electronics cannot
accept license applications or payment of
license fees, such must be sent direct to the
Subscription Services at the above address.

"sing the latest technology, thfs mobile
CB transceiver offers a sophisticated
U array of features, it covers both the 40
UK and 40 CEPT channels. Features Include
Illuminated LCD display, comprehensive
scanning, dual watch, key lock, dud! function
button control, priority channel 9 ahti 19,
display of supply voltage,- beep'on/off and
programmable functions on the microphone.
This'4W mobile measures
150 x .45 x 157mm,'and-is'supplied with
12V DC lead, microphone, mounting kit
and comprehenslvB. instructions,
The rig is now araijable^from/MapUn ,
Electronics. 6rder Code NV99H Price £129.95;

Additional Information
For enquiries on C8 licensing conrfitioiis
and poitny,; please contacU
Citizens" Band Seivice,
Radiqcomtnurocations Agency. New King's
Beam House, 22 Upper erounri. London,
Sgl 9SA. Tel: 017.1 2210158/0159,0160.
Email; ascMra gtent gov.uk
For general enquiues.- please conlact
the Radiocominunicauons Agency .enquiiy
polnl/.Tel; 017121102J1
Radlocommunlcahons Agency Web Site;
hUp://MMiO|Kn .gov.iik/rad»oca»/ralH»e;hbq
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PasHJon
Position Slock
Price CataioguB
Ms Month
Lost Month Coda OasctlpUon
Ine VAT Page
1
3 U<53 Live Vfire Del Kit
£6,99
785
g
fe
2
4 LP56 Mosfet Amp Kit
£21.99
70S
3
9 LP16 TDA7052 Kit
£6.99
703
4
- LP53 Lit Remote Tester
£10.99
787
fe
5
10 LP30 ISOO Timer
£8.99 *726
6
8 IP 59 1200'Kit
'£7.99 762
i
7
6 LP'77 Lights On fieminde'
■£6.99 His
%
i
8
17 I>S3 LED Xmas Tree
£15.99"
0
9
5 LP28 Beginners Afl Radio
£10.99
s
765
10
11 LK42 Car Salt Monitor
£12,99 714
■S
11
14
LI3i SSM 2017 Pre-Amp
£16.99 709
%
12 •
13 tP66 Courtesy Ught Extr
£4.99 716
13
- IP54 LED Xmas Star
£10.99
0
16 U476 ,11.1386 Kit',
1^
■£4.99
1
703
g
15
19 LP03 ,TOA2822 Stra Pwr Amp £10.99
703
16
-• - LtOS Musk: Maker
£4.99
739
17
15.' LU29 PIC 16CS4 Programmer £19.99
731
5
IS
12 LI31 555 Proto Card
£7,99
729
S
18 LP12 IBM Expansion Kit
£27.99 376
l£''
•- U82 Robot Voice Hit
20
£29.99
710
Over 200 kis avaitsbls. AU kiis ure supplk-d wiih full inarucdons. The descripitom
abnre ire Rficessmiy shot!; please ensure that tou knrnv exacdy what she kii tv and
vhaf It compiises before oriiednc by reft racg lo the current nupltn cataiogue.
ibplla Pfojrxtj: Tup 20 Kis based on Ntv.-ember 97 siks iigurcs. All items subject to
avvObbilitv: Prices are subiec! to change. E&OE.
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Position
PosHfon Stock
Price Catalogue
This Month
Last Month Coda Deseripllon
toe VAT Page
i cs"Ea i YU49 Clock Module
£4.69
728
2
2
8 AM27 418MHz Tx
£13,99
770
h
3
6 FS13 Counter Module
£9.99 755
k
4
5 \VC20 UHF Modulator 6MH2
£10.99 791
k
5
13 YT99 Temp Mod Wide Range £13,99 754
6
4 FE33 Temperature Module
£9.99
753
7
3 FP64 MirvMax Temp Module £11.89 ''734
8
3 AM28 418 MHz Rx
£25,99 770
k
Frpanslon
Card
Assm
9
18
AMU
£34.99
376
■k
T]
10
2 YU07 Small Temp Mod Ext
£10.99' •.:7 53
.7 Gwbi: DVM Meter Module
11
£12.99
756
'5
12
11 RJ89- VV/less Clock Module
£24,99
728
* 13* .
14 AM03 150W MOSFET Amp Assm £29.99
706.
14
15 IS97 Pre-Ariip EQ2S
£12:49
709
u
15
10 ' 'MK58 EM2 MSF Rcvr Module £16.99 727
a
3
16
15 YU05 Small 'Clot* Module
£8,99
728
i
17
12 NV10 TDGM622-lTlmeDateVGM £49.99
790
'KVOS
18
418MHz AM Tx Module
£9,99 769
-19
woo Dual Oisp T Module
£13.99
754
- LP85 RS232-Dig!l CorivAssm £19.99
20
724
Over 100 modules nralishle. Not a]] modules arc jnpplieti with di^insiruoiofis,
however tun technica! data is available on request from Tediolnd Saks. The
descripiktris cbo^c are necessarih' shon; pkase ensure ihaj you know csanly what the
modujc f? and vkhai it comprises befbre ordering by refetriag to the cmrcnt maplin
cataJogue. Maplin Modules: Top 20: tsised on November 97 sales figures. All Items
subject 10 svallnhtUrs'. Pnces are subject to change. fc&OE.
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AUDIlO LEAC
- iYo /;o»je or projes'sidnal
studio should be without one!
FEATURES:
Rapidly and clearly identifies
connections on most audio cables
Will test very long cables
Clear led readout
.PROJECT i
Robust design
rating€^
A ,nMis
IDEAL FOR:
'"
PA/Sound engineers
>- Gigging bands'
>»- Fault diagnosis
Kit Inciudes all components, PCB, fixing hardware,'
case, front panel label and full instructions.

KIT

PROJECT
HATlNGlLy
Slmpto.

hA'DlyNAL

PREDICT Jl. iCIT
FEATURES
(deal beginners project
>-' Simple lb use - one, switch operation
>- .Automatic switch off saves batteries
>- Full source code available

AUDip iEAD CHECKER KIT LU26DX19.99
.ConsfiucMofj details: Audio Lead Checker Leaflet XZ2QW 80p
Issde 1147 June 1997 Eiectranlcs fciBeyond XD14Q f2.2S

APPLICATIONS
>- Use to choose your lottery nu
■>► Excellent introducticn to
rnicroconlrotlers
>- Use in other games
Mt Includes ali components, PCB. fixlnj
hardware and full instiuctions. Two
batteries are required (not suppli

i

ers

PlAUONAUI.OTIEftyiPREDICrOR KfTUiBlR £9 99
Constnrc'pn 'details;: Natforjal; Lottery, Predlptor'teaflet:XZ46A iBOp
Issue L20 ' Decernher l997 Boctronics & beyDnd XO20W £2 65

©EIMi-,K«store KIT
r, a e^ioBip
•'PROJECT ^Th,1
RATING^-S
Simple

FEATURES
>»- PAL and NTSC compatible
TTL compatible.inputs
64 colour palette
Jb- Composite video and UHF
outputs
>>- Analogue or digital RGB
inputs
>- Optional S-video output
r-

FEATURES
>- Ideal beginners project
Safe, low voltage operation
>- Low current giving long .
batteiy life >- Directly drtves speakers
(included) or piezo sounders
>-: Large range of melodies
supported (15 available)

APPLICATIONS.
>- Children's toys
>- Teaching nursery rhymes
>- Turn ordinary cards and
,gifts:into novel presents;
Kit Inriudas all components,'PCB.
speaker, connecting wiroond full
' instructions. One or two i.5V batteries
ara required (not supplied):

M aofiy GENERATOR HIT:
LMPSVr.london'Bnoge
UiB? Old McnortBld
LUfiy Love:Mo Tender
LUTO jinije Bells
1117612 Days oTCbdslmas HITt Vm. A»e My-SunsWne
iltBlTWnWe'fivinWe
C"84<d Dketo.Tpoch
ilJSl WanilngiTone
I U92;Wc<iaing"Mdrch
AH at £4-99
Conslroctron tfelai/sr'Melody Generator Leaftei XZ47B 50p
Isspe 120 / December 1997 Electronics & beyond XOaOW £2.65

LUSrili HpppyButhday
lUBa.GreepsJeeves
li)7S, Merw Clirfstmas
UL' O I Jus! Called
LU«0 While Chrtstmas

scoi
PROJECT jCV
RATINGKiy
Average

APPLICATIONS
2*- Colour bar generation
>- RGB to composite and
UHF conversion
■>- Computer.displays
Kit includes all comporietrts. PCB. Modulator, haidware to connect the Maplln
Colour 9ar Goners tar UoOE and full instractlons. A rfiav DC.® 300fhA, regulaled
supply is required (riot supplied).
F^COLOUREN WJDERKIT UI74R £24.99
Cpriscmctlqt) iletaiis- PAl (tolouLEncoder Lcaflet XzAlU.BQp
Issue 1157 July -1997 -Beclronics & beyond Xi)i5R

•ei«!DEIt« NOWs
Tel: 01702 S54000, Fax: 01702 S54001, E-mail; Sales@mapIin.co.uk
Of write to Maplin Electronics, RO. Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 SLU
Or Tel: .01702 554002 for details of your nearest Maplin or Mondo store.
Please quote Priority Reference Code MAQ44 When ordering.

These kits are:
>- Supplied with' high-quality fibre-glass' PCBs - pre-tlnned, vrith printed
Bx.bfders'ct.w £30,00 Inc VAT goods are
legend and solder resist
rSapatrtftd ftse of handling tterges. A smell
Supplied with comprehensive instiuctions and a constructors' guide
order darge of £2.95 Inc VAT Is' appfcd to
>- Covered by the Ma'plln Gel-You-Wptking SeKfce and i2-mDnth warranty
orders bJis than £30,00 inc VAT. AH Kahs
kits da not include tools or test Equipment Kits may require additional components or
ailgtct ta awaabSty AS prices are ixtuswe
products, depending on spplicatiori, please refer to constrocSon details or contact the
of VAT and are sut)[ect tochan|e. E&OE.
MapSn Technical Support Hc-rpSne get; 01702 556001J if in dbubti

GONNECTi

Inlemet Web Site:
hHpd/ivww.maplin.co.tik

01nternet

Comdex shows the way
At the recent Comdex in Las Vegas, several things pointed
the way forward for computer manufacturers. Although
they've been saying it between themsefves for several years,
and valiantly and vainly attempting to get the rest of the
world to s'rt up and listen, the time is finally beginning to look
right for convergence of the personal computer with home
television technology. Multimedia computers have been
around for a while, of course, and the dream of combining a
computer In the same box as a television has been dreamt
for several years, but actually being abte to integrate
television successfully within a computer has evaded
manufacturers yet
However, it's beginning to happen. Several computer
makers are showing products that can display television
pictures right out of the box (yes, that's a pun). Apple, for a
while now, in fact, has had television-enabled family
Macintoshes at respectable computer prices, and as usual
the other computer makers are in a rush to do the same on
their Windows boxes. These are stlii though too expensive
for Joe Public to rush out and buy as a replacement for his
12-inch portable that's just blown its last gasket.
Network Computer, and WInte! equivalent NetPC, designs
are starting to see the light of day, in a move expected to
bring down computer prices though, and it's likely that
several versions of these will be avaifabie over the coming
months. Don't expect them to fall immediately to the sub£400 retail price level aif the hype would have us believe,
but they will be cheaper than equivalent full-blown personal
computers. With the cheapness on the other hand, will be
a considerably lower ability in the early days — and
whether they're the right device for the home market (let
alone the business sector they're initialiy Intended for) has
yet to be established.
AOL Surpasses 10 Million as
Network Collapses
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In the same week that AOL
arwww.aol .com, announced
it Jiad hit a membership of !0
million,it had e-mail delivery
problems, preventing a
significant number of its
subscribers from sending or
receiving messages.
AOL Continues to Buiid
Out Network & System
Capacity. As member-usage
climbs, the Compamcomiiiues to build out its
access network Called
AOLnet by 25.000 modems
monthly. In addition, the
service has upgraded over
75 percent of AOL access

numbers ro
support the
new highspeed 56K
modems.
"Our
number'
f
one priority
rematris
serving our
members,
better," said
Sieve Case,
chief
executive df.AOL "We've
reached 10 million members,
and we're gearing up id
support millions more:
.We're committed to ensuring
chat AOL continues to offer
the best online experience
possible," added Case.
AOL can be sampled free
of charge for 50 hours
during vour first month.
Ring 0806-279-1234 to
obtainfreeAbL Software
and infpfmatiori about our
new nexibie:.pricing.plans.
The AOX software is also
available to download from
the Web.
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www.dataquest,com.
Arch rival Netscape at
www. net scape, com, still
leads with dose to 53 per
cent, but that's down from 73
per cent earlier,
If Microsoft's growth in
browser share continues,
Dataquest projects Internet
Explorer to reach parity with
Netscape Navigator as early as
the second quarter of 1998.

Microsoft
Doubles Share of
Browser Market
Over.the past nine months,
Microsoft at
www.ni1crosQft.com, has
doubled its share of the
Internet browser market to 40
per cent, up from20 percent
at the end of 1996, according
to a Dataquesc survey at

RealNetworks' RealPlayer 5.0 Hits
One Million Downloads
»■■■■«
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Over one million RealPlayer
downloads since the beta
release in October. This
represents a 120 per cent
increase over the first two
weeks after version 4.0 was
released in February. In
total, over 26 million players
have been downloaded
from www.real .com since
the company first pioneered
the use of streaming audio
with ReaLAudlb,
The RealPlayer 5.0, which
plays all RealAudio and
RealVideo programming on
the Web, introduces
RealFlash animatian
synchronised with
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RealAudio. RealFlash,
incorporating Flash
technology from
Macromedia, provides
compelling animations that
tan now be delivered in
real-time.
RealVideo improvements
include fail-screen video
streaming over high speed
connections for Windows 95
and Windows NT users,
quality improvements to
28.8 kbps video, and new
video formats for users of
56K modems. Other
enhancements include
near-CD quality voice for
28,8 kbps modems.

Top of the Ladder
The main digital prenpeo! that makes up the Internet, the transpdn
control pratocolTnternet protocol (TCP/IP), which allows computers
of all types to send and receive digital information of all types over
die Internet, looks as though it's nearing the end of its technology.
Previously, it had been thought to be infinitely scaleable, such that it
could be used with whatever technology is used to make up die
transmission media in the Internet. However, the latest advances in
die internet "which use, say. satellites for direct-to-home delivery of
digiral concent are stretching TCP/IP to its limit. The problem arises
in two ways. First, because the return route from the.user to the
computer comrolling the satellite uplink of data has to be by. mo re
convendonal modem or ISDN link (the satellite link is from satellite
to computer only), the overall connection is liighly asynchronous,
and TCP/IP finds it difficult to cope in such drcumstances. Second,
satellite linkages have inherent high latency together v.ith high
bandwidth. Again, TCP/IP can't cope-well.
It's likely that nexr-generadon derivatives of the current TCP/IP
will be more dynamic, to cater for an increasing use of such
transmission techniques within the internet.

Macromedia Announces Web Tool

Sn
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Dreamweaver from
Macromedia at
www.raacromerfia.com, is a
new visual Web authoring
tool created for Web
development professionals.
With Dreamweaver, Web
professionals can now
combine the power and
productivity of a visual tool
with the control and
ilexibility of an HTML text
editor. Dreamweaver is also
the hrsc HTMJL editor to
have in-depth support lor
Dynamic HTML.
Many Internet professionals
have rejected the current
generation of visual HTML
editors - preferring to stay
with test editors — because
these tools make significant
changes to imported HTML,
when the page is exported.
Thus, hand-written HTML
can become nearly
unrecognizable after passed
through a visual Web page
editor. This is one of the key
probleras Dreamweaver solves.
The Dreamweaver
engineering team builrthe
product on a foundation
that preserves the quality of
original,HTML source. The
underlying "Roundcrip

HTML*
technology
allows
developers
to switch
back and
forth
between
their
current
HTML
source
editor and
Dreamweaver "without fear
of changes to their handwritten HTML
Dreamweaver works in
conjunction with any HTML
editor to provide a more
productive environment
and provides complete
control over originalIITML
source code.
Throughout the product's
development cycle, the
Dreamweaver product
engineering team consulted
with an advisory group of
top Web developers to
create a tool targeted
towards the real world
needs of professional Web
site creation. "Professional
Web developers are eager
for a tool thac.eaabies them
to easily create high-quality,
high-traffic sites while
providing maximum
authoring flexibility," said
Kevin Lynch, Macromedia's
vice president, Totemet
Authoring Tools. "We
faelieye combining the
productivity of a visual tool
with'the controi and
flexibility of HTML source
editing will strongly appeal
to the prbfessibnal,"

Summarise and Survive
The latest developments in
texr surnrnarisatiofv software
from BT .Laboratories (BIX)
are now available on trial, to
customersifom BTL's
Internet Online Shop.ac
transcend.labs.hi.com.
The experimental text
summarisation software
known asProSum, has been
developed to tope with the
increasing problem of
information overload. Ibis
now available either as an
on-line service via the
fmerhet, or as a'Microsaft
Word add-in that can be
installed and in use on a PC
in under five minutes.
ProSum, short for. profilebased summarisaiioh, can
summarise text as miich or
as litile as required by the
user. Abridgements of the
original text can be shown
clearly, by either marking up
the document or producing a
separate executive summary,
A unique feature of
ProSum is drat users can
choose their own key-words
to pin-point items of
particular interest. The

on-line Internet version can
also be used to summarise
Wfeb pages,
Chris DLx, manager of
BTL's Online Shop, said,
"We've developed ProSum
to help people cope with
the ever-increasing problem
of infonnatton overload, the
sort of information now
widely contained in reports,
sent via E-mail or captured
from the Imernei which
constantly fills up PC hard
disci around the world."
"It can he difficult even to
keep up with current
information, much less to
res ear cli and digest the
information currently
available from databases
around the globe. We
believe ProSum goes' some
of the way towards relieving
that problem," added Chris.
The on-line service from
the BTL Online Shop costs
jusr 25p per summary using
micrbpayment tokens,
which are purchased via
secure on-line payment
using VISA or Mastercard
credit cards.
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Philips and emWare Join Forces to Offer Embedded Internet Connectivity
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Philips at www.phiSips.com
the largest mahufacturef and
supplier of 80C51
microcontroilers. and
emWare at www.eroware. com,
an embedded Internet software
company, today announced a
partnership to offer Internet
connectivity using Philips'
80C51 microcontrollers and
emWare technology.
.•\s a result of die
partnership, designers will
now be able to create
embedded devices chat can
be connected to the Internet
and controlled remotely
using a standard Web
browser. emWare develops

the first device Web server which consumes only IK of
memory - specifically
designed for microcontrollerbased embedded devices.
Customers can network
emWare-embedded devices
and control them via the
Internet, an intranet or
lightweight networks such as
I2C, i2C is a simple two-wire
serial bus commonly used to
interconnect IGs on a broad
range of consumer
electronics products. The 12C
is available on over 100
different IC devices supplied
by more than 25
semiconductor companies.
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NETCOM Triples Customer Web Space
NETCOM at
www.netcora.net.uk has
tripled the standard amount
of Web space available to ail
its users, from personal
dial-up customers 10
business users.
All packages in the
Ketstart and Netserve
ranges are now available
with I0MB as standard.
Current business customers
will be able to take
advantage of this latest
offer from NETCOM by
upgrading for a nominal
fee. All users of NETCOM "s

NETCOMplete dial-up
service will he upgraded
automatically.
Ai the same time,
improved Web statistics
ofFeri ng daily, weekly and
monthly site access
information and data will
be available to all uscrs bf
NETCOM's packaged
Internet business solutions.
. Existing business users will
be able to upgrade to the
new increased specification
automatically by taking
advantage of the riew Web
space upgrade.
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Be Makes Complete BeOS Available
For Internet Download
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Be has made Release 2.0 of
its ground-breaking
operating system BeOS,
available for download over
the Imerhet.
Developers and users
wishing to run the BeOS can
now download an
unrestricted version of the
product free of charge from
Be's Web sire.at www. be. cora/
products/beos_tlownloa(l.
"BeOS was born on the
Web," said Jean-Louis
Gassee, President and CEO
of Be, "We designed the
product to be compact and
Internet-ffiendly. Making the
complete BeOS available oh '
dielmemet is the next
natural step in our

company's, and our
product's, evolution."
The download version
includes all the components
needed to run the BeOS on a
wide variety ofPowerMacs arid
compatibles. Although the
download is only 9MB in size,
this indudes die complete
core OS, an email client, a
Web browser, persona! Web
server, ftp dient and server,
telnet cilent and server,
remote access capabilities',
command line tools and
demonstration applications.
The downloadable version
of the BeOS has been
designed to be simple to
install, and includes detailed
instructions,
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• Microsoft's cbincirvfor'siifne
stick: recently at home and •
' abroad for Iks anti-competitive
practices, and .several VTeh
; sites lave sprung up to keep
i us all tiptlateil. One of these,,
i allied \\Jndow3 95
Annoyances at:
<ittp:'//w/t.araioy5nces.org/irin95/>
I takes a long Itxik at YSladnws'
| ,95 and its problems.
I Doubtless there's bnly a
mOnth'pr two tb go before.it
I changes its name toWindows; 98 Anbpyances,- with a totally
; new set of grievances, but it's
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ihurc frt lht- mennil'hc.
Maybe the most
dicompassing \Veb site e\'er
jtbout wine, Wine Spectator
boasts n searchable database
ofsei-efai thousand wines, so
it's worth a detailal browse on
<http: / /ww.wi nespectator.coa/'
to see if that precociotis little
Chardonrmy you had last'
Cliristinas. willt its' breaihtin^ing sfterbum, and its
bouquet like a tidcbef'S
armpitisstill available frorfi
your local vintners."
Always: one fbr'decerit

■iOiriti taigiydi, fnilrntniet hits
found what must Ix: the
"ulilmate for the traveller.
AtEsdte Travel, oti"
<hftp://tSM.city.net* ynu can
find details of over 5000 cities
worldwide. Just type in the
city ymi wanVth find
ihformatldn about and let the
search engine rattle out sites
. arid irifortnatlori itbout the city
for you. Maps,, tourist
Infontiatibriarid more are .
that available at the dick of a
mouse button in your Web
browser window:
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Don't miss another great assortment of entertaining^
and easy-to-make projects and essential electronics
information aimed at the novice constructor.
Issue 123 on sale Friday 6th February

Analogue v Digital
Mike Bedford examines

Fan Failure
Alert

the advantages behind the

. Avoid costly

use of each method for a

! overheating damage

variety of applications.

on your computer
by installing this

Dairy Farming

protective project,

Technology
P| | I

George Pickworth
looks into the latest
technological
developments around
the farmyard.
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From Infra red
to Ul tic violet
and X-rays, Reg: Miles examines
allTdfrns'of ima^'conversion to
see' the otherwise invisible.
There's another Interface
BUS rhodule to construct from
Neil Johnson
Douglas'niari^on'leaps into
outer-space and reveals the
mysteries of Neptune.
f or mnde! aircraftranthusiasts
we have a Model aircraft Speed
controller and if you are after an
amusing simple light display
then we can ;help out with this
simple project.
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DECT (Digital European Cordless
Telephone) Is beginning to take off in
the UK.-As the name suggests,
consumers are adopting them as ah
alternative to the old analogue cordless
phones, which adhered to a standard knotyn
as CT1. The old standard specified
narrowband frequency modulation on
carriers in the otder of 1.6MHz and 49MHz.
One frequency is used for the receive path,
the other for transmit. The. number of
transmit and receive channels allocated for
CTl use are restricced.-As .a result, there's a
fair chance of interference from a
neighbour's phone, if you live in a buat-tip
area. Because no scrambling is involved,
there's a fair chance that nearby scanner
enthusiasts can listen into your calls..
Arid to this the limited range, and crackles
and hiss, and it becomes clear why the
superior alternative is being embraced
warmly. At die time of writing, DECT had
been adopted by around 30 countries
worldwide. It comes as no surprise either to
learn that DECT cordless phones, in this case
from Hagenuk, are to be found in the latest
edition of the Maplln catalogue. Other
models are available from Siemens, Dancall
and Philips, among others. Some DECT
products, such as the upmarket Dancall
model, have the ability to be hooked up to a
pair of phone fines. These are Ideal for small
businesses and home office users.
So how is DECT better than CTl? lb the
consumer,. DECT offers a better sound quaiiry,
and a much-improved range (up to 300m)
between handset and base station. Because
the digitised audio is encrypted, there's little
chance of electronic eavesdropping. DECTs
spectrum is in die region of 188Q-1900MHZ—
in other words, there's 20MHz to play with.
DECT specifies a micro-cellular' architecture,
in which frequencies are dynamically
allocated whenever calls are being made or
taken, thus eiiminatlng the possibility df.
dashing with your neighbour's
communications. Whereas conventional
GSM cellphones specify- an RF output of 2\X;
DECT handsets get by on 250ni\\T
There's more to DECT than simple
cordless telephony. ETS1, the standards body
responsible for releasing the original
specification back in 1992, is constantly
looking at new applications for the.
CQmrauoications technology. It helps that
DECT is somewhat open — and hence
flexible. Indeed, the published specification
covers a universal air interface' standard that
simply describes how a base station
conftriunkates with portable terminals, tn
comparison, the complete network is
covered by the GSM cellullar specification.
ETSI has also published incerworking
profiles' that describe how DECT can co-esist
with other communications networks, sudt
as GSM and ISDN'. At feast one major
telecorns equipment supplier is already
trialling systems in which DECT provides a
IAN with wireless extensions. Complete!;,=cordless LANs, or CLANs, .are also envisaged
Wireless videoconferendng has been hinted
at too. When used for data applications, up
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with Martitl Pipe
to half a: megabit can be. nansfcfred per
second by splitting the intelligence over
rtiuliiple trrhe slots.
DECT, as. its full name suggests, is" a fullydigltal system. like GSM and PCN cellular
phones, is based oh TDMA. (time division
multiple accessVIn the full specification, a
base station Can support up to 12 channels
over a single 1152kbi[/£ec carrier. This
bandwidth is segmented, using TDMA
techniques, into 24 repeating time-slots.
Utilising TDD (time division duplex)
operation, half of these tiriie slots are utilised
for transmission, and the other Italf for
reception. Within the 20MHz allocated, to
DECT, ten carriers can be accommodated.
Up to 120 speedi users, can thus be handled
within a given area.
Any DECT handset (or terminal'} can
access all of these channels, and the highest
quality channel available is selected
whenever a connection is required. As with
conventional cellphones, the iumdset.is
cominoush- seeking a better radio
communications path, and will automatically
switch (or hand over") to the base station
that is. prowding the strangest signal
Handover is totally seamless - indeed,
connection to the new channel has to be
made before transmission ceases on the
driginai one. Obvious-security measures have'
been taken to ensure that you don't iiand
over to base stations, you sho.uldnT.be
connected to, otherwise you could have
great frin"ringing up your neighbour's phone
bUl! To achieve this, base stations and
handsels are individually addressable
(if they weren't, the TDMA system would fall
fiat on its face...).
A company-wide communicaiioris system,
which is based aroundDECT equipment
supplied by Ericsson, is currendy being
trialled by BT. Although the scheme - to be
called OnePhone when commerdallv-
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launched - will be aimed at business users,
thefe are significafit implications for
.domestic telecommunications. The trial
curreh'tiy involves-200 employees at 4
difTerent BT locationsin Uxbridge.Herne!
Hempstead, London and Leeds. OnePhone's.
main benefit Is that it allows people to bs
readied from the same number.
At each locauoh ls a' DECT base station,
known as a mobility server'. All are in
constant communication with each other via
ZMhiuSec leased lines. Calls to'any of the 200
trial staff are routed through these boxes.
Subscobers are given a DECThaodset, and
with this they can roam to any of the
companysites connected to the system;
when a subscriber turns up at a particular
site, Jtis handset, automatically negotiates
with the local mohUity server. As a result, the
OnePhone network now knows where a
subscriber's calls should be routed. If the
individual is not within, range, the call could
be diverted to anodier location, such as an
employee's home office, or to vdicemail.
Even more interesting is the second phase
of the trial, planned for next summer, which
will involve special dud-mode liandsets that
combine DECT and GSM fadlities.,Current
prototypes of this phone look like two
handsets glued together, but more elegant
models are.in develapmem. If an employee
is not within range of one of the four
mobility serveis - let's say. for ecample, he
was travelling between sites or was abroad a divert to a GSM number would
automatically be set up, in the trial. Cellnec—
which Is closely assodated with BT - will
provide the GSM service. The OnePhone
network will be linked to a GSM exchange
using a piece of equipment known as an
interworkmg unit, oriwu.
There is no reason why DECT mohitity
servers couldn't be set up in other locations.
Local telecommunications providers may
well set themselves up to market low-cost
extended-range cordless phones and highspeed data services; These would appeal to
consumers (partlculariy those who don't
need the national coverage of cellular), local
businesses and areas with poor cellular
coverage. If those local telecommunications
companies were to sec up roaming
agreements with each other, then countrywide coverage would be possible.
Such a scenario isn't for removed from a
System, known as Rabbit, chat failed tn the
early 1990s (its operator, Hutchison
Telecom, eventually got lucky with the
Orange cellular network). Rabbit took the
Form of a DECT-like digital cordless phone
system, known as CT2. The liandset would,
however," also communicate with telepoints'
installed in public areas, allowing outgoing
calls to be made. Unfortunately, Rabbit
wouldn't accept incoming colls, and that
proved to be its downfall. DECT Isn't
affected by this limitation, and indeed you
would have the advantage of being
cqntaoable via a single number.
F-mail,your ^-ommeiHs'pr suggesllohs la
MartJn'Pipe at whatnetPctit.ci^iUllnli.ro Uk.
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Available from Isf September
The 'must have' tool for DIY enthusiasts,
hobbyists and students, amateurs and
professionals in the world of electronics.
- Over 25 years experience
- 42 stores nationwide
- Same day despatch
- Order 24 hours a day
- Free technical support on 01702 556001
£3.45
- Free delivery on orders over £30.00
- Over £50 worth of discount vouchers
Order now on 01702 '554000
Available at: WH Smith, John Menzces or
your local Maplin Store.
[Add 50p for P&P). Orders outside the UK please send £8.45 or 21 IRCs
for Airmoil in Europe or surface mail outside Europe; Send £16.00 or
37 IRCs for Airmail oulsfde Europe lot
Maplin MPS, PO Box 777 Royleigh, Essex, England SS6 SLU.
When ordering please quote priority Code MA047.

